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ABSTRACT 

Representations of the Headscarf in Post-September 11  

Muslim Women’s Fiction 

The September 11 terrorist attacks irrevocably changed the ways that Muslim women 

are perceived in Western countries and the ways they view themselves. The increased 

scrutiny given to Muslim women in the wake of those events is exemplified in debates that 

surround wearing the headscarf as an external marker of faith and ethnicity. In this study, 

three novels by Muslim women have been selected which focus on the issues facing Muslim 

women in the post-September 11 era. Mohja Kahf’s The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (2006), 

Shaylene Haswarey’s The Hijabi Club (2011) and Elif Shafak’s The Three Daughters of Eve 

(2016) feature protagonists who are grappling with the discourses and cultural practices that 

govern Muslim women’s conduct. As they move through their lives, the headscarf becomes a 

site where the issues of Muslim womanhood are worked out, and various characters are faced 

with the decision over whether and when to cover their heads. 

This study argues that the Muslim woman’s headscarf in post-September 11 literary 

works offers a multilayered debate about the status of Muslim women and their struggle for 

equality. The novels that are analyzed address the cultural significance of the headscarf by 

presenting fictional characters who take different stances on wearing this garment. These 

characters examine certain well-worn misconceptions around the headscarf. They also 

question the Islamic teachings that pose cultural and social hindrances to gender equality and 

the inconsistencies of these teachings. In these novels, the women are often caught between 

Western ideals and historical patriarchal family regulations that claim to be based upon 

Islamic teachings. These fictional women thus operate as test cases to explore the double-

standards under which Muslim women live. 

The novels in this study generate different windows into the dilemmas of Muslim 

women and introduce female self-reflections that challenge both Islamophobic discourses and 

outdated Islamic patriarchal cultural values. The selected novels constitute acts of resistance 

as well as acts of creative self-discovery that propose a rewriting of Islamic teaching which is 

responsive to the modern conditions of the lives of Muslim women in the West.
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INTRODUCTION 

Representations of the Headscarf in Post-September 11 

Muslim Women’s Fiction 

The September 11 terrorist attacks irrevocably changed the ways that Muslim women are 

perceived in Western countries and the ways they view themselves. Cainkar (51) states that 

“Arabs, Muslims, and persons assumed to be Arabs and Muslims were held collectively 

responsible” for the terrorist attacks. In particular, the increased scrutiny given to Muslim 

women in the wake of those events was often focused on debates around wearing the headscarf 

as an external marker of faith and identity. In this study, three novels by Muslim women have 

been selected which focus on the issues facing Muslim women in the post-September 11 era. The 

Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (2006) by Mohja Kahf, The Hijabi Club (2011) by Shaylene 

Haswarey and The Three Daughters of Eve (2016) by Elif Shafak feature protagonists who are 

grappling with the discourses and cultural practices that govern Muslim women’s conduct. As 

these protagonists move through their fictional lives, the headscarf becomes a site where the 

issues of Muslim womanhood are worked out, and various characters are faced with the decision 

over whether and when to cover their heads.  

The novels in this study generate different windows into the dilemmas of Muslim women 

and introduce their self-reflection into a modernised version of Islamic teachings where they 

challenge both Islamophobic discourses and outdated patriarchal cultural values. The three 

characters’ journeys constitute acts of resistance as well as creative self-discovery and propose a 

rewriting of Islamic teachings that is responsive to the modern conditions and life-experience of 

Muslim women. In addition, the women’s life-experiences and memories directly correlate, in 

these novels, their childhood to their adulthood. As Bhabha (90)  notes, “remembering is never a 

quiet act of introspection. It is a powerful re-remembering, a putting together of the dismembered 

past to make sense of the trauma of the present.” Weissberg (10) too, states that “memory is a 

crucial tool and agent for insisting on the identity and the place in the world,” while Hall (52) has 

also highlighted the prominent interface between life-experience, cultural challenge and 

migrants’ cultural identity.  
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This study argues that the representations of Muslim women’s headscarf in post-

September 11 literary works by Muslim women introduces a space for multilayered debate about 

the status of Muslim women and their struggle for equality. These works address the cultural 

significance of the headscarf by presenting divergent fictional characters who take different 

stances on wearing the headscarf, and for different reasons. These characters examine certain 

well-worn misconceptions around the headscarf. They question Islamic teachings that pose 

cultural and social hindrances to gender equality and the inconsistencies of these teachings that 

are used to justify patriarchal practices. This study traces the journeys that take place in the 

novels of Kahf, Shafak and Haswarey to reveal how the female protagonists claiming “their own 

cultural heritage” (Bakalian and Bozorgmehr, 239) and navigate western societies in the post-

September 11 climate. 

In these novels, the women are often caught between Western ideals and historical 

patriarchal family regulations that claim to be based upon Islamic teachings. These fictional 

women thus operate as test cases to explore the double-standards under which Muslim women 

live. More positively, these characters introduce interfaith dialogue and espouse religious 

pluralism (Brooten 208; Conte 212). In the post-September 11 era, interfaith dialogue and 

religious tolerance emerge as significant collaborative methods to accept the differences and 

learn about other faiths, sects and worldviews (Naydan 138). Additionally, Mamdani (15) notes 

how a new paradigm, which contrasted the ‘good Muslim’ (secular and westernized) with the 

‘bad Muslim’ (pre-modern and radical) came to designate Muslim people in western societies. 

The September 11 terrorist attacks in the United States gave rise to a culture of surveillance and 

laws targeting people of Muslim origins in most of the countries in the world. Moreover, the 

post-September 11 backlash complicated Muslims’ notions of home and belonging, particularly 

for those living in western and westernised countries. In the post-September 11 epoch, Muslim 

women wearing a headscarf in Western societies found themselves trapped at the intersection of 

religious intolerance, a newly racialized Muslim identity, and feminist debates both within 

Muslim and Western societies. Indeed, Wing and Smith (770) assume that one of the most 

significant consequences of September 11 was the transformation of the meaning of the Muslim 

woman’s headscarf. As Shaheen (189) notes, after September 11, the headscarf became the 

visible sign, borne by Muslim women, of the insidious threat posed by radical Islamic terrorism 
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— possibly Arabs. This development inflected debates about whether the headscarf served to 

symbolise modesty and empowerment, or the oppression of women by controlling their sexuality 

and, by extension, their life decisions.  

My study of contemporary novels depicts the lives of Muslim women and their 

relationship to their faith in the wake of September 11 and sees these novels as a feminist 

challenge to patriarchal cultural practices. In particular, this thesis closely examines Muslim 

women’s journeys of self-discovery in three selected novels published by Westernised Muslim 

women writers: Kahf’s The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (2006), Haswarey’s The Hijabi Club 

(2011) and Shafak’s The Three Daughters of Eve (2016)). In these novels, the headscarf is a 

persistent marker of the questions these novels ask about the experience of contemporary 

Muslim women in Western and Westernised societies. Each novel dramatises emerging 

complications for women living in the complex social and cultural settings of Western societies 

after September 11. These novels by Muslim women, and about Muslim women, give expression 

to what Sharify-Funk calls Muslim women’s “self-reflexivity” (56).  

Through these literary works, concerns about faith, cultural practice and family 

expectation are raised and debated. This thesis, moreover, argues that these novels reveal a 

Muslim culture that is described by Elad (38) as non-homogenous. Indeed, the novelists studied 

in this thesis come from different traditions — Mohja Kahf comes from a Syrian Arab 

background, Elif Shafak is Turkish, and Shaylene Haswarey is an Anglo-American Muslim 

convert — and their novels identify different trajectories and responses that are visible in the 

communities they fictionalise. Because as Hammer (209) infers, Muslim women wearing the 

headscarf and Muslim dress code have often been presented as marginalised  and subordinate, 

the novels of Kahf, Haswarey and Shafak speak in voices that Spivak describes as the 

“subaltern” (Spivak 42). 

Although the selected characters maintain their faith, each question the Islamic teachings 

that justify patriarchal cultural practices, including the compulsory wearing of the headscarf. 

They refuse to accept without question the patriarchal assumptions of their culture and the 

oppressive practices that violate women’s rights, and as mentioned by Uthman (221) these 

practices are often confused with Islamic teachings. The novels in this study present Muslim 
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women struggling to move beyond blaming Islam as the source of their oppression. Instead, the 

characters in the novels are seeking to uncover the cultural barriers and family expectations that 

are derived from patriarchal ideologies. Although the books all appear in the wake of September 

11, it is significant that they barely refer to terrorism. The terror attacks instead provide a context 

for self-questioning, and in particular the women at the centre of these novels feel strongly that it 

is their responsibility to negotiate the inconsistencies that appear between Islamic teachings and 

their patriarchal interpretations.  

This meaning and the effects of Muslim women’s headscarves in Western societies have 

been the subject of considerable debate within Muslim women’s writing, both fiction and non-

fiction in the wake of September 11. The symbolic particularity of the headscarf, and its 

operation as an external cultural marker, places Muslim women in Western and Westernised 

societies in a liminal position. Yet, the three young Muslim characters in this study respond to 

these cultural challenges in ways that step outside what Gabriel (174) identifies as the 

stereotypical forms of submissive women. These young characters take their headscarves off and 

on along their journeys, where it forms part of the way in which they negotiate their position 

within their cultural and national identities. The decision to wear and/or not wear the headscarf 

involves these women directly with specific cultural obligations and this also leads them to 

revisit controversies around the traditional Islamic teachings that are used to justify hair 

covering. 

Literary fiction allows for an exploratory process to take place, in which Muslim women 

make and debate choices and live with the consequences of these decisions as well as coping 

with the environments they find themselves in. The literary treatment of the headscarf in Muslim 

women’s fiction thus offers important insights into how discourses of national and cultural 

identity has been constructed in given cultural contexts (Appiah 429). A critical analysis of the 

literary representations of the headscarf thus provides an important window into how the selected 

characters negotiate and attempt to reconstruct new hyphenated cultural identities in 

contemporary Western societies, often through strategies of cultural hybridity. Moreover, as 

Gross (106) and Donaldson (26) point out, Islam is not unique in having theological 

interpretations that centre on men. Christianity, Judaism, Sikhism, Hinduism and other religions 
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have grappled with overt and covert sexism within their own sacred texts and traditions in 

numerous ways. Likewise, Ribas et al. (44) believe that patriarchal assumptions and sexism 

within societies are embedded in cultural norms that are difficult to separate from religious 

practices. 

In the novels in this study, the female Muslim characters struggle with low self-esteem 

and self-actualization, and these conflicts are given shape by different journeys that they take 

within the stories. These journeys take place against the backdrop of the observable 

consequences of September 11, including Western feelings of anxiety and vulnerability. In this 

context, the low self-esteem of Muslim women is challenged and made more acute by the fact 

that their Muslim dress code and headscarf act as the banner of their now highly politicised 

religious identity. The journeys in these novels also explore broader dynamics that shape the 

identity of the protagonists. They address the moral panic in host societies about Islamic 

terrorism, halal food, headscarves and so on. But they also focus on the conflicts between young 

Muslims and their parents about their dual identity as Westernised Muslims. The female 

characters thus embody the predicament of an ambivalent existence within Muslim diasporas. 

My own reading of these novels has been influenced by my experience as an Iraqi Kurd. I 

have lived through severe conflicts including growing up during the Iran-Iraq War (1980–88), 

the Anfal Genocide of Kurdish People (1986–89), the 1991 Gulf War and the 2003 Iraq War. I 

emigrated to Australia in 2013 with my wife and three children, including two daughters to 

commence a PhD, initially at the University of Canberra, but completed at the University of 

Western Australia. My children have grown to maturity in the Australian city of Perth. These 

experiences have given me first-hand exposure to both the major issues that the novels consider; 

that is, to the internal conflicts within Islamic culture and its attempts to modernise its practices, 

and to the experiences that Muslim people face when living as minorities in Western cultures. 

One of the main characteristics of the Kurdish culture is religious diversity. While the 

majority of Kurds are Sunni Muslims, we are viewed as ‘moderate’ Muslims, and generally 

Kurdish women face less dress-code restrictions. Therefore, my background as a Kurdish 

moderate Muslim, neither Sunni nor Shia, offers me an opportunity to compare different Muslim 

perspectives. In this, I have been particularly influenced by the secular Muslim thinkers 
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Sadiq Jalal Al-Azm (1934–2016) and Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd (1943–2010).  In my life beyond 

the academy, I also work with Muslim community leaders in Iraq and Australia addressing 

gender-based violence and intolerable cultural practices, including honour killings and female 

genital mutilation justified by Islamic teachings. In all of these ways, the work in this thesis 

speaks to the realities of my life, even though I approach the depiction of women’s experience as 

a Muslim man. 

Reading the Novels 

The main method of this study is the close analysis of literary texts in order to investigate 

the novels from the perspective of the issues that challenge Muslim women in the wake of 

September 11. The study focuses on the central female characters in the novels and their 

journeys of self-discovery: Khadra from Mohja Kahf’s The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (2006), 

Yasmeen from Shaylene Haswarey’s The Hijabi Club (2011) and Peri from Elif Shafak’s The 

Three Daughters of Eve (2016). Using the headscarf as a kind of lens, this study investigates the 

way that the characters in the novels balance their self-actualization with traditional cultural 

practices, Islamic teachings, and familial expectations. The novels are analysed from a 

predominantly Muslim feminist perspective, but comparative and textual approaches are also 

applied. While a wide range of socio-political studies have revealed social contexts for Muslims 

living in the wake of September 11, a textual analysis of Muslim-authored literary works and 

their characters, as discussed by Schall (172), provide a research approach that explore the 

interior lives and imaginative responses of young women. 

Mohja Kahf’s semi-autographical novel, The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf is a coming-of-

age story about a Syrian immigrant woman named Khadra Shamy. She grows up in a devout 

Muslim family in 1970s Indiana. As she enters her teenage years, her encounters with practising 

and secular Muslims within the broader community that expose her to varying interpretations of 

Islamic codes and cause her to explore the fault-lines both within her faith community and 

between “Muslims” and “Americans”. Khadra gradually relinquishes the role she plays as an 

obedient daughter and sister as she comes to realise that she has been kept in a spiritual prison. 

After a short, disastrous marriage to an overbearing husband, Khadra takes a trip to Syria and 
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reconnects with the roots of her faith. On returning to America, she takes care to stay away from 

Indiana where the traumatic experiences of her past still haunt her. Later still, she is sent back to 

Indiana to cover a national Islamic conference and finds signs of positive changes and forms a 

new bond with her old community (Kahf The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 3). The novel provides 

insights into the complex of wider issues that shape the lives of American Muslims: cultural 

clashes between Islamic and American social mores and norms, intergenerational conflicts 

between first-generation Muslim immigrants and subsequent generations, race relations among 

Muslims with differing cultural origins and theoretical allegiances, and the varying 

interpretations of Islamic codes among different Muslim communities. 

In the second novel, the American Muslim-convert Shaylene Haswarey introduces 

another type of independent and confident convert Muslim woman in her novel, The Hijabi Club 

(2011). The novel revolves around the lives of young women in America and the dilemma posed 

by adolescent pregnancy. The novel looks at the relationship between faith and sex education. 

The author creatively deploys a dual narrative technique to signify different perspectives and 

demonstrate the variety of viewpoints within Muslim culture in America. A pair of narrators 

takes turns in the novel: Josephine, the daughter of Shelly, a white American convert Muslim 

and single mother; and Yasmeen, the daughter of an Arab Muslim migrant family. Both 

Josephine and Yasmeen, whose families attend the same mosque, are raised in Muslim families 

and are expected to conform to Islamic teachings, such as the wearing of the Muslim headscarf 

and a routine of daily prayers, but both narrators also reveal the various intersections of religion 

and culture (Peltonen 245). 

Yasmeen becomes a source of shame to her family for choosing not to wear the 

headscarf. She finds herself unable to conform to patriarchal cultural practices and her refusal is 

a cause of consternation and shame for her parents, yet Yasmeen does not relent or back down. 

However, Yasmeen is intrigued by the way the headscarf is embraced by Sister Shelly and her 

daughter Josephine. For Shelly, the scarf comes to symbolise her growing feeling that she no 

longer feels comfortable with the expectations of the Western style of clothing. And for her, as 

discussed by Baumeister (244), the headscarf becomes a point of pride that sets her apart and 

confirms her Muslim identity. Shelly explains how she felt, as a young American woman, 
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oppressed and very vulnerable to men, becoming pregnant at an early age. She found solace in 

Muslim women, who promote respect and dignity from their peers as well as protection from the 

male gaze, which was both insidious and pervasive (Laborde 144). Instead of feeling oppressed 

by the headscarf, Shelly finds herself freed by it. By wearing it, she learned how Muslim women 

actually take control over their bodies and have more freedom from gender bias and, as a result, 

show more confidence. 

 Elif Shafak’s novel, Three Daughters of Eve (2016), provides  a comparison of the East 

and the West from the vantage point of Istanbul. The novel examines the cultural challenges that 

exist at the intersection of civilizations (Western European and Islamic) that is a feature of this 

ancient city, particularly focusing on the themes spotted by Kandiyoti (278) as of feminism and 

tradition, spirituality and rationalism, plus localism and globalization by Tohidi and Bayes (8). 

More particularly, the characters live with, and debate with each other, the patriarchal cultural 

practices of Islam such as the virginity test and wearing the headscarf. Nazperi Nalbantoğlu, 

known as Peri to her friends and family, is a young Turk and the central character in the novel. 

One part of the novel recalls Peri’s childhood, and how her mother had become ever more 

devout, eventually exchanging her headscarf for the niqab. Peri also observes the ideological 

conflict between her practising Muslim mother and her secular atheist father, finding herself 

siding with her father. A second part of the novel is devoted to the years she spends at Oxford 

University, which ended abruptly and traumatically with a sexual scandal involving her teacher 

and mentor. The remainder of the novel is set in contemporary Istanbul (2016) and involves Peri 

attending a dinner party at a wealthy Turkish businessman’s house overlooking the Bosporus.  

Muslim Women’s Literature After September 11 

The September 11 terrorist attacks caused a backlash against Muslim people living in 

Western countries, and this particularly affected Muslim women by politicising their headscarf. 

While it shattered a sense of security in the West, Sharma and Khanna (176) acknowledge that 

the terrible events of September 11 also led many Muslims in the West to revisit their religious  

beliefs. They started questioning their association to the attackers’ belief and identity as 

Clements (36) concluded. The war on terror and international coalition against terrorism directly 
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engaged Muslims and Western societies in an ideological conflict that lead to what Lampert (99) 

describes as dramatic changes among the public’s notions, attitudes and concerns about their 

safety and vigilance. Also, the question of mistaking young Arab and Muslim Americans for the 

enemy and their fighting for integration and recognition is a central theme in Bayoumi’s How 

Does It Feel to Be a Problem?: Being Young and Arab in America (2009). All the seven 

characters in the book reveal a distinct ethnic identity that seeks satisfaction of both sides of their 

hyphenated identities. 

For some, the desperate acts of September 11 marked another stage in the decline of 

Muslim culture, an era of self-destruction for the Islamic world, which was initiated by the fall of 

the Ottoman Empire a century before as Quataert (118) comments. But of more immediate 

concern for Muslims living in Western countries was that they had now become the target of 

popular prejudice. Schopmeyer (339) comments that Muslims in general, and more specifically 

those of ‘Middle-Eastern appearance’, became a focus point in Western media after the 

September 11 attacks in 2001. Studied by Iner and Yucel (125), four years later, riots in 

Australia erupted on 5 December 2005 when media and news agencies created a moral panic 

about the perceived threat that the presumed “outsiders” posed.1 While the incident was 

generally referred to as the “Cronulla riots” or the “Cronulla race riots” in the media, as 

discussed by Mydin et al. (65) but the Australian Prime Minister John Howard refused to 

describe the riots as racist or even name them as riots. Yet, as Poynting (87) perceives, the 

message seemed clear for Muslim communities and intellectuals observing the anti-Muslim 

discrimination increasing, particularly following the riots. Also, Curtis (116) has considered the 

 

1 On December 11, 2005, residents of the Sydney beachside suburb of Cronulla took part in a 

demonstration to chase away “gangs” of men from inland suburbs. The demonstration was a reaction against “un-

Australian” behavior by these “outsiders” who were allegedly rude to women, colonizing local space, and 

intimidating residents. These “gangs” of men were made up of Lebanese Australians, and Cronulla is Anglo-

Australian dominated. Ethnic and cultural differences were used as the key markers of who the outsiders were. The 

demonstration escalated into a riot in which anyone of “Middle Eastern” appearance was attacked. Evers, C. "The 

Cronulla Race Riots: Safety Maps on an Australian Beach." The South Atlantic Quarterly, vol. 107, no. 2, Apr. 

2008, pp. 411-429, doi:10.1215/00382876-2007-074. 
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views of young Muslim women embracing and criticising the Islamic teachings they were raised 

with, and the different and often hostile thoughts that Islam is met with in the Western countries.     

These events found their way into fiction. Claire Chambers has traced the emergence of 

similar views in the United Kingdom, where “[i]n the wake of the northern English riots of 2001, 

the attacks on the United Sates later that year, and the onset of the ‘War on Terror’, there was a 

surge in British fiction’s preoccupation with Islam” (Making Sense of Contemporary British 

Muslim Novels, xxv). Some British authors, such as Nigel Williams (1993), former Foreign 

Secretary (and future Prime Minister) Boris Johnson (2005), Martin Waites (2008) and Sebastian 

Faulks (2009), wrote novels sensationalising Muslim extremism. In the United States, Salaita 

(160) has emphasised how notions of patriotism after the September 11 attacks distorted the life 

of American and Arab American citizens in different ways. He highlighted the intricate 

interaction between Americans of Arab ancestry and other ethnic groups and the role of 

xenophobia, racism, and stereotyping that played out in these interactions. Rather than 

fundamentally altering American attitudes towards Arab Americans, the September 11 attacks, in 

Salaita’s view tended to reinforce the positive and negative pre-existing attitudes. 

Additionally, Golimowska (129) assumes that the attacks offered racists a justification for 

their attitudes and multiculturalists a rationale to fight exclusionary ideals and promote 

inclusionary ones. Muslims in Western countries have responded in different ways to the 

politicisation of their lives, religion and cultural practices. For instance, Shryock (917) studied 

how the attacks forced Detroit’s Arab Americans to exaggerate their American identity as an 

effective strategy to avoid the consequences of not belonging. Howell and Shryock (443) 

conclude the general belief held before September 11 — Arabs in metropolitan Detroit were 

steadily entering the cultural mainstream — was changed in less than a few hours after the 

attacks.  They point out that Dearborn, a city within greater Detroit with a high Arab 

concentration, was the first American city to have its own office of Homeland Security and that 

the number of official security staff doubled during 2002. They also asserted that “the mass 

mediated structures of public opinion…have performed well as a conduit for anti-Arab” 

sentiments. Peek (97) argues that, “Muslims came to understand the seriousness of the post-9/11 

backlash through personal experiences, the accounts of friends and family members, and the 
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media.” In response to such changes, Banks (451) concludes that American policy in the Middle 

East has in fact led to rising activism by Arab Americans and to more expressions of pride in 

their cultural heritage. 

For Muslim women who wear headscarves in Western countries, the September 11 

attacks made them suddenly visible and vulnerable. In a study of Muslim women living in the 

United States, Witteborn (94) concludes that her participants’ usage of the label “Arab” changed 

after September 11. She found that instead of using the label “Arab American”, her participants 

now tended to emphasise their national identity (such as Egyptian, Lebanese, or Palestinian) as a 

means of raising public awareness of the diversity within the Muslim and Arab world and to 

counteract the prejudice ascribed to “Arab” monoethnic identity. Stereotypical portrayals of 

Arabs and Muslims often confuse the two terms and use them alternatively, yet not all Muslims 

are Arabs and not all Arabs are Muslims. Maclean (95) refers to the term “Arab” as an ethnic 

background of people while the word “Muslim” refers to the faith of the people who affiliate 

themselves with Islam. 

September 11 led to a deeper questioning of not only the headscarf but codes of feminine 

behaviour that were maintained within Muslim communities. Muslim feminists saw the post-

September 11 moment to be an opportunity to question female oppression based on outmoded 

interpretations of Islamic teachings and patriarchal cultural practices, to ask for their equal rights 

(Amath 131). Indeed, as Zine (40) mentions, September 11 has led Muslim feminists to suggest 

“epistemological reform as a means to combat authoritarianism, patriarchy and religious 

puritanism in the interpretation of Islamic texts and the laws derived from them.”. Additionally, 

Goodwin (38) has pointed out that no religious commandment requires women to “be 

enshrouded from head to toe or be confined to their homes” and that covering hair and body is 

not a specifically Muslim custom, but a common cultural practice among the followers of every 

Abrahamic religion as a way of offering respect to a higher being and embodying restraint 

(Goodwin 122). In The Production of the Muslim Woman, Zayzafoon (183) argues that Muslim 

scholars have tended to produce “defensive discourses” in the post-September 11 environment to 

show “a true Islamic culture/civilization as opposed to the fake one represented by the West or 

9/11 hijackers,” and to emphasise the multi-ethnic diversity of Muslim cultures.  
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Post-September 11 Muslim literary expression embraces different genres, including 

novels, biographies, memoirs, poetry, plays and short stories. Abu Zayd and Nelson (179) and 

Abudi (54) have studies similar works dealing with a range of recurring themes such as the 

migrant experience, the position of women, generational conflict, Islamophobia, and the tension 

between cultural expectation and individual aspiration. The word Islamophobia came into use in 

the 1990s, when the ‘Runneymede Report, Islamophobia: A Challenge for Us All’, was launched 

in November 1997 by then the then British Home Secretary, Jack Straw. The report defined 

Islamophobia as “the dread, hatred and hostility towards Islam and Muslims perpetrated by a 

series of closed views that imply and attribute negative and derogatory stereotypes and beliefs to 

Muslims.” Maira (8), claims that “otherness” becomes a strong theme in post-September 11 

Muslim literature. Abdurraqib (67) argues that the hostility against Muslims after September 11 

and the complicated cultural and political climate in America forced a choice between 

assimilation or being cast as the Muslim “other”. In the meantime, Bullock (10) assumes that the 

headscarf in the West represents “neither oppression nor terrorism, but “purity,” “modesty,” a 

“woman’s Islamic identity,” and “obedience, or submission to God and a testament that you’re 

Muslim.”   

In particular, women from Middle-Eastern Muslim backgrounds find their clothing and 

appearance to be a signifier of difference if they live in Western societies and this is a particular 

theme in Muslim women’s writing (Macdonald 12). Additionally, Joholee (47) pairs Muslim 

men’s beard with Muslim women’s headscarf as external markers, and traces how these markers 

function in Mohsin Hamid's The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007) and Amy Waldman's The 

Submission (2011). Joholee’s study, which draws on Edward Said's criticism of neo-Orientalism, 

analyses how external Islamic markers shape the cultural identity of their wearers and the ways 

they generate suspicion and Islamophobia in Western societies.  

In Australia, the cultural and social consequences of the racial tensions of the Cronulla 

Riots 2005 are visible in Randa Abdel-Fattah’s young adult novel, Ten Things I Hate About Me 

(2006). Abdel-Fattah Ten Things I Hate About Me’s novel explores Muslim women’s dual 

oppression within mainstream Western societies and patriarchal Muslim culture. In this respect, 

Abdel-Fattah’s novel is typical of representations of women in the post-September 11 literature, 
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which dwell particularly on issues of female oppression, patriarchal cultural practices, and undue 

dependency (Samad 436). Islamophobic narratives and media reports have widened the gap 

between Muslims and Westerners. According to Al Zayed (70), this gap becomes evident in 

Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Naqvi’s Home Boy where both protagonists are 

unable to integrate in post-September 11 life in Western countries, leading them to return to their 

home countries, and leaving behind their dreams and aspirations. Conversely, the works of the 

Muslim women in this study persistently address the complex operation of combining religion 

and culture among Muslims. 

Migration is an important context for these novels, with flows from people of Muslim-

majority backgrounds into Western countries and back again, being a feature of each of the 

novels studied in this thesis.  While immigration grew rapidly in the twenty-first century Kivisto 

and Faist (4) have argued that the cultural consequences of the acculturation process remain 

complex and challenging for migrants and their children. For this reason, the three young women 

in the novels studied in this thesis face various challenges to establish their cultural identity. The 

three characters’ daily activities are heavily determined by their family background, the 

traditional Islamic teachings, and cultural practices their families uphold. But while the first 

generation of Muslim migrants have often been taught to differentiate between right and wrong 

through their Islamic teachings’ lenses, the values of their source culture are no longer taken as 

given by those in the second generation. In the novels studied, the young Muslim characters from 

the second generation indeed try to take these Islamic teachings and put them into practice, but 

they find themselves at odds with both their families and the broader community. 

Muslim women have written many personal accounts, biographies, memoirs and fictional 

stories and writings to express themselves. These writings are reflections of the author’s life 

experiences, as well as fictional explorations of migrant Muslims’ lives. Ancellin (3), in her 

article “Hybrid Identities of Characters in Muslim women Fiction post 9-11”, discusses fifteen 

literary works written by Muslim women including fiction and memoir. She finds that many of 

these narratives focus on the tension between their cultural traditions and the values of their 

Western host culture. At the same time, in the female children of migrants there emerges 

discontentment with their parents’ patriarchal cultural practices. The themes of these narratives 
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by Muslim women in Western societies are very much those that Ali (231) saw emerging in her 

study, Young Muslim America: Faith, Community, and Belonging. Her study deals with the 

issues that occupy young Muslims living in America, including the rhetoric of religious 

interpretation, the headscarf and dress codes more generally, and how they envisage a future for 

themselves.  

The works by Muslim women writers discussed by  describes, Chambers in Making 

Sense of Contemporary British Muslim Novels can be seen as part of a feminist literary 

movement that inscribes itself as a counter-discourse to Islamophobia (180). A counter-discourse 

in this context is a form of deep resistance that speaks through creativity, words, and actions. In 

Culture and Imperialism (1993), Said (260) addresses the resistance of the subaltern to 

colonialism through many forms of “writing back” to Empire in creative and critical methods 

that aim at creating a counter-discourse to power and imperialism. While Said (252) boldly 

highlights the significance of resistance that undercuts the tropes of Orientalism, narratives of 

Empire, and colonial discourse, he presents the role and responsibility of the intellectual as being 

to reveal the possibilities of alternatives and of new configurations. Much of the focus of the 

postcolonial criticism of the late decades of the twentieth century was on resistance, “writing 

back” in ways which critique the dominance of the Western perspective.  

As Ashcroft (17) argues, the strategy of “writing back” is a form of resistance, of 

reclaiming one’s ownership of oneself by resisting hegemony and undercutting tropes of 

Orientalism. “Writing back” is about overturning the narratives of Empire and resisting the 

assignations of colonial discourse. In this context, Muslim women’s counter-discourse is about 

re-discovering a cultural identity that had been appropriated by the post-September 11 context. 

The Muslim women’s response to acculturation process depends upon different factors such as 

age, gender, religion, language and cultural background, as examined by Berry et al. (325)The 

literary representations of women and their specific cultural concerns in migrant Muslim 
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literature creates a “third space” in which different internal and external challenges are debated in 

the negotiation of new cultural identities (Potter and McDougall 39)2. 

While the tensions of culture and migration did exist before September 11, the attacks 

increased their complexity and have led Arab-American women writers to respond to this 

complexity (Fadda-Conrey "Arab-American Literature: Origins and Developments" 45). 

Similarly, Childs et al. (xxiii) assert that the impact of September 11 has shaped narratives about 

Muslims globally “and it points to a space for Muslim women writers in this debate”. Again, 

while Islamophobia predates these attacks, the horrors of terrorism strengthened Islamophobia 

worldwide and it has taken root in public, political and academic discourses. However, Al-Maleh 

(240) argues that the creative counter-discourse of Muslim women writers responds to multiple 

oppressions.  

These include those within Arabic and Islamic cultures, as well as those of colonising 

powers, whether French or English. “Writing back” against these oppressions is an act of 

rebellion against national, cultural, and religious authenticity that expects loyalty from women as 

the price of protection. As noted by Moore "Before and Beyond the Nation:South Asian and 

Maghrebi Muslim Women's Writing" (50) the three novels in this study “deploy comparable 

metaphorical strategies for a revisionary, deep historiography” and promote women’s 

independent intellectuality. These concerns are explored extensively in the novels in this thesis, 

and in particular in the journeys of self-discovery conducted by the three main characters in each 

of these novels: Khadra, Yasmeen and Peri. 

As well as the postcolonial critique of colonial discourse, there have been other critical 

traditions within the Muslim intellectual world that have sought to understand the modern 

malaise of Muslims. Under heightened scrutiny and calls for vigilance, the Syrian intellectual 

Sadiq Al-Azm's Self-Criticism after the Defeat was published  in 1968, and in the following year  

 

2 Homi Bhabha introduces the concept of “in-between space” as the Third Space that disrupts the politics of 

polarity and allows for the possibility of resistance towards nationalistic and ethnocentric ideals and discourses 

Bhabha, Homi. The Location of Culture. Routledge, 2012 origionally published 1994. 
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his Critique of Religious Thought in which he seeks a third way for Muslim faith between 

radicalism and state Islam.3 These works stressed the need for Muslim society to liberate itself 

from many traditional practices, and particularly the oppression of women. Al-Azm’s works are 

still banned in most Muslim and Arab countries. Similarly,  Abu Zayd’s book Critique of 

Religious Discourse published in 1994 has also been roundly rejected by Islamist scholars and 

officials in Egypt. The book argues that the conventional fundamentalist interpretations of 

Islamic texts are ahistorical and misleading. Abu Zayd (143) contends that re-interpreting most 

of these teachings within contemporary and modern circumstances is exceptionally crucial 

because the “textual interpretation, distinguishing between the meaning and the significance must 

remain an urgent requirement so that the lines between the past and the present are not blurred.” 

While the media and public discourse in the West has generally characterised Muslim 

women as being victims of a religious tradition that promotes gender inequality (Arora 189), the 

novels by Muslim women writers selected in this thesis are in fact consonant with the critique of 

outmoded interpretations of Islamic teachings exemplified by Al-Azm and Abu  Zayd Indeed, 

this study is particularly concerned with the ways that Muslim literature identifies the 

deficiencies and inconsistencies in Islamic teachings, as practised in Western societies. Abu 

Zayd (227) argues that the Islamic teachings need to be understood as emerging from within a 

particular cultural context in the Arabian Peninsula a millennium and a half ago. Abu Zayd’s 

advocacy for modernised re-interpretations of Quranic texts were regarded as heresy by Muslim 

scholars and he was forced to leave Egypt and emigrate to Europe.  

The Headscarf 

As the most obvious part of the Muslim dress code, the Muslim women’s headscarf is 

one of the main themes discussed in the three novels of this study. Although the main term used 

 

3  The American Professor, Fouad Ajami, who wrote the foreward for the book, describes Self-Criticism 

after the Defeat as a milestone in modern Arab intellectual history. It marked a turning point in Arab discourse about 

society and politics on publication in 1968 and spawned other intellectual ventures into Arab self-criticism. 
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in the study is the headscarf, as Bucar (63) points out there are many other ways to denote forms 

of Muslim dress code such as hijab, veil, burqa, niqab, khimar, abaya and so on. The reason for 

this variation can be partly attributed to the variety of schools in Islamic faith that include Sunni, 

Shia, Sufi, and Salafi.  Tarlo (225) refers to the “the Islamic styles inspired by different types of 

regional dress but also selecting, altering and recombining elements of mainstream fashion to 

create new Islamically sensitive outfits.” In more modern times, headscarves are subject to 

fashion and designers introduce different fashions as indeed is discussed by the women in 

Shafak’s Three Daughters of Eve, who speak of scarves as Turkish style, Gulf style, or “Dubai 

way” and so on. This variety thus reflects not only stylistic choices but different interpretations 

of the Islamic teachings and often reflecting diverse understanding of female modesty across 

Muslim communities (Momen 83). The term headscarf in this study implies any sort of head 

covering by Muslim women.  

Complicating the headscarf is the fact that Muslim women in Western societies are 

regularly given the tacit responsibility for reproducing “cultural values, carriers of traditions, and 

symbols of the community”, meaning that women are often “compelled to assume the burden of 

the reproduction of the group” (Moghadam 4). However, this particular role played by Muslim 

women keeps them marginalised in a liminal position in Western society because the headscarf 

signifies the fact of being Muslim. As Hashim and Yusof (134)  affirm: “The question of the veil 

[headscarf] is characteristic of many writings about Muslim women because the veil is a political 

site of contestation and signifier of Muslim identity.” For women, as Welborne et al. (195) 

found, the headscarf often represents an emblematic episode that gives  rise to a range of 

questions. 

The young Muslim characters in my study are all in various ways caught up in this 

complexity, and it is often the headscarf that forms the site of their consternation. In their 

fictional lives, the characters discover various connotations of their headscarf and its association 

with terrorism and the social consequences in their lives of wearing this garment. The headscarf 

is associated with many assumptions and challenges facing young Muslim women in Western 

societies. But the headscarf is also a sign that speaks internally to family and community. 

Subjectively, for the characters in this study, the headscarf can signify familial oppression and 
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miscommunication with their parents and surroundings. At its worst, the garment is an 

instrument of a divinely ordained patriarchal control of their lives. Bourget (132) acknowledges 

that headscarves and the covering of women have been common cultural practices among other 

monotheist religions such as Judaism and Christianity. 

In these cases, the headscarf often intersects with patriarchal practices and the control of 

female members of the family under the banner of honour and family reputation. Werbner (163) 

notes how women’s dress code and the headscarf operate as an external public marker of family 

honour in most patriarchal societies. In Middle Eastern cultures, women’s body image and 

sexuality are directly associated with family honour and reputation in a way that permeates 

society and greatly affects young women’s lives. The intersectionality of religious teachings with 

patriarchal cultural practices conditions Westernised Muslim women’s identity (Nash et al. 38). 

At the same time, these Muslim women characters also choose to wear the headscarf and 

describe it as a deeply personal decision because they view the headscarf as a symbol of self-

respect and a reminder of their spiritual practice. As mentioned by Milner (43), literary studies 

developed into cultural studies through its parent disciplines of literature and sociology. In the 

same way, this intersection is also underlined by Ali Wardi (1913-1995)4, as (qtd. in Bashkin 

27) “that sociology was a discipline aimed at studying various social phenomena expressed in 

literature, history, economy, science, religion and art.” 

This study highlights a double-layered oppression of patriarchy and racism in selected 

global texts written by Muslim women. Both Kopp (69) and Heath (197) agree that the Muslim-

American young women who consider wearing the headscarf find themselves in the middle of a 

 

4 Ali Wardi (1913-1995) was born in Iraq was then part of the Ottoman Empire. However, when the 

Empire collapsed and Ottoman rule ended in Iraq, following British occupation during the First World War, Wardi 

started to study in a proper governmental school. He worked as a teacher for two years; then he travelled to the 

Lebanese capital of Beirut for further studies. From Beirut he went to the United States to study at the University of 

Texas, where he discovered that the world of his ancestors was not the whole world, and that he had assumed to be 

right could be seen by others as wrong, and what was taboo in his home culture was acceptable in another’s. Al 

Hashimi, Hamied GM. "Iraqi Sociology and Al Wardi's Contributions." Contemporary Arab Affairs, vol. 6, no. 2, 

Apr. 2013, pp. 251-259. 
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worldwide debate. Even Americans of Muslim heritage who do not feel any affiliation with 

Islam and the Muslim headscarf are faced with the task of identity formation and find themselves 

unfolding political discussion (Hashim and Yusof 125-126). In these ways, the process of 

cultural identity formation may be partly conceptualised through the decision regarding donning 

the headscarf (Pereira-Ares 202). Likewise, Joholee (233) concludes that the headscarf, 

functioning as an icon, characterises gender issues between the West and the Muslim cultures 

focusing on compulsory dress codes, gender segregation, and the revival of outdated patriarchal 

and tribal ideologies to accomplish social relations. Yet, the headscarf debate also interconnects 

Islamic gender roles with disquiet by Muslim women in the west with the sexualisation of their 

bodies. Badran's Feminism in Islam: Secular and Religious Convergences (81) presumes that 

new forms of Muslim feminism seek to insist on a woman’s right to choose not only her own 

dress, but to have a role in the articulation of dress codes and to shape its meanings. 

In this thesis, the headscarf features within the selected novels at the intersection of 

religion and culture, and acts as a recurrent symbol within the protagonists’ journeys of self-

discovery. The headscarf is a site of contestation with patriarchal interpretations of sacred texts 

which are typically expressed by their fathers, husbands and male members of the family. The 

main characters in these selected novels debate the collective pressure on Muslim women to 

comply with Muslim dress code, and particularly how this expectation is grounded in a 

patriarchal social system that considers males to be the owner of women’s bodies and the source 

of external approval in the community. Moreover, Young (80) adds that forcing women to wear 

the headscarf becomes as violent as forcing them to remove it because in both cases, it disregards 

women’s right to self-determination and substitutes one form of exclusion for another. 

In the novels in this thesis, the three young female protagonists offer different 

interpretations of the headscarf’s meaning, but they all contest the way that men seek to justify 

their views on women’s modesty by reference to religious texts. The invocation of religious 

texts, particularly the Quran, to justify female oppression has been contested by contemporary 

female Muslim scholars. The African American Islamic theologian Wadud (17), who chose to 

become a Muslim, does not view the Quran as oppressive to her as a woman but quite the 
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opposite, as a text which liberates her as a woman before September 11 attacks5. The Moroccan 

feminist sociologist Mernissi (88) exposes the inaccuracy of many sayings and deeds attributed 

to the Prophet of Islam and which are widely used to uphold “misogynist constructions” of 

Islamic teachings. Moreover, Wadud (8) argues that in Muslim countries where the Quran 

essentially functions as a social constitution, this refiguring of Islamic teachings has direct 

implications for cultural practices. Hillsburg (19) noted how the tragedy of September 11, the 

Islamic practice of wearing the headscarf became associated with terrorism and violence. 

Randall (104) argues that following September 11, the connotations around headscarf changed 

and wearing the headscarf was shifted from a personal preference to a political statement. 

A New Reflexivity 

In the wake of the September 11 attacks, Muslim women have sought to question their 

identities in a variety of contexts and often focus on reframing the headscarf as something that is 

more than merely a ‘faith-tag’ (Bailey 48). Additionally, Conway (422) examines the Canadian 

film-maker of Pakistani Muslim background, Zarqa Nawaz, as she demonstrates cultural 

differences between first- and second-generation Muslims in her sitcom Little Mosque on the 

Prairie, and her memoir Laughing All the Way to the Mosque (2014). Nawaz (64) presents her 

characters to be anxious about their faith, and the roots of their anxiety reach back well before 

the attacks of September 11, 2001. One of her characters, Sameena, decides to wear the 

headscarf full-time and states that she does this because she is “proud of [her] uber-religious 

state.” While Muslim women’s status in the West is notably different from many women in the 

Middle East, Abu-Lughod (32) argues that the plight of Muslim women in Middle East is also 

 

5 Amina Wadud is one of the contributors to Windows of Faith: Muslim Women Scholar-Activists in North 

America. She agrees with rethinking Islamic teachings but criticises secular feminists. She wrote “In search of a 

Pro-faith Feminism from Islamic Perspective” and maintains her religious self-identity and discussed emerging 

challenges facing Muslim women before September 11, 2001 in both Muslim and non-Muslim societies. Webb, 

Gisela. Windows of Faith: Muslim Women Scholar-Activists in North America. Syracuse University Press, 2000. 

(xxv).  
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manipulated and presented as a rationale for military interventions by portraying Muslim women 

as victims of gender-based violence and coercion.    

In relation to Samina Ali’s novel Madras on Rainy Days (2004), Jackson (166) notes that 

“the ideological belief in the inherent shamefulness of the female body, together with the idea 

that it should be hidden in order to protect men from temptation” is not exclusive to Muslim 

culture but Indian women of all backgrounds are treated in the same way. Jackson cites the 

protagonist, Layla: “covering my hair, hiding my legs, draping a scarf over kurtas to conceal the 

curve of my breasts, muffling my laughter, whispering, averting my eyes” (24). As Jackson 

argues, Layla challenges patriarchy and her background to represent the oppressed Indian 

woman and her dress code rather the Indian Muslim woman. Similarly, Canpolat (216) closely 

examines Fadia Faqir’s My Name Is Salma (2008) and Leila Aboulela’s Minaret (2005) with 

regard to “the representation of racist and sexist gazing” among Muslim women’s predicament 

and, in particular, the Islamophobia following September 11. Hasan (91) also considers the 

representation of diasporic Muslim women wearing the headscarf through Leila Aboulela’s 

novel Minaret (2005), as well as in Shelina Janmohamed’s memoir Love in a Headscarf (2009). 

Both Canpolat and Hasan tackle the pitfalls of diaspora with reference to Muslim 

women’s experience as they negotiate their cultural identity in western societies with regard to 

wearing the headscarf and its implications. Their studies are comparable to the present study in 

terms of young Muslim women’s self-reflexivity and the inconsistencies in patriarchal cultural 

practices. Indeed, Morey (250) calls for deeper critical studies of Muslim literature that will 

“introduce a greater degree of self- reflexivity into the Western reader’s and critic’s engagement 

with culturally different texts, especially those by Muslim writers.” The subjective self-discovery 

journeys that feature in the novels exhibit through their Muslim women’s counter-discourse. This 

notion of “self-reflexivity” and conforming to self-criticism approach by Muslim women is 

discussed by Hashim and Yusof (137), as they argue that “the post-9/11 landscape sees the 

resurgence of many Muslim writers that contest, contradict and reveal  … more balanced and 

positive … stories, images, characters about Islam and the Muslim world.” 

Moreover, Yaqin (138-39) infers that Minaret (2005) by Leila Aboulela and Forty Rules 

of Love (2010) by Elif Shafak offer significant contributions to the field of English literature, as 
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they “reveal alternative modes of Muslim identification, … [and] contest islamophobia by 

suggesting that there are many ways to be a Muslim woman in the modern world.” Therefore, the 

novels and memoirs cited above indicate that the three case-studies chosen for close examination 

in this thesis are part of a broad movement of writing coming from Western societies through 

Westernised Muslim women. As noted, the three authors in this study come from quite different 

backgrounds, and the novels they have written are also quite different in quality and range, even 

though many of the same issues recur. The three novels each provide different emphases 

regarding the dilemmas that face Muslim women, particularly in the West during their younger 

adult years. In amongst the very real negative effects, the post-September 11 cultural and socio-

political climate has also offered an intellectual environment that has triggered Muslim women’s 

writing that is critical and even self-critical. As well as advancing Muslim women’s claims for 

gender equality, it has strengthened the impetus, which dates prior to September 11, behind 

proposals for reconsidering Islamic teachings, modernise Islamic practices and de-politicise faith 

in the Muslim world.       

In Chapter One, which deals with Mohja Kahf’s novel The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 

(2006), the focus is particularly on Khadra’s life journey and coming-of-age, which is punctuated 

by decisions about wearing and not wearing headscarf to meet family and community 

expectations. The journey starts while she prepares to attend primary school and growing up in 

the grip of her parents’ politicised Sunni Muslim interpretations of Islamic teachings, including 

wearing the headscarf. Khadra’s pilgrimage to Mecca, her unsuccessful arranged marriage, and 

her return to Syria following the breakdown of her marriage all reveal many facts about 

Muslims’ patriarchal and sexist cultural practices that are legally reinforced in Muslim countries. 

In particular, Khadra finds the sectarian conflicts and intellectual disputes over power amongst 

the Islamic schools of thought evident since the dawn of the Islamic Caliphate to be vexing and 

difficult to square with her conception of Islam.  

Chapter Two analyses Shaylene Haswarey’s novel The Hijabi Club (2011) and this novel 

also focuses its attention on the dilemma of an adolescent girl (Yasmeen) faces in wearing the 

headscarf to meet the patriarchal expectations of the father. Yasmeen’s rejection of the headscarf 

is in part a teenage rebellion, but it also runs deeper, opening up questions of cultural and Islamic 
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practices. But in the novel, Yasmeen’s ambivalence over the headscarf is challenged by her 

friend and friend’s mother, who have converted to Islam and feel comfortable with wearing the 

headscarf, indeed celebrate the practice. Sister Shelly and Josephine thus represent a different 

version of Islamic practices that Yasmeen admires but fails to follow. Yasmeen finds her peers, 

Rachel and Rob fighting similar patriarchal (though this time, Christian) cultural practices that 

are also to empower fathers and husbands to control women. Yasmeen examines conversion to 

Islam through Sister Shelly and her boyfriend, Nick, to show the significance of religious 

tolerance rather than reduplicating exclusionary cultural practices that target women. 

Lastly, in Chapter Three, with Elif Shafak’s novel The Three Daughters of Eve (2016), 

what emerges is the dilemma of a Westernised moderate Muslim perspective in contest with the 

different forces among Muslim countries in Middle East. Peri, who strongly believes in God but 

declines to wear the headscarf, is a modern Turkish Muslim woman who grows up negotiating 

between liberal secularism, as represented by her father, and Islamic conservatism, as 

represented by her mother. In her adulthood, Peri also contends with the newly emerging Islamic 

capitalism of Turkey. Shafak’s novel, moving between Istanbul and Oxford, explores the 

historical and intellectual negotiations between East and West. 

While each of the novels provide a different emphasis to the dilemmas of Westernised 

Muslim women in the wake of September 11, they do converge around selected key themes. 

They all advocate, to varying degrees and in different ways, for religious tolerance and for the 

de-politicizing of Islamic teachings. The novels are all also feminist in the way that they affirm 

the importance of gender equality and critique patriarchy as a dominant cultural practice. They 

do not oppose the wearing the headscarf, but do not support its imposition as a patriarchal 

cultural practice. Instead, they find that the headscarf can be worn for reasons that belong to 

women such as modesty, privacy, cultural identification, and spiritual devotion. Moreover, each 

novel suggests that rethinking Islamic teachings leads to a reworking of patriarchal cultural 

practices that hinder gender equality and social integration among Muslim communities in the 

West. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf (2006) by Mohja Kahf 

Mohja Kahf was born in 1967 in Syria and moved to the United States at the age of five 

with her family. Her parents and the extended family had been involved in political opposition to 

the Syrian government (Davis et al. 384). She worked as Associate Professor of Comparative 

Literature in the King Fahd Centre for Middle East and Islamic Studies at the University of 

Arkansas. Her published works include the poetry collections Hagar Poems (2016) and Emails 

from Scheherazad (2003), and the scholarly study Western Representation of the Muslim 

Woman: From Termagant to Odalisque (1999); she also co-writes a column on sexuality for the 

website Muslim Wake Up (Davis et al. 383). Kahf is recognised as one of the most significant 

Muslim-American women writers and her works — particularly her novel, The Girl in the 

Tangerine Scarf (2006) — have been the subject of numerous reviews and articles by critics and 

scholars. 

The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf, Kahf’s first novel, is constructed out of her life 

experiences as a Muslim woman living in the United States. The novel, having the form of a 

bildungsroman, was well received critically for its treatment of contemporary Muslim culture, 

particularly as it intersects with Western societies. Another reason for its popularity is that the 

book explored the world of Muslim Americans in the years immediately after the terrorist attacks 

on September 11, 2001, although the book, intriguingly, makes no direct reference to that event. 

The novel candidly presents the ongoing confrontations between Muslim-American and 

Middle Eastern Muslims regarding religious and secular attitudes. Baer and Glasgow (26), for 

instance, in “Negotiating Understanding through the Young Adult Literature of Muslim 

Culture”, acclaim Kahf’s novel as a strong voice challenging simplistic perceptions about the 

Middle East, Muslim women and Arab Americans. Harb "Arab American Women's Writing and 

September 11: Contrapuntality and Associative Remembering" (14) asserts that Kahf’s text is a 

contribution from a “critically recuperative voice” that exposes “the ambivalence of the location 

of Arab Americans in the United States.” Moreover, Harb Articulations of Resistance: 

Transformative Practices in Arab-American Poetry (236) suggests the novel  dramatises the 
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negotiations of belonging undertaken by diasporic Muslims in America, particularly those 

pertaining to gender relations, sexuality and cultural identity.  

In the novel, these negotiations are framed through the coming-of-age story of Khadra 

Al-Shamy, a young Muslim woman growing up in America. Written in the third-person 

omniscient mode, the narration does not remain solely within Khadra’s experience, but offers a 

wide range of perspectives from other characters, their thoughts, and motives. Nevertheless, it is 

Khadra’s life-journey that provides the anchor for the narrative. She is the daughter of an Arab-

Syrian father, Wajdy Shamy and a Turkish-Muslim mother, Ebtehaj QadriAgha, who are first 

generation migrants to America. Their story outlines the various perceptions of Muslimness that 

expose the tensions between her Middle Eastern Muslim background and the adopted American 

culture. The novel thus explores the acculturation process, one faced to differing degrees by all 

migrants, as well as the particular intersections of religion and politics which mark the fault-lines 

between the main Muslim sects (Sunni, Shia and Sufi), although the Sunni Muslim perspective is 

dominant in the story. 

We discover that Khadra starts wearing the headscarf “fulltime” at the age of ten. With 

her parents, she regularly attends the Muslim community centre that functions as a mosque and 

school for Islamic teachings with classes for learning the Arabic language. Khadra becomes 

responsible for her head-covering when she approaches puberty because she believes that the 

headscarf represents her submission to Allah and her connection with the faith. But then she 

becomes envious of her Muslim friends—like her friend Maha—who do not wear the headscarf. 

She realises she had never really regarded the headscarf as a choice but took it for granted that 

women of faith must wear it.  

When Khadra joins university, she observes various inconsistencies among the Muslim 

community and decides to investigate the sources of Islamic scholarship. She begins what she 

labels as her “Neoclassical Phase” in which she subjects her Muslim belief to rationalist enquiry. 

Even so, Khadra remains largely obedient to her parent culture, and agrees to marry a young 

Muslim international postgraduate student from Kuwait named Juma. The young man is a 

member of the Muslim Students’ Union with her brother Ayad at the University and her father 

verified his background, ascertaining him to be a good Muslim brother. But the marriage proves 
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an unhappy one, and Khadra applies for divorce under Sharia law and separates from her 

husband. 

Subsequently, Khadra travels to her homeland of Syria where she learns about her 

parents’ involvement in Sunni Islamist movements opposing the Syrian government. She also 

discovers more about the practicalities of Muslim life in an Islamic country when she visits the 

Holy Land of Muslims in Saudi Arabia with her family. Upon her return to America, she 

understands that her primary cultural identity is as an American. She joins the Islamic Studies 

department at her University and begins to incline towards the view that faith should be an 

individual’s private affair. Likewise, she views the headscarf as a legitimate expression of one’s 

faith, but not the only way of doing so. Like the author herself, Khadra devotes her career to 

building bridges of understanding between Muslims and the American public, and to providing a 

space for women to express their views on these matters. 

This brief summary of the novel makes it clear that the novel is structured like a 

bildungsroman, in which Khadra travels (both literally and symbolically) on a journey towards 

religious tolerance and self-understanding. This chapter examines Khadra’s journey with 

particular reference to the headscarf as both an external marker and internal declaration of faith. 

For Khadra, the headscarf is the symbol and the site of this struggle. The importance of the 

headscarf to Muslim women living in the west is described by Ling (99): 

… The novel exposes how the veil is fetishized and politicized in dominant 

Western discourses as a sign of disempowerment and oppression of Muslim women. The 

hijab, as a stark marker of Islamic womanhood, tends to create binary positions – the 

veiled position and the feminist position, each of which exposes sharply contrasted views 

on both sides of the debate. In this debate, there is no power of ambiguity or hybridity for 

the hijab: the veiled woman is either “virtuous” subscribing to Islamic values or 

“oppressed” in colonial discourse. 

As this thesis makes clear, the dialectic that Ling cites between the headscarf as a sincere 

expression of faith and the headscarf as a sign of patriarchal oppression is very much in 
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evidence, not just in this novel, but in contemporary Muslim women’s fiction written in Western 

contexts. Additionally, this chapter examines the intersection of religion and politics through the 

different incidents that the protagonist experiences. Khadra’s journey provides a new reading of 

the impact of Muslim culture on different trends of social cohesion in Western societies, as she 

moves from an obedient teenager adhering to wearing the headscarf and Muslim dress code, to a 

rebellious divorcee balancing the claims of her family’s tradition with the realities of the Western 

culture she now lives in.  

In a revealing moment early in the novel, Khadra recalls her devout Islamic education 

and compares it to what she has come to know as she has grown into womanhood. In particular, 

she dwells on ideological inconsistencies that now seem apparent in the guidance her parents had 

given. She realises these inconsistencies had their origins in in the Dawah Centre, the local 

Muslim community centre that she had grown up with.6 This Centre functioned as a hub for the 

local Muslim community and supports the proselytization of the Islamic faith. Khadra’s parents 

are full-time volunteers at the Centre, acting as Muslim parsons to offer Islamic guidance due to 

their Muslim Arab background (15). Their command of Arabic, which is the symbol of Islam 

and the language of the Koran, and knowledge of Sharia law were considered the essential 

ingredients for understanding religious complexities: 

He had discovered the Dawah Centre.  

His wife said that a Dawah worker’s job was to go wherever in the country there 

were Muslims who wanted to learn Islam better, to teach it to their children, to build 

mosques, to help suffering Muslims in other countries and to find solutions to the ways in 

which living in a kuffar land made practicing Islam hard. This was a noble jihad. (14) 

 

6 The term Dawah is an Arabic concept to describe Muslims’ obligation to share their faith with non-

Muslims, in order to teach them more about Islam and encourage them to join. Literally, the concept means offering 

invitations as part of an Islamic missionary commitment. Shih, Fang-Long "Reading Gender and Religions in East 

Asia." Routledge Handbook of Religions in Asia, edited by Bryan Turner and Oscar Salemink, Routledge, 2014, pp. 

295-314.(309). 
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Her father’s sense of obligation, and his decision to move to Indiana, in fact foreshadow 

Khadra’s own future journey to find out the reason for leaving their country of origin, Syria. 

Khadra can feel the contradiction within her mother’s explanation because one of the basic 

principles of their belief is that it is unacceptable for a Muslim to settle among the “Kuffar” 

infidel people. Kuffar is the plural form for the Arabic word for non-believer, and is a derogatory 

term used by her mother to describe the majority of the American people (Moosa 300). 

Moreover, the Dawah Centre that employs her parents is more than merely a mosque and 

prayer centre. The Centre aims to promote the teachings of Islam, not just to the faithful, but to 

the inquiring people of second-generation American Muslims, converted Muslims and other faith 

traditions. Also, the centre performs various activities and religious services to organise 

donations to assist Muslim population in Muslim countries. For Khadra, the Dawah Centre is 

also where she undertakes her pre-primary education and where she has her initial questions 

about the practice of women wearing the headscarf. 

The narrative engages readers in a twofold negotiation that forms a part of Khadra’s 

journey. First, there is an intercultural conversation that takes place between Khadra’s Islamic 

faith (and her Middle Eastern Muslim background) and her adopted American society. In this 

encounter, she feels compelled to notice the contrast between the American host-culture, which 

is broadly secular Christian in outlook, with her Muslim parents’ intolerance. The second 

negotiation the novel explores is within Muslim communities themselves and focuses on the 

inconsistencies and controversies between different schools of Islamic faith, as well as the 

bloody history of conflict in the Middle East, particularly Syria and Iraq. Although Khadra has a 

great affection for Muslim culture, she also has misgivings about some traditions and especially 

the outmoded patriarchal interpretations of her religion. 

In particular, Khadra’s journey is concerned that the women’s headscarf has become a 

controversial symbol which emphasises the differences and divisions between “Western” and 

“Muslim” values, and how the scarf has become a sign of backwardness that is in conflict with 

the progressive Western culture. In the novel, the different stages of this debate are correlated to 

the different stages of Khadra’s life. Within this context, the practice of arranged marriages and 

the role of women’s headscarf are presented as vital and urgent issues to be discussed by Muslim 
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intellectuals among themselves. While, for Khadra, both arranged marriage and the headscarf 

made sense in societies at a particular period of time and within the context of other cultural 

factors, they do not necessarily perform similar functions in Western cultures where Muslims are 

now living. 

The Dawah Centre and the Swimming Pool 

Khadra has learnt from the Dawah Centre teachings that Muslims become accountable 

for their behaviour at the age of puberty. Although she practises her faith and wears the 

headscarf from the age of ten, at a later point in her life she realises that she had simply followed 

the expectation of her parents without attempting to understand why she was doing so. Initially, 

she had no reason to doubt the basic assumption that the modest dress code initially applies to 

any person, male or female. Indeed, when she reaches puberty, she proudly wears the headscarf. 

Her headscarf, consisting of black headscarves and navy-blue jilbab, indicated her sincere 

commitment to the traditional Muslim practices as expected by her parents (Marques and 

Goncalves 188).Yet, as was made clear in the introduction to this thesis, the headscarf took on 

new and polarising significations in the wake of September 11. 

However, Khadra is also conscious of certain inconsistencies in the codes of behaviour 

and dress. For instance, she observes that the headscarf she begins to wear at the age of ten is 

optional, while the ‘real hijab’ she will wear at the age of puberty is compulsory. Also, the social 

implications of wearing the headscarf in a non-Muslim country are brought home to her when 

she visits the local swimming pool: 

One time in fourth grade, Khadra thought she might start wearing hijab like the 

big girls, but then Hanifa had called to say “let's go swimming!” so she’d put it off and 

run to meet her friend at the Fallen Timbers pool. The two girls cannonballed and 

butterflied, and raced squealing to the finish line in the water, basking in sun and air.  

After hijab, she’d still be able to swim in private pools, such as at the home of the 

Sudanese doctor’s family up in Meridian Hills. (25) 
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Conventionally, Muslim women wearing the headscarf must purchase special modesty 

swimsuits or not swim at all, at least not in public. Khadra realises that wearing the headscarf is 

the first step to giving up swimming in public pools, just as her marriage will later become a 

barrier to her riding a bicycle. She also observes that other Muslim groups – such as Dr Abdul-

Kadir, the father of her Sudanese friend Maja, have been more ready to adapt to Westernised 

cultural practices and still feel able to maintain their faith. Moreover, Khadra notices how Dr. 

Abdul-Kadir’s family and other Muslim families have assimilated and enjoy a Westernised life, 

but that her parents had not. And she begins to think that this may have as much to do with class 

and socio-economic position as it does with faith:  

… Dr. Abdul-Kadir’s elegant, robe-clad wife sometimes invited all the girls to a 

women-only pool party, and Khadra and Hanifa got into splash fights with Maha, the 

doctor’s daughter. 

The Abdul-Kadir family and the other Northern Indy Muslims were rich. They 

didn’t work for the cause of Islam full-time like Dawah people but were doctors, lawyers, 

engineers. Khadra’s mother said somebody had to do those important jobs. “I used to 

dream I would be a doctor one day, and open a free clinic for poor people,” she said. And 

Khadra’s dad said it was okay to be rich, but it was a trial from God. What would you do 

with it? (25-26) 

In this scene, we can see both the negotiations mentioned earlier. Firstly, there is the 

negotiation between Khadra and the wider American community, which sees her no longer able 

to use public swimming pools after she reaches puberty. Secondly, there is an internal 

negotiation between her own Arabic subculture and the integrated Muslim groups in Indiana 

which reveal different attitudes toward cultural assimilation.  

It is significant that in the first headscarf scene in the novel, the young Khadra finds 

herself thinking about another group of Muslim Americans, those who are completely integrated 

or seemingly so. These Muslims have prestigious occupations within American society, earning 

high incomes and spending their money on themselves and not their communities. Khadra’s 
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parents, on the other hand, are unemployed and poor. They are not looking for a reliable job but 

to live piously within the spiritual circle they have created. Indeed, their poverty exacerbated, for 

Khadra, the consequences of her cultural difference. To swim, Khadra now had to rely on the 

generosity of richer friends with private pools like the Abdul-Kadirs. While neither Khadra (nor 

her mother) feel they are oppressed or disempowered, the fact that other Muslims practise their 

faith differently causes Khadra to question the absolute claims of her parents, and the Dawah 

Centre, to righteous conduct. 

In the novel, the headscarf acts to accentuate the discord between the two generations 

(first and second) of Khadra’s migrant family (and migrant community), and also to throw light 

on inter- and intra-community debates around the meaning of being Muslim. In particular, as we 

have seen, Khadra compares the Westernised, highly educated ‘Northern Indy Muslims’ with the 

isolated unemployed Muslims who work as volunteers in the Dawah Centre, including her 

parents who wait for more valuable rewards from God in the hereafter. Disconcertingly, Khadra 

also realises that her parents had once held an ambition to be wealthy but had largely given up on 

this dream. She is therefore not sure whether their piety and devotion are an actual choice on 

their part, or an attempt to cover up their social failure. 

A prominent feature of the novel is the way it seeks to show the Muslim headscarf in 

different contexts that correspond to Khadra’s age and situation. Khadra continues to interpret 

and re-interpret the Islamic practices she learns from her parents and the Dawah Muslim Centre 

including wearing the headscarf, from her earliest years of childhood, to the later stages of her 

womanhood. Yet the headscarf is not introduced merely as a concept of discord between two 

generations, but as the ground for an ongoing internal and external debate between the narrator 

and the different perspectives that she encounters in the novel. Nevertheless, in her early teenage 

years, Khadra comes to enjoy wearing the headscarf. At this stage, the headscarf expresses an 

innocent sense of belonging to an Arab Muslim community in which she feels confident, self-

reliant and recognised as a Muslim woman:  

At the Washington Square Shopping Centre looking for the cloth of her first 

hijabs, Khadra could not find crepe georgette as fine and lightweight as the fabric her 
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mother treasured from Syria. She found instead lightweight seersucker in cornflower blue 

with yellow daisies, a white cotton eyelet that would go with anything, and a jade 

jacquard in sophisticated chiffon. And a warm woolen paisley for winter. (112) 

While her parents do not overtly push Khadra to wear the headscarf, they are particularly 

pleased to see their daughter become a headscarf-wearer and not forsake this tradition in the 

name of teenage rebellion. Yet, in Washington Square Shopping Centre, Khadra is unable to find 

a similar ‘crepe georgette’ with similar qualities and colour that her mother ‘treasured’ from 

Syria. This impracticality foreshadows the redefining of the headscarf in the story through 

Khadra’s new pathway. It is, of course, important to understand that the headscarf performs a 

function in the sexual economy of those cultures where it is worn. This is emphasised by 

Khadra’s mother who believes that a woman without headscarf is a sexual distraction to men. 

Men, she believed, were innately weak and not to be tempted by the sight of a woman’s hair. 

When the time comes for Khadra to wear the ‘real hijab’, which marks her entry into 

sexual maturity, she is pleased with the feeling it gives her. During the second experience of 

wearing the headscarf, she feels confidently confirmed as an insider among the Muslim 

community at the Dawah Centre. She does not feel she is wearing the headscarf to please her 

parents or to show others that she is a committed practising Muslim girl, but as a ‘crown’ which 

marks her place as a woman and as a Muslim in the world. Khadra feels that the headscarf 

functions as a powerful protective shield and a public identifier of her cultural identity: 

The sensation of being hijabed was a thrill. Khadra had acquired vestments of 

higher order. Hijab was a crown on her head. She went forth lightly and went forth 

heavily into the world, carrying the weight of a new grace. Even though it went off and 

on at the door several times a day, hung on a hook marking the threshold between inner 

and outer worlds, hijab soon grew to feel as natural to her as a second skin, without 

which if she ventured into the world she felt naked. (112-13) 
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In this passage, Khadra actually combines three conceptions of the headscarf – crown, 

garment, and second-skin. It is, at the same time, something regal and banal, artificial and 

natural, public and intimate, ‘a threshold between inner and outer worlds’. Eventually, though, 

this uncomplicated sense of belonging is disturbed by the experiences she encounters in the 

world of her emerging adulthood. Moreover, the headscarf does not just function as a sign to 

non-Muslims, but also carries a semantic value amongst Muslims where, for instance, the white 

colour is preferred by Sunni Muslims, while black is favoured by Shia Muslims and colourful 

fabrics are avoided except for specific social events (Aftab 191). Khadra’s journey introduces 

religious tolerance among the Muslim sects and with other religions particularly during her visit 

to Syria. Her journey is characterised by a tolerant attitude towards Islamic practices and the 

different Muslim sects in opposition to her parents’ bigotry and ecclesiastic authority based on a 

specific method of interpretation of the Islamic teachings. Then she acknowledges the patriarchal 

interpretations that are justified by some Islamic teachings which Khadra pushed some of those 

realities to the margins of her culture. 

Becoming a Citizen and Visiting the Holy Land 

During Khadra’s adolescence, her parents Wajdy Shamy and Ebtehaj Qadre Agha realise 

that their American passport offers a unique opportunity to travel to the Holy Land of Islam 

where they can accomplish the last pillar of Islam and purify their soul from sins. In many 

Muslim countries, the Saudi government imposes severe restrictions on the numbers of pilgrims 

with long waiting lists due to high demand. An American citizen’s only requirement is to be 

aware of the related travel requirements and make sure that they fulfil them. But becoming 

American citizens also required Khadra to affirm basic ‘American values’ before a judge. The 

following Friday congregation prayer at the Dawah Community Centre is led by Khadra’s father. 

During his prayer, Wajdy compares the transparency of American government with the 

widespread corruption in the Muslim countries: 

“In many ways, my brothers, America is more Islamic than the countries of the 

Muslim world. There is no widespread corruption. You can enter a judge’s offices and 
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not need to bribe his secretary for the simple basic services.” It was Wajdy’s turn to give 

Khutba at the Dawah Centre’s small juma service. He always said brothers even though 

Sisters Khadija and Ayesha and Ebtehaj and lots of other women attended. He said it was 

okay, sisters were included in brotherhood, that’s how language was. (143-44) 

Affected by his citizenship status, Wajdy starts to feel belonging to America and 

establishes a new-found admiration for his adoptive country: “America, he concluded, “is like 

Islam without Muslims. And our sick and corrupted Muslim home countries — they are Muslims 

without Islam” (The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 144). Yet Khadra is less concerned with her 

father’s emerging patriotism, than in his characteristic failure to acknowledge the women in the 

congregation. By addressing all in the mosque as “brothers”, Khadra finds her father misses the 

values of gender equality that are also part of their citizenship obligation. 

Wajdy’s prayer reveals him to be both delighted and confused by his citizenship 

application. Alba and Nee (252) argue that integration into mainstream American society is a 

complex process that can often leave individuals feeling deprived of their history and self-

esteem. As Maryse Condé describes an inner desire of investigating past events that leads to “a 

self-healing process”(Lee Wai Sum 175).  Indeed, some African Muslims attending the prayer, 

like Brother Taher and Brother Derek, seem to better understand that this step towards further 

integration is not as simple as Wajdy imagines: 

“You’re just discovering that you’re American and you want to wave a flag 

now?” … “Brother Wajdy, I’ve been American all my life. And I still don’t want to wave 

no flag.”  

Wajdy was uncomprehending. 

“You immigrant brothers come in yesterday, and suddenly you white,” Brother 

Derek chimed in. “We been here longer and this country was built on our backs. I don’t 

see nobody trying to give us a silver platter.”  

Anyway, it was done. The Shamys—on paper, anyway—were now American. 

(144-45) 
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Both Brother Taher and Brother Derek are from African background and their 

circumstances are different from Khadra’s family.7 The challenges facing Wajdy are not the 

same as the African American Muslims like Taher and Derek experience, referring to “the 

impact of white personal and institutional racialized thinking on a black man in America” 

(Demirtürk 160). When it comes to the former, the citizenship application is considered as a 

great reward from America to the Muslims, but as Derek’s remarks reveal, not everyone feels an 

uncomplicated sense of gratitude towards the nation of America. The novel mentions the African 

American Muslims’ sense of belonging which “may seem less tethered, forged more through 

displacement than any original sense of belonging” in comparison to Arab Muslims (Moos 77). 

For this reason, Derek and Taher are not able to share Khadra’s uncomplicated embrace of 

American citizenship. 

The citizenship that Khadra’s family obtain also allows for them to undertake their holy 

pilgrimage. However, while Khadra’s pilgrimage to Mecca is part of her journey to discover a 

living basis for her faith, it also exposes her to a range of experiences that shape her life. While 

convinced that the Haj is the most sacred experience a Muslim can have, and the opportunity for 

Muslims to purify their souls (Euben 37), Khadra is also shocked by the experiences she has as 

part of this pilgrimage. For example, before landing at the airport, she observes Saudi Muslim 

women changing clothes while on the plane: 

A funny thing happened in the airspace over Jeddah. The Arab women who had 

boarded in Western clothing, black hair splayed down their shoulders, suddenly covered 

up in black abayas and turned into picture postcard Saudis dotting the airplane rows. 

 

7 The novel draws distinctions between Muslim Americans of different backgrounds and categorises their 

experiences with discrimination as racial and religious. African American Muslims’ type of discrimination is 

derived from their skin colour and background. Women of both groups may experience oppression and violence as a 

result of patriarchal cultural practices and antiquated Islamic teachings despite the racial discrimination. Lyden, John 

and Eric Michael Mazur. "Popular Literature." The Routledge Companion to Religion and Popular Culture, edited 

by John C Lyden and Eric Michael Mazur, Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2015, pp. 187-209. 
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Ebtehaj, who was sitting at a distance from Khadra, shook her head and said loudly, “As 

if God sees them only in one country and not in the other.” (158) . 

The experience makes her aware of the line between faith and cultural practice, a 

distinction that become even clearer once she steps off the plane in Saudi Arabia. Khadra had 

been raised to believe that Saudi Arabia was God’s own country. She accepted the practice of 

restricting women’s dress code to be in line with the interpretation of Sunni Islam and one of the 

noblest characteristics of Saudi women. But once there, Khadra is no longer so sure. When they 

land, Khadra’s sense of belonging to the sacred Land of the Prophet is interrupted by the fact that 

she was, after all, an American citizen. This is made clear at the airport. Leaving both lanes for 

“Saudi and Gulf nationals” and “Arabs” and “Others” lanes, Khadra, her father and brother 

needed to line up in the queue retained for “U.S. and European Passport holders” behind an 

Albanian-American Muslim couple in Western dress: 

“Why are they even here?” Khadra said. “To pray on Saudi oil?” 

“To do Haj,” her father said quietly. 

“But — they’re not even-are they even Muslim?” Eyad objected. He’d noticed 

them too.  

“They are Muslim,” Wajdy said.  

“Converts?” Khadra asked sharply.  If so, why weren’t they practicing Islam? 

Which she could tell they weren’t, by the way they dressed. 

“No,” her father said. He seemed to be enjoying her confusion. “Born Muslim.” 

“Well, obviously they know nothing about Islam,” Khadra huffed. (159-60) 

The narrator also notes the significant contrast between the respectful way this couple are 

treated by the airport staff despite their imperfect knowledge about their faith, and the treatment 

given to a group of Kurdish pilgrims who were held in a stressful queue for a long time until 

their visas were processed: 
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The Shamys rode into Mecca on the back of a Japanese pick-up truck full of 

Kurdish pilgrims, sunken-faced elderly men, and elderly women dressed in big calico 

farm dresses to their ankles, with cotton britches underneath. Everyone had just spent 

hours and hours being processed in the chaotic, pilgrim-filled Jeddah airport and was 

exhausted. (161) 

The respective treatment afforded the Kurdish pilgrims and American-Albanian couple, 

who are both from non-Arab backgrounds, showed Khadra that while she may have entered the 

Holy Land of Muslims, she had not left behind the human world of prejudice and discrimination. 

Witnessing the discrimination against Kurdish Muslims at the Jeddah Airport by passport control 

personnel, Khadra is made aware of the racial and ethnic discriminations practised in the Middle 

Eastern Muslim countries. As Gunter (21) has noted, for instance, Kurdish people in Syria do not 

have access to education in their native language and similar, if not worse circumstances exist for 

the Kurds in Iran and Turkey. Khadra feels neither her parents nor the Dawah Centre activists 

can adequately explain this incident, but she avoids arguments at this time because she is still at 

the Saudi Arabian border. Based on her experience from the Dawah Centre teachings, she had 

idealised the Saudi Arabian kingdom as the Holy Land and as an example for the rest of the 

Muslim world, particularly during the time of Haj. Living in America, Khadra had imagined that 

Muslim countries were perfect utopian communities where justice reigned, yet she is traumatised 

by her experience in the Holy Land. 

Regarding the different representations of the headscarf, (Sulaiman et al. 63) affirm that 

the headscarf in Kahf’s novel has a direct intersection with the wearer’s cultural context and 

experience. Within her own community, the headscarf symbolises the idealistic world drawn 

upon by Khadra’s parents and the members of the Dawah Centre, yet when Khadra moves 

beyond that group the headscarf can suddenly be a symbol of Muslim female oppression. On the 

other hand, for another character, the African American Muslim woman, Aunt Khadija, the 

headscarf is for her a symbol of liberation of black people from slavery. Obviously, there are 

three different idealised thoughts attributed to the headscarf and its implications and each 

perspective can present satisfactory justifications for its claims. In the novel, this difference 
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becomes, for Khadra, both a lived and an intellectual predicament. The life journey that the novel 

dramatises invites these differing perspectives into a space of intercultural negotiation. 

The idealisation of religion by Khadra’s parents is exposed during the pilgrimage to 

Saudi Arabia, and in particular, Khadra continues to compare the nature of racial and gender 

discrimination in both American and Muslim countries. On the other hand, Khadra observes that 

the different events also highlight “Muslim-on-Muslim racism” and the internal conflicts among 

the Muslims. These contradictions preoccupy Khadra. She has great affection for Muslim culture 

because it is her only culture, but also misgivings about some traditions, which only increase as 

she becomes an adult. The treatment of women and gender equality are the main concerns for 

her, and this was made painfully clear to her during her pilgrimage when she innocently sought 

to attend prayer. She had not realised that in most Muslim countries, women stay at home and 

rarely go to the mosque except for Friday prayers where a designated venue is made available for 

them. Following the early-morning prayer call (Fajr), Khadra tries to pray at the mosque beside 

the house but the special police force called compliance officers “matawwa”, who watches 

Muslims’ behaviour in the Kingdom, arrests her and escorts her back to the house: 

Thirty minutes later, with a tear streaked face, Khadra was back, escorted by two burley 

matawwa policemen with big round black beards and billy clubs belted over their white 

caftans. 

“Is this one of your womenfolk?” they asked Uncle Zaid, Saweem’s husband, his 

face freshly washed. “We found her trying to get into the mosque.” They said it as if she 

was a vagrant or something. 

Uncle Zaid shook his head no, not looking at her bare face. He seemed mortified 

that the matawwa police were at his door and glanced sideways to see if any neighbors 

were out.  

“But I am Khadra! The daughter of Wajdy Shamy and Ebtehaj Qadri-Agha,” she 

cried in a tremulous voice. “Your guests!” 

He looked up, startled. “Ah, yes, yes, I am so sorry –yes, officers — what is the 

problem?”  

“Are you her mahram?”  
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“No.”  

“Produce her mahram?” 

Wajdy came to the door. “Khadra! Binti, what’s wrong — when did you leave the 

house, what is this?” He had to produce his passport and all travel documents, the whole 

family’s documents. (166-67) 

In the wake of her confusion at passport control at Jeddah airport, Khadra’s arrest again 

makes her feel that she does not belong to the Holy Land. Moreover, the manner of questioning 

the household by the policemen and how Khadra was named as one of the ‘womenfolk’ further 

contributes to the culture shock. Khadra discovers that a man’s worth is determined by how he 

controls his ‘womenfolk’ and is shocked by the shame that Uncle Zaid feels when she is brought 

to his door. Khadra is arrested by the Saudi police on her way to the Mosque in the Muslim 

country where Islam started. It is difficult for her to imagine anything like this being possible in 

America. Equally, that the simple act of going to pray at a mosque led to a demand to check her 

family’s passports and exposed how Sharia law was practised in the Holy Land of Mecca in 

ways that the Dawah teachings and her parents had not prepared her for. In simply seeking to 

pray fajr at the mosque, Khadra is made to feel like a criminal who has somehow brought shame 

onto both her father and her host. 

Hypocrisy around gender laws are further exposed to Khadra when she hears her mother 

pretend that the Dawah Centre did not have mixed-gender gatherings. The mother expresses 

agreement with Aunt Saweem who ‘in scandalised tones’ tells her that her husband’s sister, 

Sheikha, held mixed-gender parties at her house. Khadra is also surprised to hear her mother 

defending American women who were characterised by her Aunt Saweem as ‘sluts’ and escorts 

because of the way they dress (The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 170). Moreover, during her 

pilgrimage with her family to Mecca, Khadra also experiences assault and sexual harassment. 

She finds herself in an unexpected situation with her cousin Afaaf, when another cousin’s 

boyfriend and his ‘Gang’ spot them at a festival, they openly question Khadra: 
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“Surely you don’t wear that thing in America,” he said, tugging at her veil and 

pouting boyishly. 

What the—? She batted his hand away. A pugnacious look flashed across his face 

and for a minute he reminded her of—of Brent Lott, of all people. He caught her hand by 

the wrist. Half-playfully he wrested it down to her side. In the middle of Mecca, this was 

the last thing she expected. 

“Let’s go,” she said.  

“Why? No one can see us,” he said. Without warning, he was pulling her veil 

down the back of her head and pushing his other hand up against her breasts and his 

mouth was grazing her now exposed neck. (177) 

Khadra never expected to meet a young Arab Muslim man from Mecca behaving this 

way. Ghazi’s assault on Khadra in the car could be passed off as the over-exuberance of a male 

teenager but it also clearly displays a wider attitude (also shown by Aunt Saweem) about the 

Westernised woman who is expected to be sexually available at any time. While the protection of 

women and their sexual purity, as labelled by Eltahawy (80), are regarded as the core values of 

Muslim cultures, for Ghazi the fact that Khadra is wearing the headscarf is not taken to be a 

serious statement of her chastity but a mere token of respect by her as a foreigner. Ghazi’s 

assumption leads him to reason that any Western woman is an easy catch and would not mind 

having sex with complete strangers. Thus, in the heart of the Holy Land of Mecca, Khadra finds 

herself at risk of attempted rape by her cousin’s friends. Khadra tries to physically remove him 

because she believes that any intimate act shows disrespect to God:  

“Get off—get off me!” she gasped. And what did he mean by that, “no one can 

see us”—wasn’t the driver of the car right there, and wasn’t he looking straight at them in 

his rearview mirror—only why didn’t he do something, why didn’t he move? The driver 

lowered his eyes and tucked his head down and sat very still. 

“What is it—what is the big deal—we’re not doing anything you have to worry 

about,” Ghazi said thickly. “—we have got our clothes on—and you grew up in 

America—don’t tell me you never do stuff like this in America—” (177-78) 
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Also, Khadra finds that the young Saudi Muslims show no respect to the non-Arab 

limousine driver who fails to protect her. Although he can clearly observe the incident from the 

rear-view mirror, the driver ignores the events, probably because he is eager to avoid any trouble 

that might affect his job. The incident also points to a culture of sexual coercion that exists in this 

society.  Of course, he too is in a difficult position as, usually, private drivers in Saudi Arabia are 

foreign workers who are required to obey the family who hire them. Although Khadra realises 

that Ghazi tries to use his power to intimidate and control her, in the confusion of the moment 

she is unable to understand the situation properly because of her shock and astonishment. 

Considering this encounter, Michael (718) highlights how it causes an identity crisis for a young 

Arab American woman who is unable to decide whether she is an Arab Muslim or an American 

or perhaps both: 

Khadra pounded her fists on the side of the limo and kicked the back left tire of 

the Mercedes and shouted at the wan faces that poked out of windows at the commotion 

“AFAAF! You get out here! You get out here right now and take me home! Afaaf!” 

A disheveled Afaaf stumbled out of one of the two farther cars. “What is your 

problem?” she said, wiping her wet mouth with the back of her hand. “What’s that 

matter, is this not as fun as what you do in America?”  

That again. “I am not American!” She yelled in Arabic, kicking the dust at Afaaf. 

(178) 

Khadra’s reaction to the unexpected behaviour by Ghazi and the way that Afaaf, Ghalya 

and the rest of the gang treat each other prompts a serious re-evaluation of her Muslim culture. 

Yet Khadra also struggles to find an effective method for communication with the group, which 

seems to tolerate degrees of hypocrisy that she is not able to. Afaaf’s wet mouth suggests that 

intimate acts between teenagers were commonplace, yet Khadra is condemned for both being a 

slut and a prude. The group consider Khadra’s language shift into fluent English as a sign of her 

American identity. Khadra’s harassment reminds her of the story of the young African Muslim 

woman named Zuhura who was raped and killed in Indiana. In the light of all these incidents, 

Khadra realises that when she is in the Holy Land she is not held to be (whether it is the 
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immigration authorities, local police, or even family friends) an Arab Muslim woman. Khadra is 

treated instead as an American. 

What this incident in the novel dramatises is that Khadra is an Arab Muslim when she is 

living in America, yet she is an American when visiting an Arab country. The Haj had been a 

cherished ideal for Khadra, yet in various ways it was proving to be far from the image she had 

held before arriving. According to the Dawah Centre teaching and the advice she gets from her 

parents, the Haj is a unique journey and this journey is regarded as an invitation from God to 

visit His House and engage in one of the most illustrious acts of worship. She believed that she 

was chosen of millions of people to travel across the world and ask for forgiveness in the best 

place on Earth. She expected spiritual elevation, but instead encountered petty discrimination and 

tawdry sexual advances. Khadra’s sexual assault and its connection with the Haj becomes a 

turning point for her that motivates her to study her faith deeper, a scholarly enterprise she terms 

her ‘neoclassical phase’. 

At the end of the Haj journey, Khadra is expected to be able to meet all the requirements 

of the fifth pillar of Islam and “emerge pure as a newborn baby” (179), but this purification has 

not been compromised by the actions of those she encounters in Mecca. Although she returns 

home without being purified from all her sins, in another way Khadra is stripped of the myths 

she learnt from her parents and the Dawah Centre teachings about the Muslims and their utopian 

world. Khadra’s pilgrimage is unsuccessful and she does not achieve her goal because she cannot 

meet the conditions to go through the soul purification process due to sexual acts she 

experiences: 

… So, it was all for nothing: she hadn’t finished Haj, and she had already blown 

it. She would never emerge pure as a newborn babe. 

…  

Khadra was glad to be going home. “Home”—she said, without thinking. She 

pressed her nose against the airplane window. The lights of Indianapolis spread out on 

the dark earth beneath the jet. The sweet relief of her own clean bed awaited her there—

and only there, of all the earth. (179)     
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The visit to Mecca highlights the significance of Khadra’s journey to discover her 

cultural background and the generational gap. The description of Khadra staring down at ‘the 

lights’ of her city in ‘the dark earth’ to where ‘her own clean bed’ suggests that, while her 

pilgrimage has taken place, her journey is not yet complete.   

Khadra’s Neo-Classical Phase 

As has been noted, when Khadra comes to study at university, she decides to use this 

opportunity to learn more about the Muslim faith using academic methods. She borrows a 

collection of classical Muslim scholarly works in English translation from the university library. 

Khadra’s decision to approach Muslim scholarship with ‘American-translated’ sources reflect the 

determining fact that she is a young American woman whose first language is English. She seeks 

a new version of Muslimness that might provide answers to questions she has about the 

teachings of Dawah Centre that dominated her childhood. Khadra was ripe for this sort of hadith 

wisdom anthology, steeped as she was since earliest childhood in the words of Quranic and 

Prophetic traditions. It was the beginning of her neoclassical phase. She thirsted now to study the 

traditional Islamic heritage. It seemed to her the answer lay in there somewhere—not in the new-

fangled Islamic revivalism of her parents and the Dawah, with its odd mixtures of the modern 

and the Prophetic, and its tendency to come off more like a brisk civic action committee than a 

spiritual faith (194). 

During Khadra’s ‘neoclassical phase’ she reappraises her knowledge and experience, 

seeking to square religious commitment with rational thought, and to adjust her position within 

American culture as a Muslim woman. For Khadra, the neoclassical phase signposts a direct 

intervention of reason to reappraise the classic interpretations of her religion, not opposition to 

religion rather “positive religion” (Krimmer and Simpson 9). On the other hand, Khalifa (112) 

concludes that Khadra’s neoclassical phase can be seen as a typical pathway for a second-

generation Muslim migrant and closing the generational gap.  

This phase is also a part of Khadra’s faith journey, in which a new world of individual 

thinking is reacting to previously accepted moral assumptions inherited from childhood. The 
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kind of questioning she poses is a critical period for the establishment of faith, in this 

neoclassical phase, Khadra believes that a return to original sources written by Muslim scholars 

may offer grounds for more logical interpretations of the Muslim beliefs and morality of her 

family and the Dawah Centre. In particular, she seeks new versions of Muslim culture that offer 

more tolerance and flexibility, which might fit more closely with the twenty-first century.  

Khadra was particularly concerned by the gender discrimination that seemed integral to 

the Muslim community she had grown up in. For example, because she was a woman, Khadra 

was not allowed to travel to Egypt, one of the chief centres of Arabic literature and Sunni 

Muslim culture. The reason her parents gave was that women who are not protected by men will 

experience sexual harassment and will not be able to protect themselves. On the other hand, it is 

also assumed that the headscarf and Muslim dress code are able to keep the sexes segregated and 

avoid interacting in this manner. And yet, this same segregation tends to prevent any meaningful 

interaction that would allow men and women to assess whether they have a sound basis for 

pursuing a marriage. While Khadra’s brother travelled to Egypt to study at Al-Azhar University, 

Khadra is allowed to go to college in America. Yet her attempt to pursue Islamic Studies at 

American universities is not taken seriously by her family, who feel that Western approaches to 

Islam are inherently Orientalist: 

… Going to Al-Azhar University in Cairo, as Eyad had done during his traditional 

Islam phase, was impossible.  

“I'm thinking about changing my major to Islamic studies,” she said to her father. 

He was driving her home from Bloomington one weekend when Eyad was out of town.  

“Study Islam as taught by Orientalists?” Wajdy said, frowning into the driving 

rain on his windshield. “They don't believe in Revelation. They claim hadiths are 

fabrications. They malign the Prophet. They say Islam was spread by the sword. There is 

no end to the lies they will teach you—” (194-95) 

Although Khadra feels pressured to verify the religious values she learnt from the Dawah 

Centre, as an American Muslim woman she realises that she needs more time to explore Muslim 
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culture and its spiritual values. Her knowledge about Muslim culture and teachings from the 

Dawah Centre during her formative years, and how this idea fits with her experience as a woman 

living in America, became subject to investigation and reflection.  

Khadra decides that she must explore her faith independently—to calmly and rationally 

examine its strengths, as well as areas in need of improvement, and to let ideas come naturally to 

her without a heavy weight of prescription. The process was partially motivated by her 

pilgrimage to Mecca where, as we have seen, she encountered number of events that caused her 

to question the Muslim ideals that had been celebrated by the Dawah Centre. The climax of the 

story emerges when Khadra realises that she has been trying to live her life burdened by 

delusionary guidance: 

… She wanted to abort the Dawah Centre and its entire community. Its trim-

bearded uncles in middle-management suits, its aunties fussing over her hijab and her 

ovaries, its snotty Muslim children competing for brownie points with God. 

Twenty-one years of useless head-clutter. It all had to go. All those hard-polished 

surfaces posing as spiritual guidance. All that smug knowledge. Islam is this, Islam is 

that. Maybe she believed some of it, maybe she didn’t – but it needed to be cleared out so 

she could find out for herself this time. (261-62) 

Khalifa (54) has argued that this complicated process of revisiting cultural identity is 

typical among second generation Muslim migrants, partly because they feel more confident than 

the first generation to question the basic parameters of their identity. Khadra’s concept of the 

‘neoclassical phase’ indicates an intellectual response to the ‘generational gap’ between first and 

second generations that is such a prominent feature of the migrant experience, and is an active 

attempt on her part to reconcile with past traditions embodied in her parents. Khadra also draws 

on the principles of classic Muslim scholars to clarify problems she finds in the contemporary 
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orthodoxy. She is able to research Islamic teachings in the university library. She borrows one of 

the main sources of Sharia law and translated into English as Reliance of the Traveller! 8 

This approach of revisiting Islamic texts according to the modern-day cultural context is 

advocated by modern Muslim thinkers including Nasr Hamed Abu-Zayd (1943-2010) and Sadik 

Jalal Al-Azm (1934-2016). Both thinkers criticise the instrumentalisation of Islamic teachings 

for political reasons and advocate revisiting Islamic teachings in the light of Western humanism. 

Like these Muslim scholars Khadra finds tolerance and flexibility that are more suited to the 

twenty-first century. Khadra’s neoclassical phase underscores her investment in reason as the 

vehicle for a re-evaluation of faith. Thus, Khadra finds that the values of tolerance and flexibility 

that are often missing from twenty-first century Islam. Khadra’s neoclassical phase underscores 

her investment in reason as the vehicle for a re-evaluation of faith. In Kahf's Western 

Representations of the Muslim Woman: From Termagant to Odalisque (177), she affirms that 

Islam has become pluralized and contested, and explores how Islamic thought might be 

creatively reformed. 

It can also be seen as one of the strategies that emerge in the wake of the September 11 

attacks. As has been argued throughout this thesis, this marks a particular moment for Muslim 

women insofar as the headscarf makes their identity visible in this newly hostile environment. 

But beyond the resurgence of Islamophobia, many moderate Muslims seek to distance 

themselves from the puritan and fundamentalist versions of Islam that are linked to the terrorist 

attacks. Khadra’s recourse to the resources of the university can be seen in this context. 

Moreover, because the Muslim scholars’ works are translated into English, she could read and 

understand them without referring to missionaries like her parents and their colleagues at the 

Dawah Centre.  

 

8 Originally the book “Reliance of the Traveller” was written in Arabic by Ahmed Al-Shafey in 1360s. It is 

described as tools of the worshiper; it is a classic manual of Sharia law according to the Shafi'i school of 

jurisprudence. The book is translated by Nuh Ha Mim Keller, an American convert Muslim. He is a translator of 

Islamic books and a specialist in Islamic law. Al-Misri, Naqib. Reliance of the Traveler: A Classic Manual of 

Islamic Sacred Law. edited by Noah Ha Mim Keller, translated by Keller AI, Amana Publications, 1994. 
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Islamic Marriage and Divorce 

Within Khadra’s idealistic Muslim perspective, marriage is a holy blessing and the 

consummation of a woman’s life. Her main purpose in deciding to marry is to find self-assurance 

with a practising Muslim spouse, and Khadra expects her relationship to be based upon spiritual 

considerations and wifely obedience. Juma Al-Tashkenti is a friend of Khadra’s brother and a 

member of the Muslim Students’ Council at the same university. A mechanical engineering 

graduate student from Kuwait, approaches Khadra’s parents through their son, Eyad: 

Meanwhile, Khadra’s father and brother swung into action. Their job was to 

check up on Juma’s character and background. Wajdy, through a friend, contacted two of 

Juma’s former professors at Kuwait University. They said Juma had no prior broken 

engagements or marriages, nor was he known as someone who played around. He was 

definitely not in the set that drove shiny red Mercedes and cruised for hookers and drugs 

on the Kuwait City strip. (205-06) 

Although Khadra’s consent is sought, and she generally has the right to refuse any 

unwanted suitor, as an obedient practising Muslim woman she feels that her consent is mainly a 

rubber-stamp for what her parents feel is a faultless match. Moreover, the father also retains the 

final say in what are considered family affairs (Badran Feminism in Islam: Secular and Religious 

Convergences 81). Khadra’s marriage is based upon Quranic and prophetic practices that openly 

illustrate the relationship between both spouses. For Khadra, the spiritual bond between two 

souls in holy matrimony signifies a legal bond and entails the social promise of tranquillity and 

protection.  

Soon after the marriage proposal, Khadra’s grandfather’s sister, Teta, arrives from Syria, 

and as a senior family member, she forms a significant element of the extended family. Despite 

being a mature Muslim woman from the Middle East, Teta questions Khadra’s decision to marry 

and seeks the social and romantic contexts of the marriage to make sure Khadra is ready for the 

reality of marriage. Teta is surprised by the one-sided process of the courtship. While she expects 

negotiations between Khadra and the proposed husband to be sincerely concerned about love and 
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personal preferences, she finds instead that Khadra has moved passively through the process, 

exhibiting complete obedience to the traditional Middle Eastern patriarchal system and its gender 

norms. The grandmother introduces a realistic local counterpoint to Khadra’s situation, and lets 

the reader understand that Khadra’s circumstances and her family’s position are now rather 

outdated in comparison to the contemporary practices in the Muslim homelands. 

Unmoved, Khadra proudly continues to display obedience to her brother and father’s will 

and forthrightly follows the prophetic rules of marriage awaiting her archetypal husband with 

pure Muslim faith. Téta notices the vulnerability of Khadra’s reasons to marry Juma, but she is 

the only person among the family to question Khadra about love and real life. All the rest are 

mainly concerned about the practical matters and how to meet Muslim cultural practices 

involving the Muslim marriage wedding and formality. The proposed husband is required to pay 

Khadra a marriage dowry, and this bond is verified by Khadra memorizing a long chapter from 

Quran rather than any valuable currency9: 

… She picked “The Table Spread,” one of her favorites. However, Khadra’s 

parents insisted that she also take a cash sum, as that would be more protective of her 

security, and Juma agreed, even insisted, on that, although he was also happy to oblige 

her by memorizing the sura and was impressed that she wanted him to. His father—who 

would be paying the mahr, not Juma—insisted too. They decided on eight thousand 

dollars, two thousand upfront and the rest deferred, due only in case of a (husband-

initiated) divorce. (208) 

 

9 Khadra selects Chapter 5 of the Qur’an named Al-Ma’idah, or ‘The Table Spread’ that descended from 

Heaven, containing heavenly food, as mentioned in verses 112-115 at the request of the disciples of Jesus. It is the 

heavenly food, a reference to the last supper (and by reference, to the Christian Eucharist) or the Gospel’s account of 

the multiplication of loaves of bread and fish as told in Matthew 14, and Mark 6? ‘The Table Spread’ (Surah Al-

Ma’idah) is considered to be the one of the last Surahs (chapters) of the Qur’an with many references to the People 

of the Book. 
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Although Khadra expects her ideal husband to be a sacred life-partner, her grandmother’s 

concern foreshadows the complications that will materialise in the marriage. Khadra’s parents 

believe that the groom is the perfect match because he is a committed Muslim who adheres to all 

the laws and teachings of Islam in his daily life. He comes from a noble Muslim family with a 

known lineage. Moreover, the word “Juma” has its own significance for Khadra because the 

groom’s name in Arabic language can be referred as the ‘Friday Prayer’ which is the most sacred 

day in the week known as “Yawm al-Juma” or The Day of Assembly. Muslims gather for 

congregational worship during the Friday midday prayer in which a qualified prayer leader 

delivers a two-part sermon known as the khutbah (sermon). The imam usually reads and explains 

Quranic verses relevant to community concerns and encourages the congregation to remember 

their obligations to God and to each other, offering guidance and advice on how to live as a true 

Muslim in daily life. 

For Khadra, the marriage and the name of the proposed husband, Juma, symbolise the 

Day of Assembly and the heart of Muslim devotion. The wedding’s location is the Dawah 

community centre with gender segregation. Metaphorically, these two clues work as 

foreshadowing to Khadra’s unsuccessful marriage and the abortion of the Islamic teachings of 

the centre: “Khadra’s wedding was to be held at the Dawah Centre — the women’s party, that is. 

The men’s party would be at the Community Room at the Fallen Timbers.” (Kahf The Girl in the 

Tangerine Scarf 213) 

The gender segregation visible in this ceremony is not exactly typical and varies 

considerably among different Muslim communities. Khadra believes that not all segregations 

aim at deterring sexual misconduct but simply to provide women with privacy and freedom 

(Garner and Parves 150). Also, not all Muslim communities treat gender segregation as essential 

to the maintenance of religious boundaries (in the novel, the Shelby family is an example of 

secular Muslim faith). In the novel, however, the gender segregation in the wedding seems to 

foreshadow the problems of cultural compatibility that will ultimately cripple the marriage.  

Although their relationship starts respectfully, soon Juma attempts to become a regulatory 

husband. Furthermore, the in-laws immediate demand the couple give birth to a child, which 

adds to the pressure because Juma feels his manhood is at stake. Juma also intends to move 
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Khadra to Kuwait to live with her in-laws after his graduation. Correspondingly, he censures 

Khadra’s plan to pursue academic studies and questions her daily practices, such as the fact that 

she does not sufficiently screen her body movement while riding a bicycle. Khadra thinks it is 

normal to wear the headscarf and ride her bike but Juma thinks that other Muslim men may 

notice her body and become aroused. In other words, for Juma, a Muslim man cannot control his 

sexual desires when he sees a woman on a bicycle even when she wears the headscarf. Juma, at 

last, invokes the Quran (31) to force her to comply with his instructions: 

… “It’s unIslamic. It displays your body,” he objected. 

But it was hard for Khadra to resist the bike on a fine spring day. 

“Say to believing women that they should lower their gaze and guard their    modesty, 

that they should not display their beauty and ornaments,” he quoted. And this time he 

didn’t throw in any fringe benefits. (228)  

Khadra is nonplussed by the appeal to God in their argument and believes that his attitude 

is less a sign of piety than his adherence to the patriarchal interpretation of the Quran and to 

controlling the life of his wife. Additionally, Juma tries to control and dominate Khadra through 

verbal abuse and often feels jealous and suspicious. He tries to isolate Khadra and keep her in the 

apartment during the weekends. Riding the bicycle becomes the symbol of fundamental 

disagreements about how a Muslim wife can be. The repeated arguments escalate from, “Please 

don’t do it. Don’t do it.” (228) to, “I forbid you … As your husband, I forbid you.” (230). At the 

end of the chapter, the forbidden bicycle, now abandoned and decaying, becomes a symbol of 

lost hopes in Khadra’s marriage: “But eventually, she put the bike in the resident storage area of 

their building basement. Such a little thing, a bike. In the overall picture of the marriage, what 

was a bike? The gears rusted and the tires lost air. Something inside her rusted a little” (230). 

The emergence of interfaith tolerance is dramatised late in the novel, when Khadra’s 

brother decides to marry a Christian woman. He goes to Khadra asking for her support, and in 

particular to be present while he informs their parents. Khadra’s importance in brokering this 

moment of religious tolerance is clear from the exchange with her brother: 
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 “So here’s the thing Khadra.” He says. “… I need you to be 

there when I tell Mama and Baba.”  

“High Drama” 

“Yeah. Especially Mama. And Sariah’s going to be telling 

her parents at the same time. More drama. Only in her family, it’s 

the dad who’s sort of like Mama is in our family.” 

“He’s the neurotic parental unit, then?”  

“He’s the one. He’s all, he wants her to be ‘worthy.’ They 

use that word a lot, ‘worthy.’ (432-33) 

What is also clear from this exchange is that, unlike their Muslim and Christian parents, 

the faith identification of Khadra’s generation is more likely to be treated as autonomous and 

personally negotiable in the context of marriage. The failure of Khadra’s arranged marriage gives 

her both conviction and authority on this matter. For the divorced Khadra, the main 

complications in the arranged marriage related to the gender roles, in particular, the differing 

expectations of the husband and wife, the extended families’ interference, and the attitude of the 

Muslim communities in which the couple interact. A further strain derives from the couples’ 

inability to negotiate an effective pathway between fundamentalist and progressive readings of 

the traditional marriage under faith-based teachings. These reasons exclusively demonstrate the 

failure of bigoted faiths and intolerant visions in Western societies due to the solidity of civil 

laws and the equal rights that women can practise.  

Indeed, the novel contrasts the interfaith dialogue, religious harmony, and cultural 

competency of this love-based marriage, with the unsuccessful arranged Muslim marriages. The 

main reasons for their failure are the varied expectations between the husband and wife 

surrounding gender roles, the complications introduced by the extended families’ intervention, 

and the rigid attitudes of the cultural community. Muslim culture considers divorce as the last 

resort due to its long-term impacts on the family, its members, and children. Additionally, 

Muslim women’s financial dependence, the effects on their social reputation and the 

complications of finding and connecting with a second partner and his family are adduced as 

reasons to avoid divorce as a solution to marital problems. 
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Return to Syria 

After Khadra’s marriage collapses, she sells the coins that were given to her by Téta as a 

wedding gift, and travels to Syria because she thought it was a “time for retreat” (266). She 

returns to her country of origin, Syria, this time as an independent observer, free of the illusions 

that she had carried during her previous visit. There, she discovers new information regarding 

her parents and their particular brand of pre-modern religion and politics. She realises that her 

parents, far from being typical of the culture they claimed to represent, were controversial within 

their home community. Khadra eavesdrops on her aunt and uncle’s blaming her father “What 

have we ever got behind Wajdy and his Islamic politics but woe” (280)?  

Moreover, Khadra also comes to learn about the plight of Syrian women from her grand-

aunt, Teta, who had been an activist for women’s rights, advocating for financial independence 

and equal opportunity in the labour market. Teta identifies herself as part of the “the very first 

wave of working women” in Syria. Against cultural norms that held that “a telephone girl’s job 

was a bad thing, a thing for floozies”, she joins her fellow workers in asserting their aspirations 

“to be the New Woman”, that is, “women who cherish themselves, women who are cherished”, 

(The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 271-272). Khadra enjoys learning about the Syrian women’s 

struggle for their rights and she becomes proud of her Teta who stood for her rights when she 

was young and decided to marry the man, she loved not anyone preferred by her parents. 

While there, her grandmother and other family members make considerable revelations to 

Khadra: Grandmother was one of the first women to have a job in Syria, has ran away with the 

man she loved, and married away from her family without her parents’ consent. Teta reveals to 

Khadra that she had married the grandson of a Russian migrant, a “Circassian, [whose] 

grandfather fled from the czar and settled in Palestine and he was in Damascus working with a 

carriage merchant.” (272) The man was thought to be a vagrant by the insular local community: 

“Filthy gypsies! —I don’t know, they call anybody who has no settled home a gypsy.” (152) 

Finally, Teta defied her parents’ disapproval and entered into a marriage with the young non-

Arab man: 
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… “Had I gone against God and the Prophet? Not I. They were the ones in 

violation. They were the ones. Doesn’t the Prophet say if you find a good god-loving 

man, accept him? Does the prophet say unless he’s a Circassian? Does the Prophet say he 

must be from your people? Hardhearted people, using religion—the butt end of it.” And 

my brother, Wajdy’s father—only Wajdy wasn’t born yet—he didn’t dare to contact me.”  

(273) 

Teta’s image symbolises the Syrian women feminist movement and their struggle against 

the patriarchal cultural values. She also believes that religiously characterised cultural values in 

and by themselves are not essentially patriarchal, but women need to establish ongoing debates 

within their religious communities towards changing the discriminatory features of religious and 

tribal family laws. During her time, Teta was successful to consider her rights status as 

intolerant, she was able to promote her rights by reinterpreting the religion-based family laws in 

a more gender equal direction. She explains to Khadra how she married the person she loved but 

she never violated the divine rules nor prophetic guidelines. Before she departs, Teta offers 

Khadra her valuable jewellery: 

“Khadra, I won’t be able to keep these after I die. May you bury my bones—but I 

don’t think you will be here to bury my bones.” She lifted up to shush Khadra, who was 

saying a blessing for long life on Teta’s head. That Phrase, te’ebrini, “may you bury me,” 

always rugged at Khadra’s heart.  

“There’s sharia rules about who gets what. Inheritance laws,” Teta went on. “How 

do we get around them when we need to? We give things away as gifts, before we die. 

That’s how. Take it from me, this will be a load off my heart.” Khadra would not take 

them all, but they came to an agreed-upon division. (296)  

Metaphorically, Teta’s gift signals Khadra’s inheritance of an alternative history and a 

more tolerant approach to the problems of life. Khadra’s step-grandmother, Sibelle, a secular 

Turkish woman is the subject of Teta’s second story. She had been punitive towards Khadra’s 

mother, Ebtehaj because at that time she was embarrassed to be seen in public with her 
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stepdaughter wearing the headscarf. She did not allow her to continue studying Quran and 

proposed a man who “drank and whored” to marry. The story of Ebtehaj and the difficulties she 

faced while she was young encourages Khadra to continue her journey. Khadra finds various 

accounts of the Muslim headscarf that are dissimilar to her experience in America and the story 

of her step-grandmother, Sibelle notes an exceptional experience. On the contrary, Teta does not 

blame Sibelle for refuting the headscarf, instead views her as a modern and “fashionable” 

woman, who embodies the modernising of Turkish society during the last three decades of the 

twentieth century: 

… [They] [m]ocked her for wearing hijab. Most of the fashionable people had 

stopped wearing hijab by then, you see, the city was against it, the tide was against it. Oh, 

how Sibelle loathed the sight of that hijab. She made fun of it—she tried everything—

she’d yank it right off her head. I heard she put it in the pot and shat on it—no, I’m not 

kidding. She was embarrassed to be seen in public with her stepdaughter in it. Made 

Ebtehaj walk on the other side of the street. (275) 

Turkey is, indeed, the only Muslim country in the Middle East with a secular 

constitution. The country had transformed into something resembling a Western nation state in 

written script, dress code, growing industrialisation and female emancipation (Moghadam 10). 

This idea adds another episode to Khadra’s knowledge and the connotation of Muslim headscarf 

in a non-Arabic Muslim country. In this context, the journey to Syria establishes a means of self-

discovery, not only through re-entry into a collection of stories and real experience, but also an 

exploration of history and the intersection of politics with religion. Khadra continues to seek 

individualistic methods to associate with God, humanity, and interfaith dialogue.  

Syria is a majority Sunni Muslim country, where the ruling hierarchy is of the minority 

Shia Muslim, and Khadra learns that her parents’ background as Sunni activists was prominent 

in the antigovernment movement. Her source for this information is her Aunt Razanne, Ebtehaj’s 

elder sister. Razanne recounts the day when security forces targeted headscarf wearers to take off 

their headscarf in Syria. This episode prompts Khadra to consider how significantly the 
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headscarf acted as an external political marker and culture signifier, even in Syria. In due course, 

Khadra’s parents suffered persecution from the government because they were suspected of 

being affiliated with an anti-government Sunni group in Syria. Khadra becomes aware of the 

dangerous intersection of religion with politics in her homeland, when the Syrian security forces 

“… tore off our veils,” and targeted women wearing headscarves: 

On September 28, 1982, during the height of the troubles in Syria, President 

Asad's brother Rifat dropped a thousand girl paratroopers over Damascus, with a guy 

backup soldier behind each one. They blocked off a section of the city. Within, it they 

grabbed any woman who was wearing hijab.” Khadra remembered reading about it in 

The Islamic Forerunner 10 and being outraged. (280-81) 

The Muslim women’s headscarf was, in the history relayed in this story, a banner of 

political opposition to the Syrian secular government in the 1980s. Khadra’s family and relatives 

belong to the Syrian opposition calling for an Islamic constitution while the Syrian government 

calls for administrative reform in public and private sectors, stress the need to respect the secular 

legal system. 

Eventually, the government banned schoolgirls from wearing traditional Muslim dress 

code and headscarf in the schools and public sectors (Blanga 53). Moreover, the government 

responds to the Sunni Muslim puritanism with violence targeting the Syrian women wearing the 

headscarf because the headscarf represents the political Islamic group in this section. As told by 

Aunt Razanne, the 1980s uprising in Syria actually marks the culmination of a long period of 

violent political unrest, with violent actions by Muslim fundamentalists being met by brutal 

government reprisals.  

 

10 A periodical newsletter issued by the Dawah Muslim Centre  ‘to keep the Muslims in America up to 

date 62’ and manage the Muslim network.     
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Khadra finds this intersection of religion with politics in Syria, a particularly bitter Sunni-

Shia conflict—a revelation and a shock. The incidents that Aunt Razanne recounts remind 

Khadra of the young African Muslim woman’s rape and murder in “Martinsville” America when 

she was a child. Zuhura was “the first Muslim woman to head the African Muslim Students 

Organisation at IU” and “[t]he first Muslim woman in hijab,” (74). Toossi (650) concludes that 

the town where Zuhura was murdered is “known for white racism and Ku Klux Klan’s 

activities”. The story highlights extremism and terrorism existing in America, albeit in 

submerged ways, that echo the intolerance exhibited between Muslim groups in Syria. This 

dimension is captured in the novel when there is a racist attack on the Dawah Centre in America:  

“Mama! Aunt Ayesha!” she cried. And everybody ran outside. Including Zuhura, 

who immediately transformed from a henna’d bride to a pre-law student activist, taking 

charge and calling out directions: “Don’t touch anything! Don’t step in the footprints!” 

The struggling boxwood hedge at the entrance was slimed with rotten eggs and 

tomatoes. Toilet paper was everywhere. Markings in white spray paint were blazoned 

across the windowpanes of the clubhouse. Aghast, Khadra snapped pictures of them: 

FUCK YOU, RAGHEADS DIE. They were signed: KKK, 100% USA. (82) 

 While acknowledging the anti-Muslim bigotry and hatred in America, the novel 

also does not shy away from the bitter sectarian conflicts within Islam. In the novel, this conflict 

is dramatised in an argument between Ramsey, a Shia young man and Khadra’s brother Eyad as 

a Sunni Muslim, who debates the respective views about the descent of authority from the 

Prophet. Ramsey as a Shia Muslim believes that the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law, Ali Bin 

Abu Talib, is the righteous successor of the Prophet. While, Eyad as a Sunni Muslim believes Ali 

as the fourth caliph, disregarding the bloodshed and armed conflicts over the power at that time. 

The argument between Ramsey and Eyad regarding the Prophet Mohammed’s successor opens 

another gate for Khadra to peruse the controversies and contradictions she experienced 

previously.  
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Khadra realises that the desire to control the supreme power after the Prophet, with all its 

power-plays, is a vital part of Muslim history. Khadra questions her father, who represents the 

position of a Sunni Muslim scholar for her family and community, about the Shia silence and 

denial of faith-based violence that took place in the Karbala Massacre (Masmoudi 67). For 

Khadra, the massacre was clearly, as with terrorism, a deliberate attempt to cause the harm and 

the death of innocent civilians including women and children. What Khadra notices is that even 

within the Muslim country of Syria the headscarf has become politicised insofar as it 

distinguishes between Sunni and Shia groups. This is emphasised in the story about Reem, who 

had had her clothing forcibly stripped from her by a government soldier:  

“How disgusting! How could a government behave like that?”  

“Oh no, no, I don't blame them,” Aunt Razanne said. “You see, the President was 

so sorry when he found out. The next day, he sent another set of troops out to the same 

part of the city with roses. Every woman got a rose. So it's all okay, you see?”  

Khadra was flummoxed. “Um, whose fault then?”  

“Yours,” growled Uncle Mazen from behind her, making her start. “Your father 

and Mother. You dissident. Who politicised hijab but you? Who made life hell for us but 

you?” (282) 

Khadra was suddenly and seriously implicated (through her parents’ actions) in a 

situation she had previously thought she was only observing. The position of ‘Uncle Mazen’ 

behind Khadra, from where he reveals the significance of politicised hijab in Syria, indicates a 

sudden unanticipated position for Khadra. She finds another missing part of the bigger picture of 

the Dawah Centre in Indiana when her uncle accuses her parents of politicizing Muslim women’s 

headscarf in Syria. Out of an ordinary conversation with Aunt Razanne, Khadra finds out that her 

mother was raped when she was a high school student by her “young, handsome Nasserite 

history teacher” during a school trip to France. But her sister Aunt Razanne thinks that, “It was 

her own fault … she would gab in my kitchen, describing him to me. How smart he was!” (289). 

Aunt Razanne’s comment implies that wearing headscarf and body covering was significant for 

Khadra’s mother to protect herself from sexual attraction when she was young in Syria. Khadra 
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discovers the interaction between religion, morality, and sexuality and she finds the role of 

religion in sexual socialization to be more important than any other factor including civil law.  

Khadra learns more about Muslim attitudes toward women's appearance and sexuality as 

they are not rooted in repression as she experienced with her husband, but in a strong sense of 

public versus private in Middle Eastern culture. The patriarchal Islamic teachings are 

misinterpreted to reform these cultural values as what is due to God and what is due to the 

husband. It is not that Islamic teachings suppress sexuality, but that they embody a strongly 

developed sense of appropriate procedure toward marriage in the Middle Eastern cultural 

context. Eventually, Khadra understands her parents’ perspective and the impracticality of 

practising the same values in America and the theoretical teachings she had received and 

everyday practices that make her question views previously taken for granted.  

This realisation is another thought-provoking stopover to show that women are 

vulnerable and her mother’s experience of sexual violence in Syria is an outcome of 

susceptibility. In further disclosure of her mother’s stories, Khadra learns about her mother’s 

refusal to wear the headscarf during her early years. Aunt Razanne remembers her late mother, 

Badriye Bustanjy, “tired all the time to get Ebtehaj to wear the headscarf and pray regularly. 

Begged and pleaded and wept—” Khadra was extremely confused. At hearing this, Khadra feels 

she had been “deceived” (286) by her mother’s claims. These revelations help Khadra not only to 

see her mother differently, but also to question how a Muslim woman is oppressed within the 

Muslim culture by Muslim men. As she discovers that her mother was not that practising 

Muslim, she speculated on when she was young. She discovers that wearing the headscarf is a 

deep-rooted feminist debate on modernity, freedom, and the place of Islamic teachings in 

contemporary Muslim societies.  

Yet, Khadra finds wearing the headscarf is a means to perform an act of daily devotion 

and to identify proudly as Muslim. At the same time, she discovers a feminist perspective among 

her cousins and her mother’s generation, that loose clothing is a way for women to guard their 

bodies against unwelcome gazes and other forms of male bigotry. It is perhaps hard to express, 

but for Khadra, wearing the headscarf also reflects a disposition towards deep humility. She 

prefers the aesthetics of the Western style of dress and finds it dignified. By this point, though, 
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she has stepped outside the Dawah Centre’s moral circle. She has learned that societies can be 

peaceful and prosperous even when women uncover their hair and body. This time, she only 

wears the headscarf to protect herself from violence and avoid any sexual harassment she may 

experience like the one in Mecca. As discussed by Van Es (198), Khadra also wonders whether 

wearing the headscarf as an act of solidarity might not also perpetuate a version of Islamic 

teaching which forces teenage girls to cover their heads. 

In order for Khadra to achieve a more comprehensive understanding about cultural 

differences and social context, she listens to her Aunt, cousins, and Teta’s stories. She realises 

that her parents’ cultural practices and their strict interpretations were unsuccessful to 

overshadow the diverse experiences of those in Middle East (Koegeler-Abdi 15). By embracing 

an intersectional female experience, Khadra explores the complex structures of Muslim women’s 

oppression. Thinking from outside America and away from her parents, Khadra becomes 

conscious about the complexity of her Muslim culture in America as an assorted identity and 

often sharply idealised faith. Behind and beyond the ideal Muslim faith, there are a number of 

distinct and overlapping controversies that incur exclusion, exploitation, and marginalisation 

within her parent-culture as wearing the headscarf is viewed from diverse women’s perspectives. 

Khadra inventively establishes an intercultural solidarity forum to approach and accept the 

differences that echo the moves described by Moore in Arab, Muslim, Woman: Voice and Vision 

in Postcolonial Literature and Film (55) to engage more completely with the different visions 

and voices of Muslim women. 

Seeking Diversity, Equality and Spirituality  

Throughout the rest of her journey, Khadra revisits the headscarf as a social concept and 

its outstanding connotations at different stages of her life with regard to gender equality and 

spirituality as an individual’s private affair. Khadra’s journey deeply involves the emergence of 

the privatisation of religion and the emergence of Muslim woman’s modernity that focuses on 

the sovereign individual. She remembers when she tried to buy her “first real hijab” with her 

father, she was unsuccessful to find the same “crepe georgette” as her mother used to wear which 

indicates unsuccessful impersonation.  
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The passage closes with the metaphor of discord between Khadra and her mother’s 

fabrics in terms of colour and quality. Now the discord that had previously been between fabrics 

re-emerges as perspectives and cultural practices. While sitting on the top of Mount Qasyoon in 

Damascus, a place known for its diverse religious orientations and mythologies, she scans the 

beauty of the city through the lenses of her camera and experiences an epiphany.11 She thinks of 

the early days of history and the evolution of religion and the key issues in understanding the 

shape of religious teachings that contribute to cultural values and as social system and applied 

religion. Qasyoon was said in some traditions to have been the home of Adam, the first man on 

earth, and also the place where Cain killed Abel, and to have been visited by Abraham, Jesus, 

Moses, John, and other prophets (Martyn Smith 129). The mount symbolises diversity of 

religions in the story because it embraces various mythologies that Muslims share with others. 

In her epiphany, Khadra revisits her Muslim faith and seeks reform through her 

progressive ideas to consider peaceful coexistence of different ethnic groups, religious tolerance 

and women’s rights. She calls for an inclusive interpretation of Islamic teachings and reclaims 

the soul of her faith because as she discovers that an Islamic reform is needed to defeat 

the ideology of Islamism and politicised Islam. The story views Damascus as a hub of religions 

through which Khadra can call upon interfaith dialogue and religious tolerance as positive and 

cooperative interactions among people of different religions, faiths or spiritual beliefs, with the 

aim of promoting further understanding and increasing acceptance and tolerance. Although the 

ideology that is followed by Khadra’s parents excludes the different groups of Muslim faith and 

describes them as “lost-Muslims”, Khadra discovers a different historical and cultural 

atmosphere in Syria. Her discoveries signify a new vision of Islamic teachings for Khadra: 

 

11 Mount Qasioun is a mountain overlooking the city of Damascus, Syria. Its highest point is 1151 m 

(3,776 ft). The mountain is famous due to various references in religious literature. Boccaletti, Alessandro. Decode. 

Youcanprint Self Publishing, 2020. (35) 
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… Her scarf, a kelly-green chiffon, was slipping off the crown of her head. She 

reached to pull it back up. Then she stopped, noticing the wine-red juices running 

between her fingers, and not wishing to stain the lovely scarf. The poet glanced at her. 

Khadra paused, standing there in the fading rays with her palms spread, her hands 

spiraled upward to the sky like question marks. She was in apposition like the first stand 

prayer. A yellow butterfly flittered by. The scarf was slipping off. (309) 

Despite chafing under the headscarf for years, wearing the headscarf has always been 

Khadra’s choice. During a time when Islamophobia is so rampant, the choice to continue 

wearing the headscarf becomes impossible for Khadra and she views the headscarf as a version 

of teenage rebellion. She then has to be more confident of defending herself because faith 

becomes a personal issue that affects her cultural identity. The uncovered Khadra brims with 

vision and prophetic wisdom in deep and often surprising explorations of spiritual life. She can 

feel purity, dignity, courage, modesty, and self-respect without considering the headscarf. 

Despite this, she can show her commitment to God without covering her head and follow the 

steps required for her to become a devout Muslim. Wearing the headscarf during prayer times, 

“[s]he felt as though she were praying now for the first time, as if all that long-ago praying, rakat 

after rakat, had been only the illusion of prayer, and this—what she began to do now—was the 

real thing. All that had been lost was returning” (307). 

Consequently, Khadra explores Syria and its people as being historically a sanctuary for 

diverse ethnic and religious backgrounds. She learns about religious tolerance and diversity 

among the community groups of multicultural, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds in Syria. They 

have shared a long history as a result of the different waves of invasions and migrations. Her 

parents never mentioned such diversity. She explores Syria as being a historically small part of 

the Ottoman Empire, with its embraced groups of Orthodox, Catholic, and other Christians: 

Alawis, Ismailis, and other sorts of Shia Muslims; and Yazidis, Kurds, Jews, and Druze lived in 

enclaves and in neighbourhoods in the various cities and towns alongside Sunni Muslim Arabs. 

They were able to accept the differences and successfully developed commerce and culture 

(Sahner 211-212). Khadra avoids being controlled by her emotions rather than observations and 

experience, consequently she realises that the covering of the Muslim dress code can be a 
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protection shield for women in Middle Eastern cultures but uncovering in America might not 

represent a breach of religious boundaries.  

Khadra instinctively becomes an external observer comparing Muslim women’s 

behaviour in Syria with the American-Muslim women attending the Dawah Centre with her 

parents. She observes Syrian women having the joy of working with many Muslim women who 

are deeply dedicated to their faith. Some regularly wear fulltime headscarves and long loose 

clothing, some wear headscarf during prayer times only, some wear Westernised clothes such as 

skirts and T-shirts. She discovers that the hair covering is not a reliable sign of the piety or 

sincerity of a Muslim woman. As a guiding principle in life, people dismiss the outer 

appearances, but focus on inner substance. In the meantime, she observes the contexts in which 

the forced donning or forced removal of the scarf demeans women’s bodies, but the Islamist 

forces emphasise wearing the headscarf as an external marker of Islamicization of the society. 

She also hears about the official’s efforts that have emphasised de-covering as part of their 

secular beliefs and hegemonic presence among society.  

Kaid (146) states that Khadra decides to remove the headscarf and she cannot “stick to 

veil and bear the consequences of wearing it in the U.S. because it has caused her a lot of trouble 

and misunderstandings.” Nevertheless, her decision is based on a new vision she establishes as a 

result of her “neo-classical phase” that she started before her marriage, and the current 

experience with spirituality in Syria. The narrator describes Khadra’s decision more obviously as 

a mystical moment during a spiritual performance where the headscarf “was slipping off.” 

Moreover, the novel offers deeper intensifications through flashback to Khadra’s childhood as 

“she remembered when she’d taken her last swim in the Fallen Timbers pool as a girl” (309). 

A new stage of her journey starts when she describes her feelings as “a rigorous 

challenge” in her life; however, she remarks that she does not remove the headscarf to show 

hostility to Muslim faith. Nevertheless, she outlines a moderate Western and secular Muslim 

faith with her behaviours but not as a motto or an external cultural marker.: 
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… She was coming to find the new, unveiled lightness familiar and comfortable 

in its own way. Still, hijab had been her comrade through many years, her body would 

not forget its caress. Her loose clothes from the days of hijab were old friends. She had 

no wish to send them packing. 

The covered and the uncovered, each mode of being had its moment. She 

embraced them both. Going out without hijab meant she would have to manifest the 

quality of modesty in her behaviour, she realized one day, with a jolt. It’s in how I act, 

how I move, what I choose, every minute. (312) 

The protagonist’s journey to learn about Middle Eastern Syrian culture comes as an 

analogous effort to Kahf’s protagonist, upon her return to Syria and she learns about wearing the 

headscarf and dress code as “old friends” and different cultural perspectives. The novel draws 

more transparent relationships between Khadra’s pre-covering and post-covering cultural 

contexts through the flashback. This assists the reader to view Khadra’s motivation and 

progressing perspective with reference to the Western cultural values among American society.  

In this moment of reflection, the novel compares her experience of wearing and now not wearing 

the hijab. It is also an example of how Khadra, as Cariello (236) has suggested, functions as an 

insider witness for the post-September 11 western audience.  

In  a similar way, Toossi (643) states that Khadra’s story traverses the cultural challenges 

facing “hijabed women” in diaspora who are “outside of the hegemony of the nation” 

overlooking the ground-breaking core debates to disclose “Muslim-on-Muslim racism”, and the 

substantial outcomes of the protagonist’s spiritual journey termed as the “neo-classical phase”. 

Therefore, Khadra’s journey invites different religions, beliefs, cultural values and the 

intersection with politics to address the plight of Muslim women. Consequently, Khadra’s 

journey invites the readers to accept religious reforms and adjusts Muslim woman’s head cover 

accordingly. Similarly Manaf et al. (59) highpoint the deployment of “women body” as a core 

argument and battlefield of religio-political ideologies including both Muslim and non-Muslim 

fronts who dispute over covering and not covering women’s physique. Alsultany (66) asserts 

how notions of patriotism after the September 11 attacks have distorted the life of American and 

Arab American citizens.  
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In addition, Halaby (86) and Giese (166) highlight the intricate interaction between 

Americans of Arab ancestry and other ethnic groups and the role that xenophobia, racism, and 

stereotyping plays in this regard.  Giese (166) further argues that rather than altering American 

attitudes toward Arab Americans, the September 11 attacks reinforces the positive and negative 

pre-existing attitudes. The attacks offer racists with a rhetorical justification for their attitudes 

and offer multiculturalists a rationale to fight exclusionary ideals and promote inclusionary ones, 

including feminist Muslim women. This perspective elaborates the intellectual progress Khadra 

has made during her stay in Syria, as she examines the Islamic teachings and cultural values 

among a country of Muslim majority. 

Khadra’s findings after her journey of self-discovery to Syria inaugurate more liberal 

belief, independence and self-confidence but not less religious. The neo-Khadra, is more likely to 

integrate into the maximum aspects of Western culture; she looks for ethnically diverse 

friendship and promotes interfaith dialogue. Likewise, she seeks various methods to reconciling 

Western culture with her faith and lays the groundwork to tackle the theological, social, and 

political complications posed by traditional patriarchal Muslim culture. Khadra’s journey 

examines other Islamic practices that have shaped the devotional lives of many Muslims and 

regulate marriage, divorce, and other social activities but she finds wearing the headscarf has 

been interpreted as a rigid Islamic practice that has been problematically adopted and imposed by 

non-state actors. 

Ultimately, such interpretations remain diverse and sometimes greatly contested, but as 

Murthy (71) remarks,  wearing the headscarf may “carry connotations of individualism and 

freedom of expression within a constricting ideology.” Khadra underlines other reasons that 

hinder understanding Muslim culture including the global crisis in Muslim scholarship for many 

decades. Besides, Western Muslim women have been left to learn about their religion from the 

cultural practices of their parents and local sermons from imams of unknown qualifications, 

including the Dawah Centre in Indiana. Khadra’s journey focuses on the ways in which Muslim 

women who are embedded in both Muslim and Western cultures negotiate their traditional and 

modern identities through self-representations. Khadra’s journey is a process of constructing a 
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coherent self-narrative about her bicultural existence as a Westernised Muslim feeling oppressed 

by her own cultural practices including marriage, divorce, and other social practices. 

Headscarf in Muslim Politics 

Another significant stage at Khadra’s journey is examining the diverse Muslim sects and 

modes of Islamic worship as they engage the Muslim woman’s headscarf as a banner because 

Khadra’s coming-of-age milestones parallel her discovery of other Muslim practices, political 

ideologies and schools of thought. As she encounters Muslims whose practices contrast with 

those of her parents and the Dawah Centre, she is made aware of many controversies that had 

been kept from her in the teachings of Dawah Centre. The story introduces a range of Muslim 

groups, ranging from the assimilated modern secular to the newly converted. There are Sunni, 

Shia, Sufi, Islamists, and characters with more moderate political ideologies. Although Khadra 

had grown up in a narrow and closed environment, she gradually gets exposed to the diversity 

and contested politics within the modern Muslim world. 

Husain (336) argues that throughout history, competing groups, sects, and exclusionary 

schools of Islamic thoughts all struggled to define the Islamic faith for a diverse and often 

contentious community of believers; however, he thinks that the emergence of extremist Muslim 

groups is a notable recent trend. A core issue in Khadra’s journey is the question of who is the 

true believer? While she deeply examines the inconsistencies of the Islamic teachings, she finds 

that one of the many reasons that sectarianism is so intractable is that all the sects claim to have a 

monopoly on Islamic truth. As she explores the reliable academic sources, she finds this 

exclusionist mindset to be the most evident in the conflict between Sunni, Shia, Sufi, Islamist 

groups and modernised secular Muslims. Moreover, she notices, for instance, how one 

denomination discreetly excludes the other by referring to Saudi Arabia and Iran as 

representatives of Sunni and Shia nations, rather than Islamic ones. Khadra’s own identity is also 

conflicted by the fact that she had imagined herself as an Arab Muslim only to find herself 

regarded as an American citizen when she travelled to Mecca. 
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As Khadra recalls later (391) “[g]oing overseas was what enabled her to see that she was 

irrevocably American, in some way she couldn’t pin down. Yet even now, she never thinks for 

herself as American, not really. When she says ‘Americans’, ‘Americans do this or think that,’ 

she means someone else.” One group to feature in the novel are the ‘Mishawaka Muslims’, 

represented through the Shelby—originally Shalaby—family. Joy Shelby is a young American 

Muslim woman who starts to share a wider knowledge with Khadra. Joy always offers a bigger 

picture of the images presented by Khadra and she contributes significantly to Khadra’s journey, 

particularly during her ‘neoclassical phase’ of reading Muslim culture. Joy’s perspective comes 

as a surprise, because modernised assimilated Muslims like the Shelbys and their faith in Islam 

were regarded with pity by Khadra’s family and their circle: 

The Shamys had been scandalized by the Mishawaka Muslims. They had one of 

the oldest mosques in America up there, founded by Arab Muslims who had come to 

America as far back as the 1870s. but slowly over generations, they had mixed American 

things with real Islam, Wajdy explained, so that now they needed a refresher course in 

real Islam from the Dawah Centre. None of the women up there wore hijab and none of 

the men had beards—they didn’t even look like Muslims. And they did shocking things 

in the mosque, like play volleyball with men and women together, in shorts. And they 

had dances for the Muslim boys and girls—dances! “Mishawaka Muslims” became a 

byword for “lost Muslims” in The Islamic Forerunner. (103)  

Both the Dawah Centre and the Mishawaka Mosque cannot both be the true 

representatives of the Muslim faith since they seem both to have mutually exclusive claims on 

the Muslim faith. The expression of “scandalized” is used to ironize the indignation felt by her 

family and, even though it is in the voice of the narrator, shows how far Khadra has now come 

from her original position. The fact that the Mishawaka Muslims do not wear the headscarf or 

beards and organise mixed gender parties and sports “in shorts” provides a counterexample to the 

brand of Islam that insists strongly on appearance and external markers. This comparison 

between the Mishawaka Muslims foreshadows a new phase in Khadra’s investigation of her faith 

and identity.      
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Khadra is treated as an adult by her parents because they want her to master the Muslim 

Sunni rules at an early age. Therefore, they involve her in activities, discussions to seek her 

opinion on matters of importance such as the history of Islam, Sharia law, Halal food, Halal 

dating, and other sectarian values. Yet, she discovers that her counterpart from the Modern 

Muslim group, Joy Shelby, is more open-minded and rational because she can demonstrate 

inordinate tolerance and understanding for the ideas that differ partially or totally from her own 

ideas. On the contrary, Khadra finds herself in a situation that rejects anything that is not in 

accordance with Dawah Centre’s convictions and beliefs. Dating and Arabic nationalism are two 

obvious examples of this comparison for Khadra: 

If you were a Campus Muslim council type of student, you weren’t the type of 

Muslim that dated. You could say, as Tayiba had said to Khadra and a gaggle of CMC 

girls who’d given her the ol’ snake-eyes when they caught her walking around as you 

please with Danny Nabolsy, “we had a study group at the library but everyone else left, 

and then we went for coffee but only because were both thirsty.” But you didn’t call it 

dating. (182) 

For Khadra as a young American woman, dating is commonly associated with boy-girl 

social meetings and couples who attempt to know more about each other, but she was always 

advised not to get-together with the opposite sex in private. She was taught by the fatwas from 

the Dawah Centre that private socializing of males and females was prohibited in all 

circumstances, especially when unaccompanied. The objective of these restrictions is to keep 

such interaction at a modest level. Although Joy did go on dates confidently with non-Muslims, 

Khadra’s dating rules were always ‘double dates’ involving her brother or a family member: 

“‘Dating’ meant double-dating with her brother; her parents had strict boundaries, and Joy was 

really pretty straitlaced” (214). 

Comparably, the novel presents Wajdy’s misconception about nationalist Arabic views as 

an American citizen and his paradoxical position as a strong voice in support of Arab 

nationalism. Wajdy holds the view that political Islam and Arab nationalism are intimately 
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linked movements which are united and differentiated at the same time by their hostility to 

American policy. Fadda-Conrey Contemporary Arab-American Literature: Transnational 

Reconfigurations of Citizenship and Belonging (140) argues that the Arab-American conflict and 

hostility did not start with September 11 attacks, as it is deeply rooted in modern history: 

The attacks of 9/11, however, do not mark the first or the only event that has fomented 

reductive perceptions about Arab-Americans in the US. They are in fact a recent 

instalment in a long history of national and international crises and conflicts that have 

repeatedly and consistently underlined the provisional nature of US citizenship and 

belonging for Arab Americans. These crises include the Six-Day war in 1967, the 1973 

oil embargo, the First Gulf War, and the attacks on the World Trade Center in 1993. 

Also complicating the pan-Arab dreams of her father is the matter of Shia people who 

attend the Dawah Centre prayers but do not follow their Sunni guidance. The most prominent 

Shia members of the Dawah Centre are Aunt Dilshad Haqiqat and Uncle Zeeshan from 

Hyderabad (Insaf and Nilofer, 34). As Khadra observes, the Shia community group is from non-

Arab speaking backgrounds which motivates her to pinpoint the right goals for her “Neo-Classic 

phase” of inquiry. She discovers that in early Islamic history, the Shia was a movement 

developed by followers of Ali, the Prophet Mohammed’s cousin and son-in-law, as they claimed 

that Ali was the rightful successor to the Prophet Muhammad as leader of the Muslim caliphate 

following his death in year 632 but the Prophet’s father-in-law, Abu-Baker became the 

successor. (June and Dennis 64) The theological differences that cause the Dawah Centre to 

believe that the Shia are deviators is based on this ancient feud. Learning this, Khadra is unable 

to unequivocally support the monopolist perspective of the Centre. The question of the 

interpretation of Islamic teachings becomes the central question in her journey. Moreover, how 

these interpretations influence gendered roles, including wearing the headscarf, play an 

increasingly significant role in Khadra’s journey. 

The novel views the converts as a particularly vulnerable group because they know less 

about the Islamic teachings and Arabic language. They have no independent guide to their new 
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faith, therefore, the Dawah Centre and Khadra’s parents teach the individuals whatever 

information they prefer, and their indoctrination can easily go unchecked. Khadra is aware that 

the new Muslims face difficulties with certain practices and they approach her mother and/or her 

father to offer guidance and clarification. The story introduces a range of Muslim groups, 

ranging from the assimilated modern secular to those newly converted. There are Sunni, Shia, 

and Sufi. There are Islamists and moderates. As this diversity emerges, it throws a light on the 

very particular brand of Sunni Islam that Khadra had experienced in her formative years within 

her family. Similar complications emerge around fasting time and some daily activities during 

Ramadan and the many other Muslim practices. Khadra’s mother criticises the American 

converts and their posture while praying: 

American converts found the juloos posture hard. You sat with legs folded under 

you, thighs pressed against calves. “Americans hardly ever sit on the floor,” Khadra’s 

mother observed. “Their bodies forget how to pray after sitting up stiffly at tables and 

desks, working to gain the wealth and glitter of this world.” 

“You forgot to fold your hands, Auntie Dilshad. Mama, why did Auntie 

Dilshad forget to fold her hands?” Khadra had never seen anyone put their hands down 

by their sides after the first allahuakbar.” (34) 

Khadra feels that her mother can answer all questions, she wants to prove how her mother 

is smart and knowledgeable. As soon as she observes one of the prayer attendants, Auntie 

Dilshad Haqiqiat, does not fold her hands during the prayer and notices a hard tablet made of 

clay in front of her, Khadra is keen to hear her mother’s comment and repeatedly asks her mother 

for the reason. However, she gives Khadra a short indirect answer that does not reveal any 

significant information, but she takes the spotlight off her to avoid embarrassment. Soon after 

that, Khadra realises that there is another Muslim grouping with different viewpoints named the 

Shia sect. They do not follow the Dawah Centre guidance during their prayer for reasons 

revealed by Dilshad Haqiqiat: 

… “And why is there a piece of rock in front of her?”  
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Her mother said “Hush.”  

Dilshad Haqiqat salaam’d out of prayer mode and said, “It’s okay beti, it’s how 

Shias pray.”  

The Shia members of the congregation were the Haqiqat family from Hyderabad, 

Uncle Zeeshan and Auntie Dilshad and their girls, Insaf and Nilofer. “The rock is from 

Karbala,” she went on. “Where the evil caliph of Syria killed the grandson of the 

Prophet.” Her mother steered Khadra away. “We need to go get our shoes,” she said.  

All the Sunnis knew the Shias had wrong beliefs but tried to be polite and not talk 

about it. At least, not in front of them. (34) 

Despite the explanation offered by Dilshad Haqiqat about the way that Shia people pray, 

Khadra’s mother and the narrator portray the Shia sect as incompetent Muslims. As she 

continues to clarify further hints to Khadra, her mother tries to change the conversation and 

move it towards shoe storage. The narrator adds, “Sunnis were aware of Shias’ ‘wrong beliefs’” 

(as they saw them) but they did not want to discuss the subject with them or at least in the 

presence of their children. For Khadra, this scene represents an ambiguous question if not a 

mystery that warrants further investigation to discover the difference between these two sects 

and any other dissimilar perspectives.     

Eventually, while she is a student at Indiana University, Khadra joins the Campus 

Muslim Council CMC as her elder brother Eyad is the Vice-president of the council. She attends 

the regular weekly meetings when they discuss issues related to the Muslim community and 

students including Friday prayers. Khadra perceives the third type of Muslims within her 

community who are known as ‘The Sufis’ with a broader contextual understanding of the Islamic 

teachings: 

Bizarre rumors circulate among the Campus Muslim Council kids about the local 

Sufis. They swim naked together in Lake Monroe was one of them. “Because they think 

they’re so spiritual they’re above gender. You know, like Gandhi sleeping with the naked 

girls!”  
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“And one of them is gay. The Sufis.” 

“But he’s married.” 

“But he’s gay.” (183) 

Similar to the Shia sect, the narrator portrays the Sufis as incompetent Muslims who are 

unable to practise their religion appropriately. Soon after that, Khadra finds out that none of the 

Muslim sects and groups were singled out for criticism in traditional Muslim scholarship. In 

Muslim culture, homosexuality and nakedness are generally frowned upon (Kaufman and 

Raphael 117) , but they are attached to the Sufi folk in popular campus prejudice. Although 

characterised as “bizarre rumors”, Khadra faces difficulties in acknowledging their Muslimness 

since the Sufis ‘don’t look like Muslims’ and their practices appear to breach her understanding 

of the Muslim code of behaviour. 

Khadra discovers that Sufis and Shias maintain dissimilar approaches for prayer and have 

different scholarly interpretations to Islamic teachings. On the other hand, the author highlights 

the sexual minorities and their ongoing argument with the faith groups and other groups in 

society. Accordingly, the Sufis believe that spirituality can offer more flexible space to these 

minorities as “they swim naked together in Lake Monroe". The allusion to “Gandhi sleeping with 

the naked girls” is another hint to show correlations between spirituality and these minorities. 

These emerging thoughts offer Khadra opportunity to pose meaningful questions as she 

scrutinises the early history of Islam and the massacre of the Prophet’s grandsons by the Syrian 

Caliph army dated on 10th October 680 in Karbala, in what is now Iraq. At this point, she comes 

across various approaches to Muslim worship and interpretation that do not follow her parents’ 

dominant creed. Further regarding the diversity of the Muslims in America. With this regard, 

Antonette (120) states: 

The gap in numbers could be attributed to the way in which Muslim identity is 

understood as one who practices a cultural lifestyle and/or the practice of Islamic religion 

as codified in the Qur’an (the Holy book of Islam). The diversity among American 

Muslims may seem to present a staggering number of differences; however, one only 
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need consider the number of Catholic and Protestant subgroups within those two major 

religious groups. 

Therefore, Khadra starts thinking as an individual, she used to wear the headscarf since 

she was five years of age because she started to imitate her mother. She was not knowledgeable 

about wearing the headscarf and its significance, but she was often told as a child that she must 

wear it in public. This misinformation comes to realisation in Syria and started viewing the 

headscarf differently. Khadra’s exploration of her faith is also facilitated through her interactions 

with her Islamic Studies Professor, a German university academic named Eschenbach, although 

she had initially approached this Professor with considerable scepticism: 

… “I am going to sit in on her class to make sure she doesn’t distort Islam in her 

teaching.” But as the semester progressed, Khadra began to admit to herself that there 

were whole areas of Islam that all her Dawah Centre upbringing and Masjid Salam 

weekend lessons hadn’t begun to teach her. All the Islam she knew before, she’d looked 

at from the inside. In Professor Eschenbach’s classes, she began to see what her belief 

looked like if you stepped away and observed it from a distance. (231)  

Khadra’s academic interactions with Professor Eschenbach becomes an opportunity to 

dig in deep of the classic knowledge collected from the teachings of Dawah Centre. On the other 

hand, the Professor’s name has its own significance in the story which is an implied orientation 

referring to a famous German poet named Wolfram von Eschenbach (1170-1220) (Frakes 12). 

Classen (156) establishes that Eschenbach’s approaches to Muslim culture referring to Muslim 

figures and places in both narratives: Willehalm (1220) and Parzival (1205) highlighting an 

effective method of positive negotiations between Christians and Muslims at that time. As 

Khadra muses: “So the belief system of her parents and their entire circle, including the Dawah 

Centre, was just one point on a whole spectrum of Islamic faith. It wasn’t identical to Islam 

itself, just one little corner of it.” (232) the narrator clarifies. 
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Ultimately, Khadra’s journey moves forward to discover further veiled realities regarding 

her culture and the outmoded religion-based interpretations of her parents and subsequently the 

rest of Dawah Centre staff. Consequently, Khadra allocates more time to contemplate upon the 

stumbling and monophonic guidance she received before. Through her neoclassical phase and 

revisiting her faith, Khadra explores a wider practice of worship divergent to her idealised vision, 

recognizing the inconsistencies among different sects and schools of thought.  

Upon her return home to the United States of America, the uncovered neo-Khadra 

announces the denouement of her Neo-classical phase. She witnesses an ideological transition 

from a definitive Muslim Sunni to a Westernised secular moderate Muslim with an entire up-to-

date vision. She believes that religion is defined by spirituality and individuals’ behaviour 

without excluding other beliefs, sects, religious practices, and non-religious ideologies. Also, she 

positively values any dialogue to the contemporary Muslim practice in America and seeks 

solutions to the current contradictory questions within modern religious views which leads her to 

more perceptible arguments with her parents and the Muslim community.  

Instead of depicting her Muslim cultural practice as a static, unmodifiable, and 

obstructive set of rules, she attempts to proclaim her Muslim views as part of the modern world 

for there is more than one way of being a modern secular Muslim. This new realization for 

Khadra becomes fundamental in appreciating the different paths to modernity that various groups 

can take, including but not limited to: women’s freedom and self-independence, religious 

tolerance and interfaith dialogue, accepting each other as individuals, and rebuking unprincipled 

violence in the form of a new voice of self-criticism. Although, Fadda-Conrey Contemporary 

Arab-American Literature: Transnational Reconfigurations of Citizenship and Belonging (78) 

reveals the author’s hesitation in addressing the tensions of whether to wear or not to wear the 

headscarf, re-wearing can be understood as a kind of curiosity and resistance: 

… In the final published version, however, she ends up covering her hair on the 

plane ride back to the US. This act becomes her way of asserting a visible Muslim 

identity in a country that supposedly cherishes and values plurality and diversity of faiths 
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and backgrounds but in fact falls short of fully realizing such ideals, particularly in 

relation to Muslim minorities. 

This re-wearing does not contribute to reducing the tension between the Muslims and 

other political trends in Western societies. Fadda-Conrey Contemporary Arab-American 

Literature: Transnational Reconfigurations of Citizenship and Belonging (78) comments on the 

final version of the novel as she observes the hesitation. The reader can imagine Khadra’s 

Westernised moderate secular Muslim faith and her new vision through the narrator’s meticulous 

narrative account with reference to her contemporary interpretation, derived from the findings of 

her neo-classical viewpoint. “But she knew at last that it was in the American crucible where her 

character had been forged, for good or ill” (The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 313). Khadra’s self-

determination in America starts with her decision to study photography and get ready for the 

workplace as photographer or journalist. She is aware that the decision is not within the bounds 

expected by her parents and outside the Dawah Centre programme. Khadra discusses practising 

Muslim faith in public with her secular Muslim classmate Chrif Benzid as they come across a 

Muslim family praying in public. He criticises the Muslims publicizing their religious identity 

through praying in public and wearing the headscarf as an external marker: 

“Why do these people have to make a spectacle of themselves all the time?” Chrif 

said. 

“These people? Which people?” she said, panting. Two joggers separated around 

them, man woman black white, and rejoined up a head. 

“Muslims.” 

“Uh, you’re a Muslim yourself.” 

“Not like that, man. I’m a secular Muslim. These religious Muslims, they always 

have to embarrass themselves, on some level. All I know is, they give us a bad name. 

Like, let’s make sure the entire world knows we are religious nuts. Look at them praying 

in the middle of the park with their rear-ends in the air. Besides being uncouth. It’s so 

arrogant, on some level. Look at us, we pray.” (337)         
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It is part of religious freedom in Western societies and legally Muslims can pray in public 

but as a secular Muslim, Chrif believes that publicising prayers can cause discomfiture to the 

people around them and themselves. As a tolerant Muslim woman, the next step for Khadra is to 

lay grounds of interfaith dialogue and engage different religions and faiths via questioning their 

differences by meeting three new roommates from different backgrounds: Blu, a Jewish young 

woman, Bitsy, an woman Iranian in opposition to the Islamic Republic of Iran, and Seemi, a 

secular Muslim woman from Pakistan studying a postgraduate degree in literature. As Hampton 

(263) asserts, after her return, Khadra follows a moderate version of her religion that is dissimilar 

to her parents’ without breaching their mutual love and respect. Khadra practically summons a 

religious tolerance platform to establish a twofold ethical communication among the Muslim 

sects on one hand and with other religions on the other hand.  

As part of her cultural development at this stage, Khadra shifts to wearing intermittent 

headscarf but a looser one. She seeks home-loan approval to buy an apartment. Although both 

decisions are against the Islamic teachings of the Dawah Centre, they are commonly practised 

among the secular Muslims. Neither the intermittent hair covering nor the home loan procedure 

are approved by her parents because they believe that both are breaching the traditional sharia 

law as their Islamic teachings forbid paying or receiving interest (Saeed 41). At this point, 

Khadra practically follows secular Muslim thought through making personal decisions 

independently based on self-interpretations of her faith. When looking for a housemate at the 

university, she comes across a Westernised young Muslim woman of Iranian background who 

calls herself Bitsy Hudnut with dyed blond hair.  

As a non-practising Muslim, Bitsy adds another dimensional experience to her interfaith 

platform when Khadra understands that Bitsy escaped from the Islamic Republic of Iran and 

sought asylum in America to complete assimilation with the Western culture. Khadra accidently 

discovers the ex-Muslim woman’s pre-assimilation names as Fatima-Zahra Gordafarid which 

designates her former cultural identity as a Muslim – Persian woman. The first part Fatima-Zahra 

is named after the Prophet Mohammed’s daughter and the second part is a famous character from 

the Persian epic The Shahnameh (1010) written by the Iranian poet Ferdowsi in the late tenth and 

early eleventh centuries (Ferdowsi 71). However, she is not proud of her Muslim-Persian name.  
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Clearly, Bitsy’s assimilation is strongly conditioned by her childhood experience that 

resulted in her changing her names. Bitsy suffers from a sort of post-traumatic stress disorder and 

feels an abiding sense of dread, hostility, and discomfort towards the Muslim headscarf. When 

she was a child, her parents were prosecuted by female security forces of the Islamic republic 

wearing the Muslim headscarf. She is unable to escape from this most petrifying life period when 

Muslim women in headscarf with “Islamic phrases ringing out all around” (The Girl in the 

Tangerine Scarf 375) attacked her family in their home country. Khadra feasibly becomes 

compatible with absorbing Bitsy’s antagonistic reaction because now she believes that religious 

fundamentalism cannot remain perfectionist, closed and static. Another stage of her journey, as 

she learns from Bitsy, is how Iranian security forces arbitrarily arrest and convict women and 

children of committing national security-related crimes. 

In the course of her religious tolerance platform, Khadra purchases Salman Rushdie’s 

The Satanic Verses (1988) in a bookstore where she meets Seemi, a newly arrived but secular 

Muslim woman from Pakistan. Both show interest in the only copy available of Rushdie’s novel. 

The secular Muslim woman originally arrived in America to pursue a postgraduate degree in 

literature and her parents are both lawyers with moderate secular and anti-fundamentalist Muslim 

views. Khadra realises that her family and the Dawah Centre might label Seemi and her family 

as “lost Muslims, led astray by Satan, following their base ego desires instead of God’s law” 

(The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf 334). This conclusion can be considered as part of the 

reasonable outcomes of Khadra’s journey.  

Moreover, showing interest in reading The Satanic Verses indicates Khadra’s religious 

tolerance because the majority of Muslims, particularly her parents and the Dawah Centre group 

consider the novel to be an offensive fabrication and blasphemy. Pipes (21) reports that Muslim 

organisations in Britain requested banning the novel, and criminally prosecuting the author, 

“both on the charge of blasphemy”. Therefore, her interest in the novel reveals “Seemi’s 

tolerance” which is equal to Khadra’s journey of self-discovery and her subsequent modern 

views, such as her decision to loosen her headscarf and the religious tolerance she learnt in Syria. 

This interpretation by Khadra overlaps Salman Rushdie’s prosecution and the imprecation of The 

Satanic Verses as an archetype for Muslim intolerance and religious harmony.  
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This tolerance is precisely the same argument presented by Syrian intellectual Sadik Jalal 

Al-Azm, as he condemns the rigidity of Islamic teachings and intensely criticises Muslim 

intellectuals, culture, and politicians for social and political tribulations.12 Possibly, “The 

Importance of Being Earnest about Salman Rushdie” (1989) is one of his most influential works 

not in defence of the writer but in presenting a new approach of Muslim criticism. Al-Azm "The 

Importance of Being Earnest About Salman Rushdie" (257) invites Muslim readers to 

contemplate Rushdie as “a possible Muslim Rabelais” as he recounts:13 

It was no less revealing to me that none of the participants in the extended and 

passionate debates on the Rushdie affair came anywhere near dealing with him as a 

possible Muslim Rabelais, a possible Muslim Voltaire and/or a possible Muslim James 

Joyce settling overdue accounts with his church; i.e., with his erstwhile former religious 

conscience and consciousness. True, I did see in the literature a few fleeting references to 

Rabelais, Voltaire, and Joyce, but these had to do with style rather than substance, with 

aesthetics rather than historical significance. 

In the view of Al-Azm, a moderate Muslim is the one who accepts not just other 

interpretations of Islamic teachings but also other religious perspectives. Moreover, Al-Azm 

bravely defends the position of religious tolerance in The Satanic Verses.  Al-Azm perceives the 

 

12Al-Azm was arrested on blasphemy charges stemming from his book Critique of Religious 

Thought (1968), when he was teaching at the American University of Beirut. He analyses and comments on the 

impact of the Six-Day War on Arabs, 5-10 June 1967. Many of his books were banned in Arab nations except 

Lebanon. 

13 He is one of the most elusive French thinkers of the Renaissance lived between (1486-1535). Duval (95) 

believes that [t]he two decades during which Rabelais wrote his four books of Pantagruel (1532-52) were a period of 

great religious ferment and strife. Framed by the dissemination of influential works by Erasmus and Luther in the 

1520s and the outbreak of the Wars of Religion in 1562, these years witnessed the rise of biblical humanism and 

severe repressions by the Faculty of Theology in Paris (the Sorbonne). Rabelais's own personal experience placed 

him at the very centre of this ferment. Duval, Edwin. "Putting Religion in Its Place." The Cambridge Companion to 

Rabelais, edited by John O'Brien, Cambridge University Press, 2011, pp. 93-106.  
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Muslim readers’ intellectual interpretation because he had experienced similar circumstances two 

decades before Rushdie does. Although, some Muslim scholars may show objection to Al-Azm’s 

speculation of Muslim culture that needs secularisation, but he argues that there is a long list of 

Muslim writers who have faced various trials for their expression of independent or secular 

thought. Moreover, he examines the intellectual and institutional foundation of Muslim countries 

and their religious tolerance and he acknowledges that politics strongly favoured prejudice rather 

than religious tolerance. 

For similar reasons, Seemi’s perspective is slightly offensive for some Muslims but 

Khadra can understand how she came upon that conclusion because she is in accord with the 

outcomes of her own journey and Al-Azm’s critical approach. Khadra still feels that the 

headscarf is her bond with her Muslim community, and she most likely wears the headscarf—

half covered—to challenge the assumption that it is a symbol of control. In the meantime Seemi 

believes that, like any other item of clothing, she wears the headscarf for specific occasions, such 

as for family or community events, or during particular times of day but takes it off all other 

times including when she attends university or work. In fact, Khadra chooses to wear the 

headscarf to signify her commitment to Islamic teachings and show Muslim women’s modesty. 

Seemi rationally refers to the headscarf and its masculine intersection with political conflicts, as 

they pull into a petrol station and Khadra’s headscarf attracts the attention of people around: 

… People stare. She is still in hijab. She pulls the tangerine silk tighter around her 

head. 

The stares only ever make her want to pull it on tighter, not take it off the way 

Seemi keeps suggesting she do after every Middle Eastern crisis dredges up more 

American hate. Seemi’s mother’s car got keyed in Manhattan when 250 Marines were 

bombed in Beirut, and she doesn’t even wear the hijab—just looking like you come from 

a Muslim country is enough. 

“It’s my connector,” Khadra had tried to explain to Seemi once about wearing the 

scarf through hard times. “It makes me feel connected to the people in my family, my 

mosque, where I come from. My heritage.” 
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“Don’t be ridiculous,” Seemi had said. “Take the damn thing off; it is not worth 

risking your life for.” (424)  

Seemi describes the headscarf as “the damn thing” and a piece of clothing that leads to 

risky situations. Ideally it can be an issue of freedom of choice and expression, but it has been 

heavily politicised by men and the attackers are men also. From a Muslim feminist view, Seemi 

debates that covering hair is a matter concerning women, but it is dictated by men while they 

often sideline contrary positions as stemming from secular or feminist values. Booth (12) asserts 

the post-September 11’s negative media coverage of the headscarf and Muslim community, 

combined with government counter-terrorism strategies and procedures, have further demonised 

the headscarf. For Seemi, the hatred towards Muslim communities drove her to terminate 

wearing the headscarf, in order to minimize the chance of her experiencing racism. 

In contrast, Khadra views the headscarf as a connector to the community and protector 

among society as this assumption does not accord with the achieved outcomes of her 

enlightening journey. The author creatively introduces Seemi as the final outcome of Khadra’s 

journey due to her academic position. Although she seems to be a newly arrived migrant, she is 

aware of the Western values and prefers to privatise her faith and is not ready to have any 

external signifiers. In other words, the rational outcome of Khadra’s journey meets Al-Azm’s 

approach through Seemi as she represents the new wave of rethinking Islamic teachings and 

women’s position among religiopolitical conflict formulations.    

As a journalist, Khadra learns about the intersection of Islam as a religion with politics 

through the Arab-Israeli conflict because there are no faith-based conflicts between Muslims or 

Christians and Judaism. It is a conflict between two political groups in Palestine and Israel in the 

form of a dispute over the political power and land; but of course, it cannot be denied that there 

is a relative role of nationalism and religion in the Arab Muslim identity (Milton-Edwards 66). 

The novel reveals the unhealthy intersection of religion and politics, as evidenced when she 

attended a panel on Zionism: 
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… Khadra pauses at the door of a large room where a panel is taking place on 

Zionism. “Zionist Agendas and the Islamic Movement in Palestine,” “Zionist Media 

Influence.” And “Christian Zionists in Washington” are among the topics announced. She 

walks down the aisle, closer to the speaker. Here is the Islam of fear and defensiveness 

and political power-staking. It is tiresome. The shouting of the panel members and the 

rumblings of the audience make her tired. She is still as critical of Zionism as ever, but 

there are more intelligent ways to protest the injustice of Zionism, she thinks, as she 

walks down to the front of the hall. (406-07) 

As a secular modern Muslim woman, Khadra reveals the divergence of her faith from her 

Muslim and Arab politics. During the panel about “Zionism”, the political Muslim vision claims 

Islamic faith as a tactic of resistance, and Khadra thinks about other rational methods of claiming 

the rights of the people but without engaging God and Islamic faith into the conflict. Sabbah (7) 

affirms this divergence of religion and politics engaging God’s name in the conflict, “but the true 

god becomes the human being who combines God's absolutism and human error and cruelty.” 

The next chapter addresses similar themes regarding patriarchal cultural practises 

justified by religious teaching from different perspectives in Shaylene Haswarey’s The Hijabi 

Club (2011). The novel views religious pluralism and tolerance as one of the basic foundations 

of a civilised society through a White American convert Muslim’s perspective. An Arab young 

woman starts a journey of self-discovery through a proportionate observation of Islamic 

teachings and Muslims’ cultural practices. She explores the challenges related to maintaining her 

heritage culture but prefers to join mainstream American society. As the novel was published in 

2011, based on the author’s ten years of life experience as convert Muslim after September 11 

attacks, she promotes interfaith dialogue as a critical component of the American society post-

September 11. The novel suggests that religious pluralism establishes the possibility of tolerance 

and co-existence of followers of different religions, sects, and faiths but the challenges and 

resistance lay in cultural practices.
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Hijabi Club (2011) by Shaylene Haswarey 

The Hijabi Club (2011) is the first novel written by Shaylene Haswarey, who converted 

to Islam in 1999.14 After she converted, she moved in with a Muslim foster family and eventually 

met a Muslim man on a “matrimonial website”, whom she married, and they have had five 

children. Her study of Islamic teachings and the Holy Quran has led her to the view that all 

monotheistic religions follow similar traditions, and she is an active member of interfaith clubs. 

Her novel, The Hijabi Club revolves around the lives of young American women from different 

religious backgrounds and focuses on the dilemma of adolescent pregnancy from diverse faith 

perspectives. The novel has two 15-year-old narrators, Yasmeen and Josephine, Josephine’s 

mother is Sister Shelly, a key mother-figure in the novel. Shelly became pregnant at the age of 

fifteen with an anonymous partner (5) and she is passionate about helping adolescent girls make 

better decisions about their sexual lives. 

The novel is notable for breaking stereotypes of the Muslim woman. Rather than simply 

participating in the circulation of stereotypical images of Muslim women in the West, The Hijabi 

Club presents versions of Arab American and converted American Muslims that have their own 

unique qualities. As  Fadia Faqir argues, the need for authentic portrayals of Muslim women by 

Muslim women writers “is particularly urgent in light of the continued focus on ‘Islam’ in 

current media and government discourse” (Bower 4). Most of the events in the story occur in 

America—Orange Country, California—where Sister Shelly, as a white American Muslim 

convert, operates as an intermediary for both American and Middle Eastern Muslim cultures. She 

helps Muslims participate and live authentically in American society. She hosts slumber parties 

at her house—the so-called ‘Hijabi Club’—for Josephine and her friends, as a safe space for 

them to share the issues of their daily life as female Muslim teenagers. In addition, the Hijabi 

 

14 “The Hijabi Club” in this chapter analysis comes with two different denotations. First, it is used to 

denote the title of the novel written as The Hijabi Club in Italics to distinguish it from the gathering club at Sister 

Shelly’s apartment named The Hijabi Club.    
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Club work on community service projects at the mosque within the framework of their Islamic 

teachings (6). Sister Shelly, who functions as the novel’s matriarch, and her daughter Josephine 

proudly wear the headscarf as a sign of their faith and the novel emphasises the significance of 

wearing the Muslim headscarf as a way of preventing sex before marriage and, more generally, 

for asserting a woman’s right to sexual integrity. 

As noted by Winter (26), “Muslim girls supposedly don the hijab at puberty” the time 

when they are expected to voluntarily accept wearing the headscarf. As the wearing of the 

headscarf coincides with young women reaching puberty, debates over the wearing of the scarf 

are also connected with efforts to educate adolescent girls in matters of sexuality. The novel is 

therefore a reflection of the issues faced by young Muslim women in Western societies, and 

specifically the particular decision regarding the wearing of headscarves. Moreover, the novel 

presents the Muslim woman’s perspective on issues such as teenage pregnancy, premarital sex, 

and interfaith dialogues, while also highlighting the cultural differences and patriarchal 

interpretations of Islamic teachings among Muslim families, particularly those from Middle 

Eastern backgrounds. The Hijabi Club shows how the various cultural issues affect young 

women in ways that extend beyond the concept of “the oppressed woman” and concentrates on 

the reasoning behind women’s choices. 

Sister Shelly’s Self-reliance 

Although, as a young single mother, Sister Shelly has suffered marginalisation, 

significant stress, and disappointment, she has also found strength, resilience and wisdom 

through her experience and family support. As an independent single mother, she attributes that 

strength to her love of God, the support of her parents and her increased Muslim faith. After she 

converts, she believes it is the time to be confident and take pride in wearing the headscarf. She 

views the headscarf not just as a piece of cloth to cover her hair and head; rather it would be part 

of her self-identity marking a physical, rational, and spiritual transition towards maturity. She has 

learned to differentiate clearly how she presents (through clothing and her headscarf) to the 

outside world where men are present, and how she may present, inside her own home, among 
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members of her own sex. As narrated by Yasmeen, Sister Shelly believes that she can still have 

her own world of wearing Western clothes but in private: 

On Friday, I was the first one to arrive at Josephine’s. Sister Shelly was getting 

everything ready. Wow! She totally looked hot. She was wearing these awesome ripped 

jeans with a tight blue top. She looked like a model. …  

“Nope, just wearing my indoor clothes. Since Josephine’s non-Muslim friends are 

coming, I thought I’d look like a teenager. I wanted to show her friends that even though 

we dress a certain way outside, it doesn’t mean we can’t dress up inside. Of course, only 

around women.” (129) 

Sister Shelly creatively uses her Western culture to explain because she understands that 

her headscarf represents an indirect association with extremism, she also understands that her 

whiteness allows her to distance herself from terrorism, something that is unavailable to non-

white Muslims in the three novels. Therefore, the novel reinvigorates the headscarf debate by 

comparing different cultural backgrounds and reinterpreting the significance of the headscarf as a 

fundamental question connected to female sexuality and early-age pregnancy. Accordingly, 

Sister Shelly’s vision departs from earlier traditional arguments not just by discussing the sexual 

politics of the headscarf, but also by revisiting women’s agency and personal life. By agency, I 

simply mean the capacity that these women have to act and exercise choice in the world in which 

they live. Neither Sister Shelly nor her daughter Josephine are dependent on men, and they both 

insist they wear the headscarf as empowered women rather than due to oppressive male 

expectation. 

The novel presents three different clubs: the Hijabi Club for adolescent Muslim girls, an 

Interfaith Club which fosters dialogue between religions, and a Book Club attended by Sister 

Shanaz. Through these different clubs, which promote interactions between people from varying 

backgrounds, understanding and tolerance between traditionally distinct groups is achieved. This 

causes them to find ways to accept their non-Muslim relatives, friends and family friends 

including Shelly’s own parents. Also, the members of the Interfaith Club and other non-Muslim 
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characters who seek to sustain the validity of their own faith and religious beliefs, might 

eventually express more tolerance toward different faiths. The representation of these women’s 

headscarves clearly indicates their status as Muslims and forms a basis for the structure of the 

religious tolerance forum they create in the story. Indeed, the religious diversity in the novel 

begins with Sister Shelly and Josephine, who subsequently influence others to be similarly 

tolerant, thereby forming a religiously tolerant group. This diversity in backgrounds and 

interfaith meetings attracts Yasmeen’s attention to follow their self-discovery approach and re-

examine her family’s cultural practices who do not favour into faith meetings.  

In this novel, the headscarf becomes the means for presenting two different perspectives, 

which correspond broadly with the novel’s two narrators. Along with Josephine, Shelly’s 

daughter, the second narrator in the novel is Yasmeen, a young American woman of Palestinian-

Egyptian background, from a traditional Muslim family of five children. Both girls are raised 

among Muslim families and are expected to conform to the Islamic teachings, such as the 

wearing of the Muslim headscarf and practising their prayers regularly but both narrators reveal 

the cross-cultural interplay role of religion and culture. In fact, Haswarey’s The Hijabi Club goes 

well beyond the traditional representational forms of both fictional and cultural narration. 

Questions of wearing and not wearing the headscarf are equally presented. Gender equality and 

early age pregnancy are intertwined with the cultural contexts and the modernised Islamic 

teachings that lie behind the novel, as well as the diversity of Muslim culture in America.  

Yasmeen, for much of the novel, questions the wearing of the headscarf on the grounds 

that it is oppressive, although by the end of the novel, she has opened her mind to the multi-

layered meanings and reasons for wearing and removing the headscarf. Compared to Yasmeen 

and the rest of the Muslim women characters from Middle Eastern backgrounds in the novel, 

Sister Shelly maintains her independence as a Westerner whereas Yasmeen is unable to make 

any decisions without her parents’ consent. Hence, through the Hijabi Club members, Sister 

Shelly comes to understand the cultural challenges facing Yasmeen and other Muslim women 

characters framed by the patriarchal interpretations of Islamic teachings within the Middle 

Eastern cultural context. Likewise, Sister Shanaz, a second-generation migrant, enjoys a normal 

American lifestyle within her Pakistani Muslim cultural context due to their Western education 
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and life experience. In contrast to Yasmeen, these two characters offer a positive example of 

Muslim women in the West living with or without men who can still maintain their faith with 

practising modernised Islamic teachings.    

Sister Shelly and her daughter Josephine use the iconic power of their headscarf to place 

Muslim women on the front line of the argument over modernised Islamic teaching and the 

Middle Eastern cultural practices in the West versus the more traditional practices in the Middle 

East. In the meantime, they both question the different representations of the headscarf among 

the Muslim community through Yasmeen’s cultural dilemma. As she makes her journey of self-

discovery to examine the headscarf and its impact on women’s identity, Yasmeen observes Sister 

Shelly, Josephine, Sister Shanaz and Sarah with other members of the Hijabi Club exploring her 

family’s Islamic background and patriarchal cultural practices. 

The increase in female leadership in North Africa and even in the Middle East has 

become a significant factor in the revitalisation of Islamic teachings. Mahmood (41) introduces 

Hajja Faiza as a modernist preacher in the same way as Sister Shelly does, via introducing a 

powerful argument justifying women’s leading role and position in mosques and community 

centres within the modernist Islamic teachings rather than a liberal notion of gender equality. 

Meanwhile Yasmeen asks Sister Shelly if she would live in the Middle East, Sister Shelly admits 

that she would find it difficult in terms of limiting her independence and gender roles. She cites 

her ability to make decisions regarding her pregnancy and keep her child, along with maintaining 

a positive relationship with her Mormon parents, and the work she does organising community 

service and interfaith activities. She also notes that her decision to marry the young Imam, 

Sheikh Tariq, a Muslim of Afghan background, would not have been possible in the Middle East. 

However, both narrators—Josephine and Yasmeen—have different perspectives about 

their faith, lifestyle, and culture. Yet, both women take turns to structure a dual narrative 

technique, reducing thematic complications that may arise due to the contradictory viewpoints 

presented in the story. Additionally, the dual-narrator technique assists the reader to follow the 

provocative directions of faith-related progress among the converted Muslims and Muslim 

migrants on one hand, and on the other hand compares their beliefs and cultural attitudes about 

Muslim teachings and conversion to other religious beliefs and attitudes. As Shen (146) has 
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noted: “In many fictional narratives, there are dual narrative dynamics — a covert progression 

behind the overt plot development, but the covert is not immediately noticeable, and we need 

therefore make a conscious effort to search for it.” In The Hijabi Club, the two narrators expose 

what is overt and covert in their respective positions.  

Both narrators candidly express their Muslim perspectives through the novel, and the 

alternating chapters from each narrator creates a kind of dialogue in the novel. For instance, 

Josephine, like her mother Sister Shelly, and her peers in the Hijabi Club, continue wearing the 

headscarf, while Yasmeen is much more conflicted about whether to wear the scarf. Thus, this 

duality in the narrative keeps the reader examining the ideological assumptions of each narrator 

through comparing both perspectives. Josephine and her mother, for instance, are gratified with 

wearing the headscarf as practising Muslims, while the headscarf becomes incredibly difficult 

for Yasmeen because she feels it causes people to judge her in painful ways. Thus, the narrative 

technique of dual narration allows the representation of contrasting perspectives over whether to 

wear or not to wear the headscarf in Western societies. Moreover, this technique signifies not 

only two different perspectives but also demonstrates the diversity of Muslim cultures in the 

West. 

Although Hussein (162) argues that Muslim women with headscarves “are highly visible 

and vulnerable targets for harassment and abuse”, Sister Shelly and Josephine proudly use their 

head scarves as banners to negotiate many other faith groups to achieve religious tolerance 

among American society. For this reason, as a community leader, Sister Shelly presents an 

essential role in directing religious tolerance in the story because Sister Shelly enthusiastically 

works for religious tolerance and solidarity as Morretta (92) affirms: 

Solidarity between members of different religious communities is essential to stemming 

the tide of Islamophobia in America and around the globe. Interfaith dialogue is crucial to 

fostering understanding and constructive conversations between people of different 

faiths. Religious leaders have a lot of influence within their individual communities, and 

when they stand together with Muslims, they are better able to preach religious tolerance 

to their congregations. 
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Yasmeen, from an Egyptian-Palestinian background, and the second narrator in the novel, 

starts her journey by observing the significance of the headscarf in the context of her parents’ 

cultural practices. She re-evaluates the rhetoric of Westernised Muslims’ religious tolerance and 

emancipation in The Hijabi Club, but closely examines the personal, emotional, and sexual 

dimensions of the headscarf from the perspective of the members of the Hijabi Club at Sister 

Shelly’s apartment. By means of re-interpreting the headscarf as a symbol of sexual capital 

among Muslim women, the novel reframes the debate about young Muslim women’s right to 

wear the headscarf, particularly among the convert Muslims and American-born women and 

challenges the patriarchal cultural practices that Amer (134) refers to as “simple binary category 

of emancipation and oppression”. 

Chastity is a key theme in The Hijabi Club, and the novel takes seriously the task of 

preventing teenage pregnancy by promoting the value of “waiting until marriage to be intimate” 

(6). Although Muslims can have sex before marriage, but generally, it is not acceptable because 

it goes against their beliefs and cultural values. Exit West (2017) by Hamid Exit West (230) 

offers a meaningful example when both Muslim characters, Nadia and Saeed, avoid intimacy and 

particularly intercourse, although they are not practising Muslims.  Discussing the value of 

religion and its intersection with women’s sexuality in , Chambers et al. (87) argue:   

A challenging but valuable component of some Muslim-identified literature is the 

acknowledgement that sexual intimacies and relationships can be both joyful and 

difficult, and that many of these contrasting experiences stem from being Muslim. In this 

acknowledgement, which moves beyond negative stereotypes of miserable Muslims but 

refuses to counter these with equally simplistic stories of happy Muslims, it is possible to 

move beyond the repetitive clichés that dominate the mainstream media. 

The Hijabi Club starts with a similar scene when Josephine narrates her mother’s 

experience with teenage pregnancy when she was fifteen of age. Shelly fell pregnant despite the 

fact that “her parents were very obedient, practicing Mormons, who taught their children good 

values, especially waiting until marriage before becoming intimate” (5). After she notices she is 
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pregnant, she fails to find her sex partner although she tries hard. Soon after that she becomes a 

practising Muslim woman and begins nurturing other young girls at the age of her daughter, 

Josephine.  

As can be seen, as well as being a novel that falls within Muslim women’s fiction, The 

Hijabi Club  is also a variation on the ‘pregnancy novel’, a sub-genre of Young Adult 

Bildungsroman novels, which have been discussed by Younger (11-12). But Haswarey’s novel 

departs from this typical plotline, by offering Shelly’s story as one of hope and redemption, 

rather than punishment for illicit sexuality. Notably, in The Hijabi Club there is no sign of any 

affiliation that Sister Shelly has to a specific school of thought (e.g. Sufi, Sunni or Shia). Still, 

the novel upholds the Muslim belief that the sacred text of the Quran is the final and perfect 

revelation of God. However, it follows a more open interpretative stance, similar to that 

described by Yvonne Yazbeck (42) as being typical of American converts: 

However, there appear to be several paths, several adumbrations of Islam, to 

which women gravitate. While all convert to Islam, there are some distinctions and 

boundaries between the various interpretations. The majority of the women appear to 

convert to a modernized traditional interpretation of the faith, one that is conservative 

theologically and that justifies distinct boundaries based on gender.  

Similarly, Badran "Feminism and Conversion: Comparing British, Dutch, and South 

African Life Stories" (197) states that “[b]oth male and female converts have in common the fact 

of not being related to any ‘traditional’ or ‘ethnic’ interpretation of Islam, a situation that is 

specific to immigrants.’ Even so, Badran argues that their faiths, and the way they argue for 

them, “often are related to ‘traditional’ or ‘ethnic’ interpretations of Islam.” The traditional 

doctrine-based Islamic teachings and their rigidity have not been as applicable to the convert 

Muslims, and this is evident in the members of the Hijabi Club run by Sister Shelly. 

Yet, this modernised approach to scriptural interpretation is also consistent with the 

Muslim scholars’ reformation movement calling for a reinterpretation of the Islamic teachings to 

come in line with the contemporary cultural trends. As Owoyemi and Ali (335) have argued, at a 
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particular point, “Islam and modernity converge and are compatible with each other”. 

Eventually, this reveals the differences between Migrant and the Westernised Muslims’ 

perspectives with regard to wearing and not wearing the headscarf due to patriarchal cultural 

practices. 

 Indeed, the very pairing of the term “club” with Muslim culture indicates a degree 

of experimentation which gestures toward the greater openness available within Western culture. 

Additionally, the Westernised Muslim women are searching for allies to stem secularism’s 

advance, so they engage in interreligious dialogue with like-minded conservatives of other faiths. 

As has been noted, the novel introduces the term “club” to the Muslim culture in three instances; 

first, she begins with the “Hijabi Club” at Sister Shelly’s apartment for the young Muslim 

women (7)  and secondly, she introduces the “Interfaith Club” for Muslims and some other 

different faith groups (25) and thirdly, she introduces the term “club” through Sister Shanaz, in 

the form of a mothers’ club entitled “Book Club” (172) in which she is the only Muslim member. 

The Book Club embraces American women of different ethnic backgrounds such as: 

White Caucasian, African, Chinese, Indians, and Pakistani. Therefore, as well as its dual 

narrative device, the second effective literary device in the novel is its contextual structure that 

groups the characters and turns the story into a two-way negotiation with Muslims and non-

Muslims alike. Presenting three different clubs (‘Hijabi’, interfaith and book) in the story aims to 

introduce the reader to the characters in ways that show them to be in dialogue with each other. 

In a similar way, in Australia, Abdel-Fattah’s (No Sex in the City) (2012) introduces the 

term “club” to the Muslim culture as a Westernised means of interfaith club for four different 

cultures; Middle Eastern Turkish Muslim, Indian Gujarati, European Jewish and Christian 

Orthodox backgrounds (15). Although the four women are from different religions, they 

experience similar patriarchal cultural practices. Both writers share a similar purpose in using the 

term “club” as a reference to the status that their faith has within Western liberal pluralism. 

Therefore, both novels —Haswarey’s and Abdel-Fattah’s — identify reasonable justifications 

and situations to demonstrate religious harmony among the Western societies and relate the 

challenges to patriarchal cultural values and outmoded practices rather than religious teachings. 
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Haswarey and Abdel-Fattah creatively introduce the readers to a group of non-Muslim people 

from different cultural and religious backgrounds.  

Yasmeen’s Dilemma 

When the novel starts, Yasmeen is already at odds with her parents. She is critical of their 

cultural beliefs around a woman’s role and refuses to wear the headscarf. After her father 

consents, she joins Sister Shelly’s Hijabi Club where she observes the independence displayed 

by the Western Muslim hosts (Shelly and Josephine). But equally she notices the conduct of 

Sarah’s mother, Sister Shanaz, the American-born Muslim woman of Pakistani background, and 

Shanaz’s husband, Brother Ameer. Yasmeen closely examines their confidence, independence, 

assimilation and proud American identity. She admires these Muslim women and how they have 

evolved modernised social rules from their Muslim faith and cultural practices. On the other 

hand, she scrutinises other non-Muslim families like Rachel and Rob’s, who are from different 

religious backgrounds but exhibit similar patriarchal cultural practices and rigidity to those 

shown by her own parents.  

Yasmeen’s journey and observance starts with the story of Sister Shelly as a practising 

Muslim convert but independent and socially managing a successful life with her daughter 

Josephine. Sister Shelly develops her faith into regular commitments to Islamic teachings, but 

she maintains her American cultural values with less challenges. However, she converts to Islam 

after being sexually abused and getting pregnant as a teenager, and she chooses to refer to 

Islamic teachings in a way of preventing such instances occurring to her daughter and other 

teenage girls. Sister Shelly learns that the Muslim way of dress code and wearing the headscarf 

help women reduce men’s attraction towards them. She also understands that Muslims have strict 

laws on dealing with teenage pregnancies, but discovers the patriarchal cultural values at the 

same time. With regard to women sexuality in Muslim culture, Yefet (98) points out that: 

This desire to control the so-called "over-sexed" female nature constitutes the 

driving force behind the myriad chauvinistic laws and social practices oppressing women. 
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Women are mutilated, confined, veiled, and otherwise controlled in order to suppress 

their sexuality. They are even made to withdraw from school and forgo education in 

order to keep an untainted sexual reputation. They are also unwelcome in the workplace 

as their presence there is perceived as subjecting them to sexual exploitation and leading 

to the loosening of public morals. The control men exert over women's sexuality is in 

turn perceived as the ultimate symbol of their dominant position in society. 

However, Yefet’s description is more applicable to Yasmeen’s family but not Sister 

Shelly. Therefore, Yasmeen is impressed by the ways that Josephine, as a fatherless girl living 

with her single mother, willingly wears the headscarf and enjoys practising the beliefs of her 

religion. It is obvious that that Sister Shelly does not force her daughter into wearing the 

headscarf. However, Yasmeen is unsuccessful in interacting properly with her father and cannot 

admire the man her mother describes. She is more susceptible to depression and low self-esteem 

due to her controlling father, Dr. Zaid Hassan, despite his advanced education. Yasmeen states: 

“I know my parents are too controlling, but at least I have my own laptop. My dad thought it 

would be a good idea for studying. How gullible he is! Over 90 percent of the time, I am 

emailing or chatting with friends. At least he doesn’t know! What he doesn’t know won’t hurt 

him” (65). 

Yasmeen can feel the emotional obstacles that keep her away from her father and she 

tries to practice her normal Western lifestyle behind his back. On the other hand, she can observe 

how Josephine believes in wearing the headscarf assuming that it reduces the attention of young 

men, which in turn helps in prevention of early pregnancies and engagement in sex before 

marriage. Sister Shelly’s decision to practice Islamic teachings makes them strong followers of 

Islam, Yasmeen remains sceptical about the traditions associated with her faith. Although the 

teenage female characters look for ideal Muslim males to be engaged with, they also look for 

passionately well-adjusted and honest partners, who treat them equally, show empathy and 

provide ethical support (Hellwig 20). 

In the light of similar goals, Sister Shelly suggests establishing “The Hijabi Club” that 

embraces five Muslim women from diverse cultural backgrounds; “Fatima, Meriam, Amatallah, 
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Yasmeen, and Sarah” (Haswarey 5). Controversially, Josephine and Yasmeen present two 

different perspectives about the goals and the activities of the Hijabi Club; Josephine tries to 

conform to the teachings of Islam including wearing the headscarf, attending Mosques and 

religious ceremonies while Yasmeen is less willing to be curious about Islamic teachings and 

wearing the headscarf. Yasmeen finds the Hijabi Club an escape from the stressful atmosphere of 

home and her parents’ boring conversations about the political conflicts in Middle East: 

Of course, I view club as an escape! Don’t we all? Tell me, if we didn’t come 

here, we’d all be at home watching TV with our parents. Maybe, I don’t feel as 

comfortable here, because I don’t practice Islam as well as you all, and my friends at 

school are different, but don’t tell me we all don’t come here to escape daily life!” 

Sarah said, “Yasmeen, you do have a point. Our club is an escape, and that’s 

okay.” Then she looked at Fatima. “It doesn’t matter why we come here. The point is we 

come here for whatever reason. It is a better alternative to things we can’t do. Yasmeen, 

the way you practice Islam is not our business. It is between you and Allah. No one has 

the right to judge you. (35) 

Conversely, the rest of the members of the Hijabi Club are all practising Muslims and 

enjoy wearing the headscarf although they belong to diverse non-Arab cultural backgrounds. 

Sister Shelly’s modernist perspective as viewed through The Hijabi Club, where she 

acknowledges the difficulty of achieving a unified Muslim culture, and she asserts that real unity 

can only be achieved through recognition of human diversity and modernised Islamic teachings, 

as Josephine narrates: 

Amatallah said, “Also, my parents are from Indonesia.” 

Mariam said, “First, my dad is African American, and my mom’s family is from 

Sudan.  

… 

“Sarah and Fatima” I said, “Where are your parents from?”  
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“My parents are Pakistani,” Sarah said. Fatima said that her mom is white 

American, and her dad is Arab.”  

I said, “As you know, my mom is white American. (9-10) 

Josephine is unable to provide details about her father because her mother is not able to 

say with certainty who he was. Paradoxically, Yasmeen too feels that her father is missing, and 

this feeling has potentially interfered with establishing a healthy relationship with her Muslim 

and non-Muslim friends. Obviously, she claims her own journey, her own voice, and her own 

strength as she moves into the stronger chapters of her life, Josephine continues: 

For some reason, Yasmeen was quiet the whole time, just observing. I did not 

know her very well. I was wondering if she was quiet type, or if she did not like all the 

talk about the hot Hindi actors. 

She finally said, “First of all, I think you guys know I’m 100 percent Arab. My 

dad is from Palestine, and my mom is from Egypt. Second, I really don’t have any goals 

right now. I just want to get out of school ASAP, and start my own life. I’m so tired of 

being told what to do by my parents. I just want out. After high school, I dream of getting 

my own apartment and working somewhere, anywhere, as long as I can afford it. (10) 

Yasmeen is eager to find a way to express her thoughts as a mature woman and achieve 

independence from her family. Her mother’s position of inferiority and obedience make her ideal 

for any attempt at disrupting the dominant patriarchal discourse among her family. Her 

perspective becomes solid when she examines the different stages of her journey through the 

American Muslim and Non-Muslim cultural groups and compares her experience to her father’s 

biased and patriarchal attitudes. Moreover, she examines the interrelation of her father’s 

patriarchal attitudes with his Middle Eastern Muslim cultural identity that mutually support his 

domination.  

As an Arab Muslim, Yasmeen prefers the Westernised lifestyle and intends to achieve her 

independence after high school. Regarding her parents’ outmoded cultural practices, Yasmeen 
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thinks that the role of religion has diminished, and she believes in a secular life where she plans 

to move out after her graduation from high school. She also views wearing the headscarf as a 

male chauvinistic condition that signifies the suppression of her freedom and inability to think 

freely from the confines of Islam. Yasmeen feels her father uses the headscarf to impose control 

over the family and validates his justifications from Islamic teachings.  

Yasmeen observes other Muslim backgrounds, as the five members of the Hijabi Club are 

Muslims but from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds such as Asian, African, American, 

Middle Eastern and Arab countries. Amatallah comes from Indonesian cultural background, 

Mariam from African American background, Sarah is from Pakistan and Josephine is a white 

American convert (10). They all share the same Islamic teachings and enjoy practising their 

religion although they are of different cultural backgrounds. Wearing the headscarf at Sister 

Shelly’s house as the club’s site, unifies the young women and gives them a sense of belonging. 

Surreptitiously, in some scenes Yasmeen appears without the headscarf to eliminate her ethnic 

differences and present her American identity. 

The main reason for having this club is “to help girls to avoid feeling left out in our 

society from going to house parties, dating, proms, and the list goes on.” (7) The Hijabi Club 

gathering implies a private space for young Muslim women to be heard and they are empowered 

to maintain high self-esteem. Aside from gender segregation, the club follows a Western style of 

format as despite being Muslim in culture, there is no animosity towards American cultural 

values. In addition, there is no sign of imparting Islamic teachings or underpinning hostility 

against Western values, but Yasmeen feels that Muslim culture depicts women more in a sexual 

manner and deplores revealing clothing and provocative bodily postures in public. Hence, the 

young girls’ empowerment within the frame of the Islamic teachings and “halal fashion” through 

consciousness-raising also becomes a key element in The Hijabi Club. Except for Yasmeen, who 

is ambitious to achieve her independence and practise a Western lifestyle as she plans to move 

out, after her graduation from high school: 

“Jo, you are all fixed up as well. Are you trying to impress your friends?” 
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Josephine was wearing a sleeveless dress that fell just to her knees. Her hair was 

really fixed up, and she did a pretty good job with her make up. She looked really cute. 

“Yeah, mom, you’re right. I am just learning these habits from you!” 

As for me, I took my jilbab off. I actually wore the same outfit I wore when I saw 

Nick. Sister Shelly was in shock. “Yasmeen! You hypocrite! Now who is the rebel?” 

(129) 

Yasmeen imagines Sister Shelly’s the Hijabi Club as a community activity that is 

appropriate for the Muslim context in Western societies like America. The members vary in 

terms of their cultural backgrounds, but they share the same faith and religious teachings. In 

other words, the Hijabi Club uniquely expresses a Muslim feminist circle as part of the Muslim 

culture in America. All members of the club share a common goal of reducing the patriarchal 

power among the Muslim community and combatting sexual abuse. The club encourages the 

young Muslim women to contribute to gender equality in their Westernised Muslim way. Sister 

Shelly represents the Muslim feminist, who uses female empowerment to challenge sexism, 

racism, and other forms of female oppression in America. 

Yasmeen actively negotiates these issues with her parents and sometimes she gains small 

concessions, other times experiencing family conflict and ambivalence. She observes that her 

mother in particular is the one who has the responsibility of keeping the family together, even at 

the cost of the happiness of her own personal life. The story clearly shows the post-migration 

context where Yasmeen is raised because obedience to parents is the main internalised value, 

which all the members of the Hijabi Club share and discuss. Nevertheless, they also mention 

some possible space for negotiation within the family but not as Americans do. Moreover, 

Yasmeen feels herself to be different from other Muslim girls and she refuses to obey the 

directions from her parents to conform to the headscarf and follow the Muslim dress code: 

I feel like their parents have brainwashed them so much, they have a script on 

what to say and how to say it. They are like robots wearing hijabs. The whole night I was 

thinking how much more fun it would be hang out with my other friends. I am glad I 
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wasn’t fake that night. I told my feelings and actually felt good about it. I am tired of this 

fake, Miss-Goody-Two-Shoes attitudes of these girls. 

It is interesting that we all go to the same public school. I notice Fatima, Mariam, 

and Amatallah hang out every day during lunch. Sarah and Josephine hang out with 

Interfaith Club friends during lunch. As for me, I hang out with my non-fake friends. My 

friends are totally supportive of whatever I choose to do. They like me for me. I don’t 

have to pretend to be something I am not. (13) 

Rebelliously, as an Arab Muslim woman who was born and raised in America, Yasmeen 

takes off her headscarf from time to time. She refrains from wearing the headscarf so she can 

conform to her American lifestyle. She aims at having an authentic relationship with her faith on 

one side but wishes to maintain her relationship with her non-Muslim friends on the other side. 

This perspective suggests re-interpreting the Quranic texts, as Arimbi (32) argues that 

“[r]ecognising changes in interpretation does not imply changes in the essence and form of the 

text” because particularly Muslim communities in the West need to appropriately deal with the 

modernised reality and the diversity they practise.  

This suggestion is completely intolerable to Yasmeen’s culture and the patriarchal 

controlling father because the current interpretations of Islamic teachings value two women as 

one man and men are legal guardians of women. Therefore, Yasmeen notices very early the 

acquired importance and emphasis of male roles in her Muslim family. She discovers that the 

gender gap is a challenge which aspires her to look for modernised social changes in her life. She 

defines the Hijabi Club as an escape from the stressful family atmosphere. When Yasmeen is 

forced to conform, such as when her parents force her to wear the headscarf and Muslim dress 

code, she goes behind her parents’ backs and she takes the headscarf off. Yasmeen refuses the 

Muslim dress code and headscarf because her American peers have the freedom to show off their 

hair and body without any discrimination. 

In Yasmeen’s case, she is rebellious, and she is not satisfied because her parents are 

unable to support their claims about the significance of the headscarf. In other words, Yasmeen 

is not satisfied with the claims they make because and she views them as unreasonable compared 
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to her schoolmates’ liberties. Yasmeen’s intention to move out of home is not something the 

other girls consider. Moreover, Yasmeen joins the Hijabi Club because she wants to escape from 

her house and not listen to any topics about Middle Eastern lifestyle and politics. She has a 

complete American perspective, but she compares her father’s controlling perspective with other 

Americans, as she states: 

My mom begged me to go Josephine’s house for her silly club about a year ago. I 

really had no desire to go. Instead, I wanted to hang out with my other friends from 

school. My friends’ parents let them go to the most popular parties in town. They are free 

to hang out at night and go to restaurants. My parents never let me hang out with non-

Muslims, and I feel it is so unfair. Just because someone is a Muslim does not mean they 

are a saint. How do they know Josephine’s mom is good? I know they love the fact that 

she teaches these silly ‘wait until you are married for sex’ classes. (12) 

Yasmeen understands that refusing to join the Hijabi Club means staying at home and 

assisting her mother at housekeeping tasks and looking after children, but her mother feels proud 

of her ethnic culture through wearing the headscarf and to an extent she believes that headscarf 

regulates dating and marriage for Yasmeen. Therefore, Yasmeen and her family experience a 

variety of gender-related challenges that result in an increased vulnerability for Yasmeen and her 

mother. Zohrah engages herself in conflicts and negotiations between competing cultural models, 

while Yasmeen does not deny her religion and cultural heritage. This is shown when Yasmeen 

recounts the story with her grandmother and cousins in her country of origin, showing that she 

maintains a strong attachment to her Arabic culture through knitting a blanket with her 

grandmother and practising Middle Eastern belly dance (32). 

One of the major problems facing Yasmeen as an individual is the ways in which 

patriarchal culture embeds within her family’s Middle Eastern Muslim background and 

influences her daily life. For example, Yasmeen’s mother perceives herself as her husband’s 

property in that she feels obligated to dedicate her life to her husband and children. Zohrah’s 

identity is limited to the sphere of home, the five children and family because she believes that a 
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socially accepted woman and the ideal Muslim wife is the one who provides whatever her 

husband needs without expecting anything in return. Therefore, Yasmeen is unable to find an 

appropriate method of communication with her parents due to the different perspectives. Unlike 

Josephine and her club peers, Yasmeen is a non-practising Muslim and prefers the American 

lifestyle because she is unable to establish a secure emotional bond with parents. She attends the 

club at Sister Shelly’s house just to escape from her controlling parents:  

I realized that was the only way of doing anything on a Friday night. I guess I 

would rather go to Josephine’s slumber parties than stay at home listening to my parents 

talk about boring stuff such as what’s going on in the Middle East. Besides, my dad is a 

doctor. He’s not home much, anyway. When he is, he usually yells at my mom, siblings, 

and me. I guess Josephine’s house is the best escape I can get. (12) 

As a young American girl, Yasmeen feels that her parents’ family background and 

cultural norms restrict her movement as an individual. Her approval to attend the Hijabi Club 

brings a set of critical issues that arise from the existing cultural norms that limit Yasmeen’s 

freedom. As a Muslim adolescent, Yasmeen examines her cultural identity considering her 

parents’ cultural and religious prescriptions concerning the most appropriate gender relationships 

among the family. Despite her headscarf, jilbab and the Muslim dress code, she has to consider 

the rules of marriage because she is required to maintain virginity and uphold a strong 

connection to her cultural background.  

Yasmeen observes that her father has a set of regulatory beliefs derived from his religious 

interpretation to Islamic teachings that are restrictive for her, because she is not allowed to 

communicate with non-Muslim friends of both genders. If she behaves outside her cultural 

norms, then the Muslim community criticises her family and blames them for breaching cultural 

and religious boundaries. Although Sister Shelly has broader vision and provides sexual advice 

to all of the high school, not only Muslims, but Yasmeen considers Sister Shelly’s teachings to 

be less effective at the beginning of the story: 
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I remember one time she was teaching it at my high school. It was the same old 

stuff everyone says, and in my opinion, most of the kids put her words in one ear and out 

the other. I think she wastes her time, but it’s her life, not mine. However, to be honest, I 

think Sister Shelly is the best member of the club. I actually like it when she hangs out 

with us. At least she’d funny, and proof you can have fun at any age. (12) 

Yasmeen feels oppressed by these cultural norms and traditional practices when she 

compares herself with her non-Muslim peers at school. She draws connections between Sister 

Shelly’s character and her lectures, “Wait until you are married for sex” that creatively manage a 

gender-based dilemma for Yasmeen. Furthermore, the contextual factors reinforce the cultural 

pressures regarding Yasmeen’s role as the guardian of the family’s honour and reputation. Yet, 

she comes to complete agreement at the end of the novel, as it becomes notable that many young 

girls experience repeated sexual abuse. Yasmeen discovers that Sister Shelly, as a severely 

traumatized young girl, successfully finds a sense of identity, social support, and a new spiritual 

life via practising modernist Islamic teachings.  

The dual narration in the novel by Josephine and Yasmeen presents the young women’s 

strength and vulnerability when they experience sexual abuse. It becomes evident in the post-

abuse period wherein Muslim and non-Muslim characters’ spiritual paths shape their ability to 

reject the patriarchal belief systems as they move toward individual empowerment. 

Alternatively, they rely on established systems of faith and modernised religious communities, 

thereby continuing to enjoy the powerful benefits of community. Throughout her journey, 

Yasmeen explores the influence of faith, and spirituality becomes more powerful among the 

young women who become pregnant at an early age and look after their babies, while the male 

partner walks away. Yasmeen finds Sister Shelly’s perspective to be more satisfactory regarding 

dating and early-age intimacy after she learns about her three friends of non-Muslim Americans, 

Julie, Melody and Ashley, who are engaged in unwanted early age pregnancy with reckless sex 

partners. This becomes an essential precursor for Yasmeen and other young women in the novel 

to differentiate between patriarchal cultural practices and spirituality among women from diverse 

faith background.    
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For Yasmeen, it is hard to distinguish between cultural values and Islamic practices 

because both are closely interrelated. Yasmeen’s parents are pleased with Sister Shelly’s 

guidance to “Wait until you are married for sex” because this accords with their cultural values 

in maintaining virginity. However, for Yasmeen, the Hijabi Club is in fact an escape from the 

traditional cultural norms practiced by her father. She rejects the idea that Muslim women have 

to follow outmoded Islamic interpretations and patriarchal cultural practices, and bristles at the 

way they prevent her behaving like other American teenagers. Yasmeen admires Sister Shelly’s 

independence and the American culture that she upholds. For Yasmeen, indeed, Sister Shelly is 

the embodiment of female independence and self-fulfilment. In these negotiations, Yasmeen’s 

headscarf plays a part, at one point even becoming a hip scarf during a belly dance.  

Another indicator that shows miscommunication between Yasmeen and her parents is the 

topics they discuss at home and the ways that Dr. Zaid Hassan treats her mother, Zohrah, and 

Yasmeen’s siblings. Her father is not available for household chores, and her mother is 

overworked at home and overloaded by the emotional demands made upon her. Additionally, the 

topics are more associated with the political conflicts in the Middle East and her father’s attitude 

which assumes that he has the role of head of the household in a hierarchical and patriarchal 

family structure. He therefore expects all the members of the family to be obedient and 

submissive. Although Yasmeen attends the Hijabi Club on Friday nights, she is not a practising 

Muslim and prefers a Westernised lifestyle. She complains about her parents’ cultural practices 

and lifestyle: 

My family as I mentioned before, is really weird. My parents were crazy enough 

to have five kids. Maybe, when humans needed help with the farm, the idea of having 

several kids made sense. Hello! We are in the twenty-first century! No one needs more 

than two! In fact, I am hoping not to have kids. Being the oldest is a big responsibility. I 

take care of my younger siblings, cook, clean. Not to mention how I have practically run 

the household when my mom was in the hospital having her latest. The least my parents 

can do is let me hang out with my friends, and not fake Hijabi friends. (14) 
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This purposeful intersection of the father’s Islamic teachings with cultural practices is to 

reinforce his power among the members of the family, while Yasmeen finds modernist Islamic 

practices among Sister Shelly’s family without offending women. Yasmeen thinks her parents 

are old-fashioned to have five children. She considered big families something from previous 

eras not the twenty-first century. She feels she has too much responsibility looking after her 

young siblings and supporting her mother when she’d rather socialize with her true 

friends. Yasmeen disagrees with such cultural interpretation that forces young girls to be 

involved in house chores, she thinks the lesser involvement of her father in household chores and 

greater transfer of stress from his work to family causes increased domestic workload and 

pressure on her mother and herself.  

Yasmeen has experienced true friendship with her ‘not fake’ non-Muslim friends. But out 

of fear of social isolation from her father’s firmness, she agrees to join the Hijabi Club despite 

these other girls not being the right friendships for her. Even her school is subject to an argument 

between Yasmeen’s parents: 

The least my parents can do is let me hang out with my friends, and not the fake 

Hijabi friends. 

Dad convinced mom to let me go to public school. Fortunately, he went to public 

school when he was younger. His family is from Palestine, and my mom’s family is from 

Egypt. She went to an all-girls school in Egypt and wished we had a school like hers 

where we live. Dad stayed a good Muslim and thinks it is good for his kids to have some 

interaction with non-Muslims. However, I am not allowed to hang out with my friends 

after school. (14) 

There is no doubt that Yasmeen’s mother has internalised patriarchal assumptions and 

she believes that young girls need to be watched and isolated from males and avoid contacting 

non-Muslims. This perspective makes no sense for Yasmeen because her mother’s school used to 

be “an all-girls school in Egypt” different from the American public school she attends. Both 

narrators; Josephine and Yasmeen assert that Yasmeen does not have a good relationship with 
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her parents due to lack of communication and she is unable to function well at home and school. 

As a mixed Arab and American young girl, Yasmeen represents a variety of experiences, as she 

feels torn between two different cultures. She has a different view from her parents about what is 

acceptable and unacceptable, desirable, and undesirable.  

Therefore, Yasmeen expresses her concerns as to whether she can freely make her 

decision to move out after high school. She is unable to withstand the patriarchal pressure that 

prevents her from mixing with non-Muslim friends. Moreover, her parents will not allow her to 

live in a dormitory house, they are only prepared to pay for books and stationery. In the 

meantime, she thinks that five children in the family is undesirable because they need the degree 

of care that promotes positive emotional health and well-being. Her parents are unable to provide 

positive affirmations and convey love for the five children, or at least for her. The same reasons 

impair her ability to function well at home, school, and the Hijabi Club. Yasmeen navigates these 

two worlds at the same time to find more obstacles which her American friends do not 

encounter. 

Yasmeen looks after her siblings because she is the eldest and does her best to run the 

household while her mother is giving birth to her youngest sibling in a hospital but she is not 

allowed to spend time with her “actual” friends “not fake Hijabi friends”. She feels more at home 

in the American mainstream society than the bicultural Muslim community and the Hijabi Club. 

Her mother would feel more comfortable with her attending an “all-girls” public school like the 

one she attended in Egypt. Her cultural values and Islamic teachings lead Yasmeen to extra 

confusion as a bicultural young girl. The family honour directly connects to Yasmeen’s virginity 

as the eldest daughter. Both parents are more concerned about the family honour and avoiding 

shame that will reflect on the entire extended family. Whereas Yasmeen attempts to adapt to 

Western lifestyles while there are many intergenerational conflicts around her future education, 

preferred dressing style and dating. She feels torn between her family expectations and the ways 

she wishes to behave: 

The only thing that bothers me about my friends is when they forget I am around 

and talk about all the fun day they had over the weekend. When they realize they’re 
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leaving me out, they apologize and say how they wish I could be with them. I understand 

why they forget. I would too if I go to go out all hours of the night. I’d probably talk 

about it more than they do. (13) 

Yasmeen feels judged by her peers from the Hijabi Club at school because they attend the 

same school. She thinks if she removes her headscarf and displays too many Western values with 

her White American friends like Ashley and her group, then she will distance herself and be 

rejected by her Muslim peers. She wants to be open and authentic because she finds her non-

Muslim friends supportive and accept her without censoring her headscarf, sexuality, and 

language she uses. She feels like a stranger when they talk about their weekend nights because 

her parents force her to stay at home or attend the Hijabi Club. Considering her headscarf, 

Yasmeen thinks that she lives in a constant state of vulnerability due to her commitments to her 

parent culture in the form of Islamic practices. This feeling of othering relates to the mainstream 

assumption that the headscarf signifies oppression; for this reason, Yasmeen prefers to remove 

her headscarf because she is in America and should have the freedom to remove her headscarf. 

She understands that her mother has to dress Abaya and headscarf because she is used to them.  

It is an actual choice for her mother to wear a headscarf and be shown respect by her 

husband to maintain her dignity and self-esteem, but Yasmeen views this choice as a complete 

disgrace. She feels she is marginalised on the basis of her cultural background because her non-

Muslim friends like to talk about their weekend experiences at the house parties. This exclusion 

motivates her to seek creative ways to obtain similar experiences as them. Yasmeen must wear 

the headscarf at school because the Hijabi Club members scrutinise her:  

All the girls in the Hijabi Club wear hijab. Wow! How fun! I am sure they would 

love to wear short shorts and tank tops if their parents wouldn’t have a heart attack over 

it. Unfortunately, I wear hijab. I swear if the other Hijabi Club girls did not go to my 

school, I’d go to the rest room and take it off. Unfortunately, I am not brave enough to do 

that. I can imagine self-righteous Fatima telling her mom, and then her nosy mom telling 

mine. If my parents ever found out, I’d be forced to home school. I have to bear this 
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lifestyle just for the next two years. When I graduate, I am so gone! I don’t care which 

parent goes to ER with the heart attack; I want to live My life My way! (13) 

Yasmeen suggests that the headscarf is difficult to wear. At times, it can be deeply 

isolating as she is pressured to put it on growing up. She thinks it is hypocritical behaviour to 

wear the headscarf at school, but she cannot remove it because her Hijabi friends attend the same 

school. Otherwise, she believes that every young woman, including her Hijabi friends, would 

like to wear Westernised clothing. At the same time, if she decides to remove it, she has to 

overcome the hurdle of her parents and the Muslim community’s preconceived notions when she 

interacts with them. 

Hitherto, Yasmeen thinks that instead of having empathy for her deciding to remove the 

headscarf, her friends ostracise her further and she feels hurt and disappointed by her community 

and her parents. She can see that her social currency is heavily defined by her appearance, and 

that the headscarf and Muslim dress code act as physical differentiators that seep into her daily 

life. Yasmeen uses the Hijabi Club as an excuse to escape and attend a house party organised by 

her school-friends: 

During lunch today, my school friends were talking about this awesome house 

party they were going to this Friday. They all said they wished I could come. They were 

going to go to this guy Matt’s house. His parents are going on a weekend getaway at the 

beach, so Matt would have the house all to himself. 

… 

… I kept thinking about the awesome party this Friday night and how much I 

wanted to go. Then I had an idea! I can ask Ashley if she would be willing to take me. 

She could pick me up at a park next to Josephine’s house. So how can I escape from 

Josephine’s? Hmmm. My brain was working like a clock coming up with ideas. (15) 

Yasmeen becomes curious to attend the unsupervised house party at Matt’s house; his 

father is a plastic surgeon and his mother is a successful attorney. She successfully arranges a 
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smart plan to participate in the party without informing her parents and the members of the 

Hijabi Club. As she expected, the Hijabi Club became a means for her to attend this party and the 

dream of attending a house party, and doing all the things that other girls talked about – dancing,  

singing, drinking, noisily conversing and possibly flirting. It is the first time she joins the 

American middle-class society in “a huge gigantic white house” owned by the parents of Matt, 

one of her schoolmate’s:  

“What were my parents thinking?” I exclaimed. “They didn’t need so many kids. 

My mom could have had a career. Instead, she chose five kids. Whatever! Hey, let’s 

hurry and go inside. I have to be back by 11:00, remember?” 

… 

A lot of people were staring at me, since I still had on my hijab. I rushed to the 

bathroom. I put on the mini skirt and the tight sleeveless shirt Ashley gave me. I fixed my 

hair and did my makeup. (28-29) 

Yasmeen’s experience at the house party is extremely important because she discovers 

the differences between her Arab Muslim culture and the white American. She also discovers 

that drinking alcohol and sex are significant parts of the party as they belong to a confident social 

middle class. The second comparison she makes about the number of children they have because 

Matt is the only child of the family while Yasmeen has four siblings. Her father has high 

expectations in her brothers to become doctors in the future and ignores her mother’s role (64). 

Matt is independent, he has access to alcohol to be served at the party, although he is underage. 

Yasmeen is not even allowed to apply for a driving licence (72).  

Yasmeen and Nick 

At the party, Yasmeen feels more pressured from her parents’ culture because she is 

required to maintain purity through covering, segregating, subordinating, and silencing. Yasmeen 

feels odd among the crowd while she wears the headscarf but nervous when she changes. 

Nevertheless, she removes her headscarf and the Muslim dress code upon her arrival because she 
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views the party and the American culture as more liberal and tolerant, and she enjoys the 

opportunity to discard her headscarf and wear stylish and modern clothing in public. Yasmeen 

captures the sentiment of many participants when she attracts attention as she wears Ashley’s 

mini-skirt and sleeveless shirt: 

… I loved the stares. Ashley, my friends from school, and I started dancing. After 

a while, this really hot guy came up to me. I had never seen him before.  

“Hey, my name is Nick. I’ve never seen you here before. Want to dance?” 

“Sure.” From the corner of my eye, I could see Ashley smiling.  

“So, what’s your name?” Nick asked.  

“Yasmeen.”  

“Pretty name for a pretty girl. Yasmeen. Hmmm… What kind of name is that?” 

“It’s Arabic.”  

“That’s cool. I like foreign names, and especially foreign girls.” (29) 

Nick then invites Yasmeen to dance with him. Nick is a white American and the son of 

Dr. Jameson, who works with Yasmeen’s father at the same hospital. He “had this nice thick 

blond hair, blue eyes, muscular arms, and a smile to die for” (30). It is difficult for Yasmeen to 

understand these differences because issues like dating, and drinking are often mentioned in 

general terms as inapplicable to her community, but she can understand the reason why her 

parents are uncomfortable having a frank discussion about these issues. Eventually, Yasmeen 

realises that drinking alcohol makes them feel sexier and fit in with their companions as an 

important part of having an enjoyable time, but she does not drink and does not want to have sex 

because she needs to return to the Hijabi Club. 

Yasmeen attempts to pretend to be a Westerner at the party; yet, she finds some 

distinguishing features like her name and background difficult to hide. Even Nick labels 

Yasmeen as a foreigner with a foreign name. It is obvious that it is the first time Nick hears her 

name and he labels her as a foreigner. She feels more comfortable with Nick, as he does not 

drink alcohol while he introduces himself and invites her to dance. In the same way, it is the first 
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time for Yasmeen to see teenagers acting as adults in terms of sexuality and drinking. Yasmeen 

realises that that the trends of gender inequality that have most typically concerned Yasmeen are 

different from those facing her mother. Generally, her mother used to enjoy something close to 

social equality with men in access to education and arranged marriage opportunities but now she 

is a submissive wife.  

Although Yasmeen had yearned to go to the party, the reality was not what she expected. 

She was shocked at the dancing and couples sneaking away upstairs. Yasmeen used to know that 

under traditional family principles early age marriage is allowed; for example, a girl could be 

forced into an arranged marriage by a qualified male guardian but having sex before marriage is 

never allowed. Moreover, she knows that a woman can marry only one man at a time, but a man 

is allowed to marry more under specific circumstances. Also, women are culturally required to 

be submissive and obedient to their husbands as her mother does. Even her contacts with people 

outside the family are similarly subject to restriction at their husbands' wishes. While she was 

comparing her cultural values to the present time at the party, the young non-Muslim man, Nick, 

can detect her bewilderment: 

“This is your first house party, right?” Nick asked.  

Shyly I said, “Yes.” 

“I can tell by the way you are looking around. Tell me, what is on your mind?”  

“First, I want to say I am having a lot of fun! I am glad I met you. You seem so 

nice. Second, why are couples going upstairs?”  

Nick laughed. “Use your imagination, and you will know.”  

“Isn’t that embarrassing?”  

“I get your point, but this is the twenty-first century.” (31) 

Out of respect for her cultural values that are directed by Islamic teachings, Yasmeen 

decides not to drink alcohol or engage in any advanced sexual activity before marriage. Yet, she 

enjoys spending time with Nick at the party, and he senses her naivety. Nick confirms her 

suspicions when she asks about the couples, finding her reaction amusing and a little old-
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fashioned. Due to her cultural restrictions that limit her physical contact in premarital 

relationships Yasmeen chooses to focus more on developing her emotional intimacy, with the 

occasional hand touches and shows her astonishment to what the Western young couples are 

doing in the party: 

… Besides there are locks on the doors.”  

“Aren’t they afraid of getting a disease or getting pregnant?”  

“That’s what protection for,” Nick laughed.  

Oh, my gosh! I just realized, I was starting to sound like Josephine’s mom. 

Weird! Then Nick interrupted my thoughts. “Is that your friend Ashley?” 

I looked over. I saw Ashley drinking and kissing a guy. I wondered if she knew 

him. Then I thought, ‘How am I going to get back to Josephine’s house? I can’t let 

Ashley take me back. We can get into a serious car accident or get into trouble.’ I looked 

at my watch. It was almost 10:00 o’clock. I didn’t realize how much time had flown by.  

I was enjoying Nick’s company, and I was glad I met him. He seems to have 

some morals, and right I felt safer with than I did with Ashley. (31) 

Yasmeen reacts to the situations at the party with discomfort. She is shocked by the 

women’s attire, dancing, drinking, and having sex outside marriage. She feels a sense of shame 

as her family values are unveiled. Yasmeen’s experience at the house party unveils her sense of 

shame associated with sex as a cultural value the family imposes on her, and she is at risk of 

creating swaths of frustrated woman, fearful of sex, too ashamed to talk about it with Nick. The 

young Muslim woman is unable to escape the patriarchal culture, and as such the mentality that 

female bodies are sacred and associated with family honour and fame, but she finds her family 

values to be depicted as old-fashioned cultural practices by Nick.As Yasmeen observes, the 

participants increasingly take part in these acts at the party which reflects the conflicting Western 

values that underline the display of women’s beauty and sexuality in the public domain. She 

recalls Sister Shelly’s concerns about teenage pregnancy and the reasons for having the Hijabi 

Club at her house. Therefore, Sister Shelly’s belief system, not merely wearing the headscarf, 

suggests the significance of women’s spiritual belief system and harnessing her faith to empower 
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women to circumvent early age pregnancy and sexual abuse. On the other hand, Nick can 

recognise her reactions as a Muslim woman and explains to her that these activities are 

permissible in the modern world. They both glance at her school friend, Ashley, drinking alcohol 

and kissing one of the participants, who she might not be familiar with, and Nick views her as 

“overly flirty, and for her age, “she drinks too much” (32). When Yasmeen discloses her cultural 

identity and her dancing talent to Nick, he asks her to perform a Middle Eastern belly dance 

before giving her a lift to the Hijabi Club house. Yasmeen enjoys wearing a hip-scarf rather than 

her headscarf because of her talented Arabic belly dancing at the party.  

Eventually, Nick understands that the party is not the right environment for Yasmeen; 

therefore, he offers her a safe ride to Josephine’s house instead of Ashley because she is not in a 

situation to drive safely anymore. Yasmeen is unaware of the impropriety of Muslim women’s 

relationship with non-Muslim men, because this relationship will be viewed as crossing the 

social redline that leads her to excommunication and marginalisation by her family, members of 

the Hijabi Club and Muslim community in general. One email reads: 

“Hey, Yasmeen! It was really nice to getting to know you 

last night. I have been thinking about how much fun I had. After I 

dropped you off, I didn’t go back. I kept thinking about you. I know 

you weren’t supposed to be there, but I would really like to see you 

again. I was thinking of ways to see you. I checked out your schedule 

on your high school’s website. It turns out I don’t have classes while 

you have lunch. Would you like to go out till lunch with me? There 

is a new restaurant next to your high school. Would you like to meet 

me there on Monday at 12:00? I can’t wait to hear from you. 

Thinking about you … — Nick.” (65) 

The emails show that they do not think much about the differences in their religious 

beliefs and the consequences of their relationship. They assume that they share similar feelings 

and worldviews to be able to start a new life. Nick shows that he is concerned about her and 
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checks her timetable on the school website to find the right time, suggests a location to meet her. 

On her side, Yasmeen accepts the invitation and she sends him her phone number. Yasmeen 

swiftly falls in love, but he breaks up with her after he converts to Islam and discovers that 

Yasmeen is not a practising Muslim. However, like other Muslim girls, Yasmeen had been raised 

with the commonly practiced cultural values that are justified by Islamic teachings that state a 

Muslim man can marry a non-Muslim woman, but a Muslim woman cannot marry a non-Muslim 

man as Brians (80) rationalises. Yasmeen experiences an unbearable circumstance, hiding her 

love with Nick and unable to talk to the adults around her and the Hijabi Club members about it. 

In the meantime, she feels guilty in the knowledge that Nick is not welcomed in the places she is, 

and her parents will never accept him, neither as a boyfriend nor a husband. Although Nick 

converts to Islam, his conversion complicates the situation because he feels that Yasmeen is not 

Muslim enough to be his partner. 

Yasmeen is the eldest child of five, and she internalizes the rules her parents have made 

for her. She feels an ongoing guilt complex; she wants to try a house party because she is 

growing up in a different generation and in a different country; however, she keeps in mind she 

is also the daughter of a Muslim family. She repeatedly examines all these added expectations 

and rules set for her. She avoids being intimate with anybody because she does not want 

to disappoint her parents, Sister Shelly and the Hijabi Club members. In due course, she 

befriends another non-Muslim young man named Rob and she feels impressed by the polite 

manners with which Rob treats her. Nevertheless, she discovers that Rob also experiences 

similar patriarchal cultural practices, While Rob’s father used to be “the pastor of his church” 

(351) but he overwhelms his family members emotionally and tries to control how they are 

supposed to behave — that he is responsible for the integrity of his family and maintaining 

loyalty among the members. 

The members of the Hijabi Club are uninformed of Yasmeen’s plan. Fatima, as one of the 

active members of the Hijabi Club, views Yasmeen’s plan as a dishonest action and a breach of 

the codes of the Hijabi Club as part of Muslim tradition. Fatima suspects Yasmeen’s claims 

about her cousin’s support to reconcile her parents at their anniversary. She concludes that 

Yasmeen makes consistent complaints about her parents and abuses the Hijabi Club because her 
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parents do not approve of her leaving the house during the night. Fatima blames Yasmeen 

politely to protect the club and Sister Shelly who takes the responsibility of the safety of the 

members of the club, as she states: 

“… I don’t mean to be rude, but you risked our club.” 

“Excuse me,” I said. My blood was starting to boil. 

Fatima continued, “I know things haven’t been going well between you and your 

parents, but sneaking out and going with your cousin while having Josephine cover for 

you is not smart. What if you had been in a car accident? We would have gotten into so 

much trouble, and Josephine’s mom, who, by the way, didn’t even know you were gone, 

would have been blamed for everything. (34) 

Fatima’s apprehension foreshadows the future argument between Yasmeen’s father, Dr. 

Zaid Hassan and Sister Shelly. Yasmeen’s poor relationship with her parents exposes the 

generational gap and the cultural differences between first and second generations in migrant 

families. This poor relationship develops to a complicated misunderstanding in the final chapters 

of the novel and Yasmeen frequently tells the members of the Hijabi Club the tensions with her 

parents and more specifically with her father over socializing. Her father believes that any kind 

of dating and relationship with the opposite sex outside marriage brings disgrace to the family. 

Therefore, she is unable to disclose any details about her experience with Nick at the house 

party.  

Yasmeen’s friendship with Nick may not attain a satisfactory level of closeness because 

of the cultural differences and expectations of the Muslim parent and the Muslim community. 

Yet, he discovers more during the interfaith gathering with the Muslim community. Nick asks 

Yasmeen out several more times. They start by talking and very light flirting and this slowly 

evolves to Nick kissing her hand. Nick has seen Yasmeen with her headscarf on and off more 

than once because she feels safer with him. She does not want to wear her headscarf when she 

meets him: 
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… I went into the handicapped stall, changed my clothes, came out, and redid my 

makeup. I think I set a personal record for getting ready.  

Finally, I took a deep breath and went out. There were a few people there. But not 

too many from my school. Fortunately, this restaurant is way expensive for the average 

high school student. I actually saw Matt and a couple of his friends. Of course, Matt can 

afford anything. Besides, I don’t think they would recognize me anyway without my 

hijab. (68-69) 

Every time Yasmeen dates Nick, she has to be cautious not to be seen by the members of 

the Hijabi Club because she faces difficulties with her parents. Yasmeen is aware that a 

practising Muslim woman does not date, at least dating in its Western sense, but this creates a 

dilemma for her in search of love and dating her future husband. Therefore, she tries to view 

herself as a non-practising Muslim without headscarf and jilbab, “Nick took my hand and gently 

kissed it. It felt so romantic, like a knight kissing a princess.” as she describes (75). On the other 

hand, she cannot disclose her relationship with Nick to her parents or the Hijabi Club friends 

because it shows breaching religious regulations and cultural practices. Yet feeling like a 

princess, shows that she feels extreme physical affection and relationship satisfaction that 

reinforces their feelings of intimacy with kissing hands and hugs. 

When Yasmeen dates Nick, she disguises her Western clothing style with a headscarf and 

the Muslim women’s garment “jilbab” because the jilbab covers all her Western clothing instead 

of changing every time they meet. Sometimes, she has to rush into the restroom at the restaurant 

and changes her clothes, take off the headscarf and put on makeup. Yasmeen shows a deeper 

connection to Nick, while he observes Yasmeen’s cultural perspectives and tries to learn about 

her religious practices. Yasmeen is cautious about her family and tries to cover herself every 

time after dating but Nick finds her more attractive with her Muslim headscarf and Jilbab on: 

Nick took my hand, and we walked to the door. Just to make sure I would not get 

caught, I hurriedly went to the restroom and put my hijab and jilbab on. When I came out, 

Nick said, “You look just as beautiful wearing a scarf as when you don’t. I understand 
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where your dad is coming from. If I had a daughter as beautiful as you, I would want the 

same thing.” 

“It’s sweet you are saying that. However, I don’t believe any parent should force 

their daughter to dress a certain way.” (83) 

While Yasmeen keeps her friendship and dating with Nick a secret and meets him behind 

her parents’ back, unexpected conflicts nevertheless arise when Yasmeen invites Nick to a 

fundraising session organised by the members of the Hijabi Club and Interfaith Club. Yasmeen is 

aware of the fact that interfaith marriage is permissible among the migrant Muslims, but her 

culture does not approve marriage to a non-Muslim unless he converts to Islam. Therefore, this 

attempt by Yasmeen is to bring her preferred non-Muslim friend closer to her Muslim 

community. Nick does eventually convert to Islam but breaks up with her because he learns from 

the Islamic teachings that their relationship and dating conflicts with Islamic teachings. She finds 

Nick becomes impassive with her while they meet at a Muslim wedding party: 

… I could tell he wanted me to follow him. He walked out of the masjid, and I 

was ten steps behind him. He walked to the very back where there was no parking lot or 

street next to, so no one would notice. 

When I approached him, I whispered, “Nick, it is so good to see you here!” I gave 

him a hug. 

Our hug was cut short when he said, “Hey, we need to be careful. We don’t want 

to ruin our reputation, right?” 

“Right,” I smiled. What does he mean by our reputation. What does he have to 

lose? 

Nick hurriedly said, “Yas, I got invited to this wedding by one of Muhammad’s 

cousins, Rami. I had no idea it was the same wedding. What a coincidence!” (190-91) 

In such moments, the novel depicts the reception and integration of new-comers to faith-

communities and compares the mosque to the churches that Nick has experienced. Indeed, 

Wilson (549) explains how Christian groups refer to the concept of faith-based hospitality to 
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challenge public discourse, whereas Foley and Hoge (24) evaluate the role of these institutions in 

promoting social cohesion and civic engagement among migrants. Therefore, prior to his 

conversion, Nick lived among a white Caucasian family of Christian background but now he 

finds the Muslim community and the members of the Mosque to be more inclusive: 

We looked into each other’s eyes, I felt like he was about to kiss me, but instead 

he said, “Yas, I need to tell you something.”  

“Okay,” I said still smiling over the necklace.  

“Before I met you, I viewed women differently. I would get turned on by women 

who dressed a certain way and acted in a sensual way. Ever since I started going to 

masjid for Sheikh Tariq’s classes, I view women in a whole different light. Getting to 

know Muslim women and how Sheikh Tariq communicates with them, I really feel 

Muslim women are respected more. For example, the way they dress. When a girl dresses 

modestly and wears a scarf, people will notice her character first before her body. I notice 

Muslim girls who wear the scarf. They still look beautiful, plus they are respected more. 

Every time I have seen you wear a scarf, I automatically think about how wonderful you 

are.” (163) 

Nick openly presents his current perspective to show that wearing the headscarf is a 

positive sign to protect women and offers them a resilient character. Although he used to be 

attracted by women’s presentation of their body and sexuality, after attending some classes with 

the imam of the mosque, he changes his views. Nick explores the Muslim woman’s position in 

the society in the observance of Islamic teachings. His participation also involves a number of 

formal activities that include Muslim students, youth groups, charities and women’s groups. The 

composition of these groups is initiated by youth and the frequency of participation in these 

groups varied.  

At the beginning, Nick participates occasionally when there was a special event, but he 

develops into a regular participant. Nick changes his traditional views on sexuality, intimacy and 

adulation of women and he finds out the intended purpose of the headscarf and Muslim dress 
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code are to limit women’s attractiveness to men. He also mentions that Muslim women wearing 

the headscarf gain more respect as an independent character rather than being a sexual object. 

Nick finds Sheikh Tariq’s Islamic teachings offer him more reason to develop his personal views 

and understand the headscarf that holds firm social commitments regardless of the cultural 

climate. 

Yasmeen intends to take off her headscarf and practise her own American lifestyle when 

she graduates regardless of her parents’ reactions and recommendations. However, her 

enthusiasm and cultural confrontation act as foreshadowing to experience a different situation 

that leads her to expulsion from America. Eventually, she returns to Jordan excitedly because she 

leaves her family behind and accompanies her uncle and aunt. As she says: “… I never thought 

I’d be excited about moving out of United States, but I’m overjoyed because I am leaving my 

family behind.” (407) Yasmeen is excited because she achieved her freedom. She peacefully 

moved away from her patriarchal father and achieved her independence. She seeks the answer to 

the question of forced headscarf and such complexity and overdetermination within her family’s 

cultural values.  

There are many reasons why Yasmeen focuses on the headscarf and women’s equality 

and rights within the Islamist patriarchal cultural practices. For Yasmeen, the reasons are beyond 

defending Islamic faith and the headscarf is neither an Islamic concept of modesty nor privacy. 

She finds wearing the headscarf a controversial cultural practice. It is, first and foremost, an act 

of worshiping God as a private world for individuals and it is a right guaranteed by law as 

freedom of religion. However, for some people the headscarf becomes a potent indicator of 

cultural identity. She interprets the headscarf as a barrier to integrate into mainstream American 

society and her school friends. She is more concerned about Nick’s attitude towards her, as she is 

disappointed that he does not approve of her Westernised clothing style anymore. He realises the 

headscarf can have a wider positive effect on the ways in which Muslim women are stereotyped. 

Moreover, after he emails Yasmeen to advise her not to attend the event and openly disregards 

her invitation to date and have lunch together, she is confused: 
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… When we saw each other at the park, he wanted to take me for a ride in his car, 

and I refused. Now, I am willing to see him, and now he tells me it is not a good idea. Is 

the masjid brainwashing him like they brainwash everyone else? I liked Nick way more 

before he decided to hang out at the masjid. I know I should be happy about his curiosity 

with Islam, but I’m feeling regret about inviting him to the masjid. (119) 

The Muslim Nick promotes the notion of embracing Islamic teachings; his experience 

with Sheikh Tariq and attending the local mosque reinforce his needs to become a practising 

Muslim by developing his Islamic faith. Particularly his interpretations of gender roles and 

women’s position in Muslim culture, and the moral boundaries and rules regarding men and 

women as modern and Westernised. Yasmeen notices that Nick adopts a new style of 

communication with more conservative Islamic attitude when he finds excuses not to see her.  

Yasmeen is concerned about the ways that Nick has started to accept Islamic values as if 

he has been brainwashed by the masjid. She is disappointed for introducing him to the Muslim 

community because she engaged him to validate and strengthen their relationship. However, he 

then excludes Yasmeen for being a woman. In other words, Nick’s inclusion to the Muslim 

community means that Yasmeen is losing him. The question of wearing the headscarf becomes 

more complicated for Yasmeen because the young non-Muslim white man converts to Islam and 

then unexpectedly shows interest in wearing the headscarf. Possibly, the headscarf for Nick is a 

legitimate expression of individual conscience and therefore warrants protection under liberal 

secular law, but Yasmeen’s argument is different. She finds the headscarf is a compulsory 

patriarchal practice and an endorsement of an Islamic teaching that is incompatible either with 

any other religion or with the American secular values. 

Wearing the headscarf for Yasmeen becomes a concession to her family pressure, while 

for Josephine and the members of the Hijabi Club, the headscarf becomes  a statement of 

individual autonomy even when it involves the acceptance of Islamic teachings of modesty. 

Eventually, Yasmeen experiences an eating disorder and attempts to conceal her vomiting habits 

because she knows that her bulimia will be taken as pregnancy. She would be involved in shame 

and repulsion among the Muslim community. This feeling is revealed when one of the Hijabi 
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Club peers observes that Yasmeen’s recurrent episodes of binging on food were followed by 

self-induced vomiting. These repeated episodes of binge eating, often in secret, attract the 

attention of her Hijabi Club friend, Fatima: 

I hurried to the restroom. No one happened to be there. I went into the stall and let 

it all out. I hurried out, so I could run to my next class. When I walked out of the stall, 

Fatima was standing next to the sink. 

I was in shock. How long has she been there? Then she said, “Hey, Yasmeen.”  

“Hey, Fatima,” I tried to say in a confident voice. 

Then she said, “I don’t know if what I’m doing is right or wrong, but I just want 

to let you know I saw you and the boy you were with. After you left, I followed you into 

the restroom. You vomited again. Yasmeen, what is going on? I’m not joking this time, 

but are you pregnant?” 

I rolled my eyes. “No! I am not pregnant! Fatima, you need to mind your own 

business. Didn’t you learn anything from Sister Shelly the other night?” (368) 

While Yasmeen represents the young Muslim girl who experiences gender-based 

stereotyping from deep patriarchal cultural roots, Fatima represents the Muslim woman’s 

contribution to the patriarchal culture while she is traditionally expected to seek solidarity and 

support. Kandiyoti (279) labels Fatima’s attitude as an internalised patriarchy for “inheriting the 

authority of senior women encourages a thorough internalisation of this form of patriarchy by 

women themselves.” Nevertheless, Fatima monitors Yasmeen’s situation to report her suspected 

pregnancy to the Hijabi Club and the Muslim community. This combination of stereotyping has 

overt and disguised forms of discrimination to create risks to Yasmeen’s health and well-being.  

Fatima’s instinctive contribution to the patriarchal Muslim culture is the reflection of her 

commitment to the Islamic teachings. This character displays the way a woman can assimilate 

with the normalcy to patriarchal stereotyping, she demonstrates in the novel. Above all, Fatima’s 

faith generates certain behaviours rather than beliefs that engender the morality of obedience to 
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the authority of men rather than considering their correct and incorrect performances (Al-

Sudeary 544). The differences become obvious when Yasmeen’s response to Ashley is paired:  

This may sound bad, but the news about Ashley being pregnant has helped keep 

my mind off Nick. Out of all our friends, I’m the only one who knows about the 

pregnancy. She doesn’t want gossip to spread all over school. Last year, a girl named 

Lacey got pregnant. She told three of her friends, and it spread like wildfire. 

…  

Ashley decided to give her baby up for adoption, and she finally got hold of 

Brian. After leaving over ten messages, he finally called back. He was so rude. (332-33) 

Unlike Fatima, Yasmeen advocates for Ashley and assists her to find the best ways to 

deal with her predicament of the unwanted pregnancy. Yasmeen’s non-Muslim schoolmate, 

Ashley, presents a specific kind of gendered violence because her partner does not respond 

positively to her. She experiences unwanted pregnancy with her boyfriend named Brian, and this 

may lead Ashley to social stigmatization because her pregnancy may prevent her from staying in 

school.  

Yasmeen’s Pregnancy 

The second part of Yasmeen’s journey to understand the relationship of religion to 

culture, starts with her school friend Rob Brown. Rob’s family of Christian background is 

another encounter for Yasmeen to discover the patriarchal cultural values and dominant attitudes 

of Rob’s father. In particular, Yasmeen notices the similarities between her father and Mr. 

Brown; both powerful fathers practising patriarchy as a familial-social system when they force 

direct pressure through ritual cultural practices justified by religion. Rob invites Yasmeen to 

attend a family dinner at his house and introduces her to his family. Rob’s father insists on 

saying the blessing before every meal served: 
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I noticed everyone bowed their heads and folded their arms. I didn’t know what to 

do in this situation. I just bowed my head while Mr. Brown said a prayer, “Dear Lord, 

We thank you for the food and for all the blessings you have given to us. Please bless us 

and protect us from sin. Amen.” 

“Amen” everyone said.  

Then Mrs. Brown got up and brought the food to the table: potatoes, gravy dinner 

rolls, a vegetable salad, a fruit cocktail salad, and finally, the ham! Oh my gosh! That was 

the main course. What should I do? There is no way I’m going to eat pork. (349) 

The opening scene in which the family start reading a prayer at dinner metaphorically 

reinforces the position of the powerful father and the expected obedience from the family 

members. As part of his religious teachings and the pastor of his church, Mr. Brown presents 

himself as a stalwart representative of God among the family. The ways the family members are 

advised to pray before each meal served, suggests showing gratitude to Mr. Brown rather than 

God for his breadwinning efforts and protecting the members of the family from committing 

sins.  

Moreover, everyone confirms the prayer and the position of the controlling father through 

their religious response by “Amen” except Yasmeen. The daily replication of this scene 

represents positive and essential methods reinforcing the gender norms and the patriarchal 

structure of masculine power among the Christian family labelled by Rosen (174) as “muscular 

Christianity”. In other words, anyone who chooses not to conform to these religious rituals and 

social rules, not only deviates from gender norms and family expectations, but also from His 

teaching and parents’ advice and order. At this point, Yasmeen is not covering her hair and does 

not wear the headscarf as it is obvious, but she identifies her Muslim background as she refuses 

to eat the ham as a cultural practice. She refrains from eating pork not only because of her 

Muslim values but because it is the first time that she has dinner with a non-Muslim family: 

After all the food was passed, then came the ham! I was starting to sweat. Finally, 

Rob passed me the plate. 
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I kindly told him, “No, thank you.” Then everyone’s eyes were on me. 

“Are you vegetarian?” Rob’s mom kindly asked. 

I didn’t want to lie to her, even though it would have been convenient. To be 

honest, I love meat. Goat and lamb are my favorites. My second favorite would be beef 

and chicken kebabs. I smiled and said, “No, I’m not vegetarian. I just don’t eat pork.” 

“Oh, are you Jewish?” Mrs. Brown asked. 

“No, I’m Muslim,” I blurted out. 

“What?” Mr. Brown said. “Really? Rob never told us that.” 

“Yes, I’m Muslim,” I started to feel more and more awkward. (349) 

Rob’s father, Mr. Brown, seeks to affirm the validity of his own belief; therefore, he 

expresses intolerant views toward Yasmeen, who politely declines to eat pork, because her belief 

is dissimilar to theirs. Mr. Brown’s Christian orthodoxy is the strongest driving force behind his 

negative attitudes toward Yasmeen because his views imply a rather rigid belief compared to his 

son, Rob, who is more tolerant with a secular Christian belief. Furthermore, he points to 

Yasmeen’s duplicity as a Muslim woman.  

According to her religious values, Yasmeen refuses to eat pork while she meets someone 

unsupervised from the opposite sex outside her family behind her parents’ backs. Rob shows 

more tolerance by affirming that not everyone completely conforms to religious teachings to 

cover some of his father’s rigidity and intolerance. Contrarily, Rob experiences different social 

and patriarchal oppressions justified by religious interpretations in the same ways as she does. 

Yasmeen’s journey is the central point that compares and contrasts her parents’ culture with 

other Muslim and Non-Muslim families to explore her own cultural dilemma. Particularly, when 

Mr. Brown asks her to leave their house because she does not obtain her parents’ consent: 

“No offense to your religion, but I find it weird that you’re seeing my son, which 

your religion doesn’t allow, but you’re not eating pork. It seems kind of hypocritical, 

don’t you think?”  

…  
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“Well, I don’t think you should be here. Rob, please take her back. You know I’m 

the leader of our church. If anyone finds out a girl is sneaking and coming to our house 

without her parents’ permission, our family’s reputation will be ruined. Remember what 

happened in Florida?” (350) 

Although Mr. Brown’s family are originally American and recently left Florida, he 

considers cultural considerations due to their daughter Julie’s sexual scandal at a “strip club” and 

her involvement in drink and drugs. He refuses to have Yasmeen at their house without her 

parents’ consent. As long as she is unable to eat pork, she should not accompany his son, Rob, 

behind her parents’ backs. Yasmeen understands Mr. Brown’s concerns because her parents have 

similar cultural considerations with detailed religion-based justifications. Rob and Yasmeen 

question the social norms, religious teachings and cultural values among their families. As 

adolescents they have to negotiate these different aspects of their religious teachings in light of 

the new experiences that they encounter outside their families (Roof 192).  

These two young perspectives in the novel symbolise an emerging religious tolerance and 

the ways a standard of acceptability and tolerance are constructed and maintained in the twenty-

first century. They do not only challenge the previous definitions of religious tolerance, but Rob 

and Yasmeen reimagine prior criticisms of religious experience and practice to achieve more 

tolerable culture as another sign of the significance of revisiting Christian and Islamic teachings. 

Another encounter with non-Muslims occurs in a short scene when one of Yasmeen’s 

schoolmates named Rachel sits beside her on a bus: 

… I imagined my prom night with Rob, as I was putting on my scarf and jilbab. 

I’m totally going to make it happen. As long as I don’t get into trouble from now until the 

prom, I should be fine. If I get caught afterwards, I won’t care. … 

Rachel, a girl on the bus, asked, “Yasmeen, I don’t mean to be nosy, but do your 

parents force you to wear these clothes?” 

“Yes, unfortunately,” I replied. 
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“I understand how you feel. My parents not only force me to go to church every 

Sunday, but I’m forced to be in the church choir too. I totally hate it. I find it weird how 

parents force their kids to do things regarding religion. If you’re not doing it to please 

God, what’s the point?” (374) 

Rachel is one of Yasmeen’s schoolmates from a Christian family background. She 

enquires about Yasmeen’s headscarf and her religion-based dress code. Rachel’s parents assume 

that raising her with some measures of Christianity is one of the best ways to ensure their 

daughter behaves ethically from childhood into her adolescence. Yasmeen and Rachel feel they 

deceive themselves about the implications of their choice for their religious dress code and 

practices suggested by their parents. Yasmeen is concerned about her headscarf that swiftly 

becomes a “forced headscarf”’ as she is required to live up to standards of the patriarchal norms 

of her family.  

Comparably, Rachel as a Christian young girl experiences similar pressure from her 

parents; they force her to attend the Church on Sundays and participate in the church choir. Her 

parents believe that Sunday ceremonies are sufficient for her religious belief; therefore, they 

often resign their responsibility before God because they think that the church bears the burden 

of nurturing Rachel’s faith. This makes Rachel question the significance of her attendance at 

church to please her parents rather than pleasing God while she views her parents’ behaviour as 

an oppressive cultural value (Griffith 115). Consequently, Yasmeen shows her agreement with 

Rachel and she finds out that all religions have their own restrictions and these religious-bound 

restrictions corrode their future capacity for independence. They view this practice, that is 

structured by their parents, as unjust cultural background conditions but they conceal their 

dreams as minors until they are ready to move out when they become adults. Yasmeen intends to 

attend the prom night with Rob and pursue her independence after graduation. This image 

ironically shows that Yasmeen is going to face further intricate difficulties before her graduation 

and eventually she relocates to Jordan. 

As presented by Yasmeen, the patriarchal Muslim cultural practices retain the 

exploitation of women in the twenty-first century, and she criticises the Muslim woman’s 
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depictions as a helpless victim of patriarchal interpretations of religion. Besides, the post-

September 11 cultural context and literary representations of the headscarf offer extended 

definitions to wearing the headscarf as a political symbol rather than religious one. This cannot 

be easily reconciled with the message of tolerance, respect for others, equality and non-

discrimination on the ground of gender (Kanwal 72).  

Moreover, gender equality and particularly women’s rights in Muslim culture, continue 

to generate much media attention in the West. Muslim women are often portrayed as inferior 

creatures, desperately in need of liberation from the patriarchal cultural practices that are 

justified by Islamic teachings that prevent women’s progress (Ranasinha 206). Americans of 

Middle Eastern Muslim backgrounds, like Yasmeen and her mother, are viewed as inferiors who 

lack agency, implicitly suggesting that white American women, like Sister Shelly and her 

daughter, are independent, liberated, and have control over their own lives and can make 

decisions by themselves. Yasmeen responds to this sense of inferiority that estranges Muslim 

migrants by giving a diverse group of different faiths around her,  a monolithic definition of 

faith. This response is supported by Yasmeen’s uncle “Kareem”, who is highly educated and 

more open minded than his older brother (409). He arrives in America to continue his 

postgraduate studies in psychology. His attitude is completely opposite to Yasmeen’s father and 

more sensitive to the cultural complications that Yasmeen experiences. 

 The novel provides at least three examples of teenage pregnancy cases with careless 

young sex partners where the mothers struggle by themselves. Unsurprisingly, when Yasmeen is 

suspected to be pregnant and her father reacts ferociously to Sister Shelly, the Hijabi Club and 

the Muslim community, he enters Yasmeen’s room at the hospital. Yasmeen’s collapse while she 

is dancing at Sister Shelly’s wedding party designates the climax of the story and signifies the 

downfall of her plan to adopt an independent Westernised lifestyle: 

… We were amazed how Yasmeen was able to keep up with the beat! We, 

including her mom, clapped while she danced. Her performance was by far the best yet! I 

swear if she charged money to perform at weddings, people would be willing to pay. She 

kept going and going and going, until finally she collapsed! 
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Like lighting, we all ran up to her “Subhannallah!” her mom yelled! She tried to 

wake Yasmeen, but she was out cold. Sister Shanaz hurried and dialled 911. (381) 

This places Yasmeen in the most controversial possible scenario for her family and 

culture, including possible pregnancy, dancing in public and health risks. Moreover, Yasmeen’s 

collapse offers several significant dimensions of the story; firstly, the incident opens the actual 

communication with her patriarchal father. Secondly, it discloses Yasmeen’s secret behaviours 

regarding her secret dating, eating disorder and personal perspective about Muslim headscarf and 

religious practices. Thirdly, it helps Yasmeen leave her family behind and start her new life in 

Jordan. 

Yasmeen and her father have a complicated collision course from the moment her mother 

suggested attending the Hijabi Club at Sister Shelly’s house on Friday nights until the time when 

Yasmeen is hospitalised. This conflict implies different layers including conflict between 

cultures, conflict between generations, and father-daughter conflict. Yasmeen’s father is more 

concerned about the reputation of his family and honour that is represented through the female 

members of the family because he draws connections between honour and the behaviour of the 

female members of his family, especially Yasmeen because she is a teenager. He feels that his 

honour is vulnerable to Yasmeen’s virtue because possibly she has spoiled the family honour by 

her connection with Nick and other non-Muslim friends. It is hard for Yasmeen’s father to accept 

the rumours about his daughter’s pregnancy but the setting of the incident forces him to control 

himself because they are in a public hospital. Yasmeen is fortunate to be transferred to hospital; 

otherwise, she may have experienced different cruel reactions. Other than the Muslim 

community members from Sister Shelly’s wedding, Uncle Kareem, Dr. Zaid Hassan’s younger 

brother arrives at the hospital, as Josephine narrates: 

… Finally he looked at Nick and said, “Aren’t you the boy who I saw with 

Yasmeen at the library awhile back? Yeah, you’re Dr. Jameson’s son.” 

“Yes, I am,” Nick said. I could tell he was starting to blush. 
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Oh, my gosh, I thought. Is there some kind of connection between Yasmeen and 

Nick? I had a flash back of seeing Nick and Yasmeen behind the trees at my mom’s 

engagement. 

“Right,” said Dr. Hassan. “You were the one asking Yasmeen about Islam.” 

“Yes, Alhamdulillah, I converted a few months ago.” 

Sheikh Tariq spoke up and said, “Yes, Nick accepted Islam. We have become 

good friends, Alhamdulillah. (387-88) 

Yasmeen’s father is rooted in the patriarchal attitudes embedded by the Islamic 

interpretations which promote a social norm to control women. These restrictions set in the 

context of the free Western world affect Yasmeen's health and mental wellbeing. This kind of 

institutionalized power, as described in the second half of the novel, collectively disempowers 

women and establishes patriarchal control. As it is observed, Yasmeen’s mother is completely 

inactive while Sister Shelly, Uncle Kareem and other members of the Muslim community gather 

around Yasmeen at the hospital. This elaborates the inferiority of women among Yasmeen’s 

family. Moreover, structural domestic violence becomes obvious with the father’s new rules; 

first, he bans Yasmeen from attending public spaces. Second, he decides to home school 

Yasmeen and she sleeps with her mother to be watched 24/7. Despite her inferior status, the 

devout mother is charged with carrying out her husband’s controlling decisions even if she 

disagrees with them.  

Ironically, the mother shows her satisfaction with her position within this patriarchal 

family and unconsciously she reinforces their structure because then she doesn’t need to concern 

herself with taking responsibility for domestic decisions. The novel clearly views Dr. Hassan as a 

prescribed and privileged patriarchal father through which he tries to control his wife and 

children but more specifically his teenage daughter Yasmeen. Yasmeen’s portrayal as a 

subversive young woman stems from her compliance to Dr. Hassan’s views and dominant 

performance against her mother and siblings. Yasmeen’s interpretation of this sexist attitude that 

boys are inherently better, and sons are favoured is implicit, but she mentions that her father has 

high expectations for her brothers. In the course of the final scenes of the novel, Dr. Hassan’s 

patriarchal ideology becomes highly identifiable as the most dominant male attitude attached to 
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Muslim culture. This ideology is part of the Muslim culture that is deeply rooted in the father’s 

character as part of his cultural identity.  

Ironically, Yasmeen’s father accuses Sister Shelly and the Hijabi Club of spoiling her 

daughter’s behaviour which functions as symbol of his unfamiliarity with Sister Shelly’s 

strategy. In other words, the father’s culture is patriarchal, extremely conservative, and 

traditional in nature despite living in America as a doctor. He does not reflect or adjust his 

interpretations of his religion and cultural practices, nor makes any attempts to renew or 

modernise his cultural, social, religious discourse. He feels culturally offended, “Dr. Hassan 

continued, “One thing I know for sure is Yasmeen is not going to your house anymore, Sister 

Shelly, I don’t know what is going on at your so-called club, but this may not have happened if 

my wife had kept a closer eye on her” (388).  

To the contrary, the power Yasmeen’s father commands over his home ensures that no 

progress towards modern day living is made. There is a paradoxical account in Sister Shelly’s 

role and the way that Yasmeen’s father accuses her. He thinks Yasmeen’s attendance at the 

Hijabi Club is the cause of the harsh circumstances she is experiencing, while Sister Shelly 

suggests the Hijabi Club protects them from deviances from Islamic values. Despite the 

perceived focus on the young girls, Sister Shelly’s goal of such activity is to ensure that the 

Muslim girls are protected from the cultural practices that do not comply with Islamic values. 

The father’s response to Sister Shelly is as discourteous as Mr. Brown’s was to Yasmeen, as he 

accuses her of spoiling his daughter and family. In the meantime, this type of insubordinate 

female character is downgraded by Yasmeen’s father. He bursts out into Sister Shelly’s face 

when he finds Yasmeen at the hospital experiencing “bulimia” as Josephine narrates, it is 

difficult for Yasmeen’s father to accept even rumours about his young daughter’s pregnancy: 

All of a sudden, Yasmeen’s father burst into the room, he looked really upset. In 

fact, I had never seen him look so angry, ever, he looked over at all of us and said, “ I just 

want to let you know how disappointed I am in all of you!”  

Then he looked at my mom and said, “I should have never let Yasmeen go to your 

house on the weekends. I can’t believe you didn’t tell us what Yasmeen was doing at 
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your house. … Sister Shelly, you should be ashamed of yourself. Stop living through 

your daughter’s life and be a responsible mother for a change!” 

…  

… “You have poisoned these girls with your Western culture. Now look what 

happened!” Dr. Hassan said angrily. (386) 

Yasmeen’s father attempts to redeem the shame that Yasmeen has supposedly brought 

upon his family. The novel argues that this practice cuts across Islamic teachings and it 

associated with the family’s cultural background. Although Sister Shelly is a practising Muslim 

mother and active member of the mosque, she is falsely blamed for Yasmeen’s behaviour 

because she is a Westerner. In other words, just as a Muslim woman is pigeonholed in the west, 

the Western woman also hovers somewhere in the Muslim world and Sister Shelly is viewed as 

being obsessed with sex and a careless mother. In this view and based on his cultural background 

from the Middle East, Yasmeen’s father assumes that an unmarried woman carries a volatile sex 

bomb that may explode upon contact with freedom at any time. Therefore, Yasmeen’s freedom 

should have been reduced to supervised schooling times and to remain housebound until she is 

handed over to the right husband. 

Once more unlike Yasmeen, Josephine attests that she has more hope in approving a 

similar marriage particularly if the man converts to Islam. This shows that she is confident and 

independent to have approval for a similar marriage because not only does she live with her 

single mother but also, she has a Western cultural background in which interfaith marriage and 

conversion are more acceptable. Sister Shelly’s marriage with Sheikh Tariq is another example 

of different cultural backgrounds; therefore, there is no explicit contradiction between 

Josephine’s faith as a Muslim and her American cultural background. For Yasmeen, by contrast, 

social and cultural conflicts intersect directly with her family’s religious interpretations. In other 

words, for Yasmeen her family’s Middle Eastern cultural values have their basis in patriarchal 

interpretations of sacred texts. This difference clarifies the contrast between Yasmeen’s 

resistance and Josephine’s enthusiasm to wear the headscarf.  
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Claire Chambers' essay "‘Sexy Identity-Assertion’: Choosing between Sacred and 

Secular Identities in Robin Yassin-Kassab’s the Road from Damascus" explores the difficulties 

in negotiating secular and faith-based identities for Muslims living in Western countries or 

westernised societies. For Chambers, faith-based identities have an irremovable cultural 

component: 

Ultimately, many of the text’s Muslim characters come to view religion in Amin 

Malak’s phrase as ‘a key component of their identity that could rival, if not supersede, 

their class, race, gender, or ethnic affiliation’. Although everyday lived identity is 

malleable and performed, this chapter has demonstrated that the decades either side of 

9/11 have witnessed an upsurge in rigid identity politics and attention to symbols.  

The only added difference with Yasmeen is the ambiguity around her return to Jordan, 

although the novel shows that “Uncle Kareem” is an open-minded and highly educated person 

but here is no evidence to show that Yasmeen becomes an independent woman. Accordingly, 

like many of the female characters that Chambers studied, Yasmeen is unable to become a 

westernised Muslim woman due to the patriarchal cultural practices imposed by her father and 

justified by the Islamic teachings. In the meantime, she seeks a new version of her cultural 

identity that can combine her faith with the Western cultural components and conventional 

values when she collides with her father’s patriarchal attitude. Her decision to return to Jordan 

leaves the conclusion open to discussion and subject to readers’ interpretations. 

Yasmeen’s viewpoint equates her family values and Muslim culture with gender 

inequality and female disempowerment; she interprets the headscarf as contradicting the secular 

emancipating norms of the American culture. For Yasmeen, the headscarf represents Muslim 

women's oppression and so she does not wear the headscarf voluntarily and she questions 

unequal gender relations within the patriarchal Islamic teachings. She is unable to apply for a 

driving licence and she cannot make a decision about her future life partner. However, she 

maintains that she is unable to fight for her rights and independence unless she graduates from 

high school.  
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As an American Muslim convert, Sister Shelly is less concerned about assimilation 

encounters and cultural challenges because they are less relevant to her. She and her daughter 

Josephine voluntarily practise wearing the headscarf and it offers them an avenue of female 

empowerment and independence. Moreover, they inform the American community of their 

choice to convert to Islam and wear the headscarf to contribute to Muslim feminist thought. 

Sister Shelly and Josephine wear the headscarf as a social practice among the Muslim 

community and the public to show their adjusted religious identity.  

A distinctive element of the novel is the way that Muslim characters, notably Sister 

Shelly, are addressed as ‘Sister’ and ‘Brother’. Addressing fellow members of a faith in this way 

is not unique to Islamic cultural practice but exists within Christianity as well (Horsfjord 164). 

The titles “Sister” and “Brother” are used among families as signs of their common commitment 

to religious teachings and practices. In the novel, this title is also the signal of external markers, 

so that Sarah’s mother (Sister Shanaz) wears her headscarf full time as a practising Muslim 

woman and her father (Brother Ameer) wears a beard.  

On the other hand, the titles of (Brother) and (Sister) are not applicable to Yasmeen’s 

parents in the novel because the common name of Yasmeen’s parents are: Dr. Zaid Hassan and 

Zohrah (85). Nevertheless, they are expected to be practising Muslims, Zohrah wears fulltime 

headscarf and Yasmeen is also expected to wear fulltime headscarf but her family rarely interact 

with the non-Muslim Americans. Therefore, Yasmeen’s struggle can be identified as essentially 

culture-based social conflict rather than religious. She discovers that religion and Islamic 

teachings are not patriarchal, but her father justifies his patriarchal cultural practices by religious 

validations. Additionally, these titles signify a valid concern in the novel to show that the person 

who has one of these titles as (Brother) or (Sister) is a practising Muslim which is the same 

implication in Christianity. However, the title (Sister) clearly shows respect to the woman and 

removes any awkward feeling towards her especially in terms of sexual intimacy. Customarily, 

calling Sarah’s mother (Sister Shanaz) signifies respect to her, but exclusively her husband 

(Brother Ameer) cannot call her sister because he is her husband. 
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Reconciliation with Cultural Identity  

Although Yasmeen and Josephine’s approaches are almost irreconcilable due to the 

different cultural components and family backgrounds, there are signs of a change and there is 

now an increasing awareness among the Muslims. As a young Muslim woman, Yasmeen 

experiences cultural and social misunderstanding based on what she looks like, how she dresses, 

and confusion about her faith. Given her multi-layered identity as adolescent, immigrant, and 

Muslim, she faces a rough terrain of impediments because of her parents’ overpowering care. 

Yasmeen expresses feelings of insecurity and a heightened sense of emotional vulnerability and 

exclusion from her non-Muslim schoolmates. Yet, Josephine and her mother feel optimistic 

about the future of Muslim life in the West, but Yasmeen invariably encounters difficulties as 

she grows into adulthood and faces a complicated cultural milieu within her family circle. 

Additionally, these growing conflicts provide a sense of feeling like an outsider and a faith that is 

marginalised and misunderstood. 

In the novel, it is Josephine’s perspective, rather than Yasmeen’s, that becomes more 

entrenched when it comes to dating and Muslim practice. It is clear that Josephine understands 

her Muslim faith and that could be from her mother’s teachings and personal experiences. She is 

therefore compliant when it comes to wearing the headscarf. Additionally, she refuses to date a 

young Muslim man named Jamal when they meet in the teen room on a cruise ship. Although, 

she feels attracted to him as she describes him as “the most handsome guy “(269), she adheres to 

the Islamic teachings and engages her mother so she can be supported to avoid any 

impermissible acts and expectations like physical contact and premarital sex with Jamal.  

 Regnerus (408) concludes that adolescents who have religious affiliation and who 

practise their faith are more likely to delay their sexual activities than other teens and this 

perspective is validated by Blum and Rinehart (28). Therefore, Josephine is wary of the way 

Jamal starts the conversation, yet he is a university student studying engineering from an Indian 

Muslim cultural background: 

… “I have never seen a white girl as attractive as you who wears hijab.”  

“Thanks,” I smiled and said. 
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“I hope your parents didn’t force you,” said Jamal. 

This conversation was getting a little strange. On one hand, I felt flattered when a 

Bollywood actor look-alike actually gave me a compliment. I said, “My mom is the type 

who would never force me to wear a scarf. I chose to on my own.” (271) 

Josephine feels uncomfortable from the ways he approached her, but she explains that her 

headscarf is not forced but her own choice. As shown above, even a Muslim man can interpret 

Josephine’s headscarf as “forced” and a form of oppression. Upon her arrival, Sister Shelly 

greets Jamal and invites him for dinner with her family while Josephine still feels she is attracted 

to him. During dinnertime, Jamal leaves a note for Josephine to join him in his private room: 

“Then a thought came to me. I decided I was not going to meet Jamal, although I desperately 

wanted to. The signs are clear. A sincere Muslim brother does not secretly give a girl a note, 

asking if he can say something without your parents around.” (283) Josephine makes the right 

decision to refuse joining Jamal in his room, although she is attracted to him because she refers 

to the right Islamic teachings she learnt from her mother and is honest with her faith 

commitments. 

Firstly, she suspects Jamal’s faith because it is against the Muslim traditions and Islamic 

teachings to date the opposite sex behind their parents. Secondly, she feels contented and proud 

of having the will and determination to pass the test, as she regards her dating invitation by Jamal 

as a test from Allah. The third clue is when Josephine finds Jamal ignoring her during the last 

day on the cruise ship. As a practising Muslim, Josephine believes that dating is haram and not 

permissible by her faith while love with expectations of marriage can be an accepted option if 

both follow the Muslim pathways. Therefore, she prefers involving her mother from an early 

stage before making any decisions whereas Jamal does not show such responsible intention. 

At the same time, Josephine’s mistrust of Jamal’s faith becomes a foreshadowing of his 

engagement with a “trafficking ring” during the last scene in the novel. Josephine tries to draw a 

line between the “good Muslim” and “traffickers” when all the facts plead otherwise. The novel 

explicitly distinguishes between Muslim characters and the only Muslim terrorist in the story 

named Jamal.  Josephine’s prior personal experience has taught her that a true Muslim does not 
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date and does not invite women to his private room. A few weeks later while the members of the 

Hijabi Club were watching TV at Josephine’s house, a female news reporter interrupts the movie 

to report a trafficking ring on cruise ships: 

I thought little of the report until one by one the pictures came up. The reporter 

continued, “the first man is Matt Handy from Orange, then Jonathan Adamson from Los 

Angeles, Thomas Kim from Los Angeles, and Jamal Sohail, also from Los Angeles. 

“Jamal!” I yelled.  

The reporter continued, “Please, if you have any information that would help 

police, call the number below.”  

Everyone looked at me in disbelief. I was in shock. Then tears streamed down my 

cheeks. Am I dreaming? No, I’m not. There was only one thing to say before calling the 

police. I smiled and said “Alhamdulillah!” (429) 

Jamal is ultimately exposed as the only Muslim member of a human trafficking network 

operating in Los Angeles and Orange. Josephine reports her interactions with Jamal on the cruise 

because she feels she is partially one of the victims. Concurrently, she expresses her gratitude to 

Allah as her guide and protector because she recognises Jamal as a criminal dragging her and 

other young girls into a situation of exploitation. The novel overlooks terrorism and its link to 

Muslims explicitly, including the attacks on September 11, 2001, and its consequences for 

Muslims. Yet, the last episode in the novel introduces Jamal, the young American African 

Muslim, as a member of a trafficking gang, who represents the fear of Muslims and the 

widespread negative representations and counterterrorism policies effectuated discrimination and 

violence towards Muslims. As a Muslim woman, Josephine is able to look past her admiration of 

Jamal’s Muslimness and cooperate with the authorities to achieve successful convictions against 

Jamal. Josephine’s response to this potential dilemma, to cooperate with police or remain 

impartial, is in contrast to the negative stereotypical representations of Muslims in the United 

States through the various forms of media and literature as they refer to Muslims as terrorists in 

their works. 
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Ali (290) asserts that “Islam and the West are presumed to be mutually exclusive and 

engaged in a perpetual conflict, and that conflict is imagined to be also occurring within 

American Muslims selves”. Nevertheless, Abdulla (103) argues that “in part, through the 

development of voices arguing that both culture and religion are changing, dynamic, and contain 

values that align with universal standards of human rights” Josephine’s response to cooperate 

with the authorities and providing the information she obtains, shows that her Muslimness is 

modern. She immediately called the number shown on the screen to share the information she 

obtains with the authorities about Jamal. In brief, the novel illustrates the complexity of a 

Muslim woman’s modulated identity, especially for teenage and young women. As a dual 

narrative novel, The Hijabi Club embodies the spirit of American multi-faith secular society and 

introduces modernised  Islamic teachings successfully practised by the white American Muslim 

women converts that fits the Western culture in the twenty-first century.         

Moreover, the possibility of cultural reconciliation between Muslims of Middle Eastern 

background with Muslim converts or the American-born Muslims become acceptable through 

integration, inclusion, and social cohesion. Therefore, intellectual, and multilayered negotiations 

among different community groups and the Muslims are significant for it to become a reality not 

just a patronizing target. There must be effective and significant structural and societal inclusion. 

The situation of Muslim women varies greatly due to emerging political and social 

circumstances (Bakhshizadeh 37). The patriarchal cultural practices justified by religious 

teachings authorise Mr. Brown and Dr. Zaid to practise their male power over the members of 

the family and treat women as minors as a way of guarding the honour of the family and, 

ultimately, society. They both manipulate the concept of honour to justify the diminishing 

actions they take against Yasmeen, Juliet, and Sister Shelly within the domestic sphere, to defend 

the family honour. This reinforces the conception of religion-based patriarchy regardless of 

religious — Islam-Christian — beliefs because they act as the honour guardian among the 

society. 

Finally, the novel focuses on the power of Muslim women’s voices from the West 

regarding the public perception of the Muslim woman’s headscarf that it does not promote 

violence or terrorism nor the oppression of women. The headscarf, as presented by Sister Shelly 
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and Sister Shanaz, is a symbol of spiritual commitment and submission to God. On the other 

hand, Yasmeen’s headscarf, which is an extended duplicate of her mother’s headscarf, 

symbolises men’s patriarchal cultural practices that intersect with outmoded Islamic 

interpretations. As Badran Feminism in Islam: Secular and Religious Convergences (3) views 

Muslim women’s feminist thoughts as a matter of public concern of an exceptional extent due to 

its “confusion and contention, and considerable ignorance, both within and beyond Muslim 

communities in the East and West”. Therefore, the novel provokes the Muslim woman’s 

empathetic reply of a secular and humanist readership in the West that can manage an 

independent life and exercise democratic beliefs, modernised Islamic views to negotiate different 

faiths and cultural backgrounds. Yasmeen finds the role of religion to be vague and deviates 

from the real task of spirituality and worship, but instead imposes patriarchal cultural practices.  

Another significant theme that is associated with wearing the headscarf in the novel is 

maintaining virginity and intimacy before marriage. Sister Shelly assists the young American 

women to control intimacy before marriage through wearing the headscarf in public as a personal 

decision rather a condition of practising Islamic teachings. As a white Caucasian Muslim 

convert, she experienced early-age pregnancy with an unknown sex partner before converting to 

Islam. Consequently, she starts to make use of the headscarf and Islamic teachings as an 

educational method and culturally relevant approach to sexuality by providing realistic and non-

judgmental ways of self-control for teenage girls in general.  

Moreover, she enhances sex education as a holistically conceptualized approach with 

empowering youths to better understand their sexuality aiming at improving adolescents’ sexual 

and overall quality of life. Sister Shelly insists that sexuality requires a positive and respectful 

approach that is embodied in Islamic teachings to achieve socially approved and healthy sexual 

relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences through 

modernised Islamic teachings such as supervised dating and mutual social obligations. 

Yasmeen’s journey also offers further understanding of the diverse meanings of virginity from 

Sister Shelly’s experience and the rest of the young female characters who fall pregnant in the 

story. Her understanding made it possible to appreciate how the young women negotiate and 

construct their sexualities in the dynamic socio-cultural American climate. 
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For these young women, to embody virginity was to maintain gender segregation as 

Muslims; it also meant to living with the socially constructed meanings of virginity that many 

Muslims internalized at certain phases in their lives. Their meaning of maintain virginity is a 

complex process shaped by navigating different socio-cultural practices. Although Yasmeen 

returns to Jordan with her uncle because she was unable to continue living with her father, 

implicitly the reason was to assist Yasmeen to maintain her virginity and not to have direct 

contacts with young men via dating and house parties.  

The next chapter illustrates a Turkish Muslim woman’s journey of self-reflexivity 

through different stages of life and her self-questioning in Elif Shafak’s Three Daughters of Eve 

(2016). The protagonist named Peri juxtaposes three different Westernised Muslim perspectives 

and the significance of headscarf among Turkish, Iranian, and Egyptian societies. The intelligent 

young woman, Peri attends Oxford University seeking the right version of God that brings peace 

to her family and the universe. These young women maintain their faith and enjoy the world of 

spirituality, but they challenge the patriarchal cultural practices and their Islamic justifications 

and the masculine sexist thinking that overlaps religious values. Unlike Yasmeen, Peri does not 

experience domestic violence and patriarchy, but she shares the search for a modernised and 

secular Islamic faith through academic critical thinking and self-criticism. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Three Daughters of Eve (2016) by Elif Shafak 

Elif Shafak (1971–) is a Turkish-British novelist whose works address the twenty-first 

century religio-cultural dilemma facing Muslim women. Shafak writes in Turkish and English; 

as well as being a bestselling writer in her homeland of Turkey, she has been translated into fifty 

languages, cementing her as a global writer. In this chapter, I consider her 2016 novel Three 

Daughters of Eve, where three interconnected plots expose comparisons between East and West 

from the vantage point of Istanbul. The novel examines the cultural challenges facing both 

civilizations (Western European and Islamic), particularly focusing on the themes of 

feminism/tradition, spirituality/rationalism, and localism/globalization.  

Shafak was born in France to Turkish parents who separated shortly after her birth. She 

returned to Turkey as the only child of a single mother and grew up observing two different 

kinds of familial womanhood; her mother, a well-educated, secular, modern, and Westernised 

divorcee, and her grandmother, a more spiritual, less educated and less conventionally rational 

woman. Shafak began writing fictional stories at an early age and learned about her Turkish 

background when her mother became a diplomat in Spain. She was the only Turkish child in the 

international school, with classmates of diverse backgrounds, and while she experienced cultural 

differences and stereotyping during her school years, one of the more persistent questions she 

faced was regarding the age when she would begin wearing a headscarf as a Muslim woman 

(Ivanova 64). 

Shafak moved to an ethnically-diverse suburb of Istanbul in her twenties – where she 

wrote most of her novels – and later moved to Boston, then Michigan. Her time in America was 

a turning point in her development as a writer: there, she began writing in English. The language 

gave her the courage to tackle politically complicated social and historical topics in Turkey in 

her writing, such as the treatment of Kurds and Armenians. As Öktem (146) notes: 

Shafak broke the silence as early as 2002 in her allegorical [novel] The Flea Palace, 

where the unbearable stench of a garbage pile in an Istanbul neighbourhood became a metaphor 
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for the denial of a history full of filth. She continued the theme with her 2006 [novel] The 

Bastard of Istanbul, in which she explored the possibility of discussing the genocide through the 

words of a US-Armenian visitor to Istanbul called Armanush. 

As well as The Bastard of Istanbul and The Flea Palace, Shafak’s major works in 

English include The Saint of Incipient Insanities (2004), The Forty Rules of Love: A Novel 

of Rumi (2010), Black Milk: On Writing, Motherhood, and the Harem Within (2011), The 

Happiness of Blond People: A Personal Meditation on the Dangers of Identity (2011), Honour 

(2012), The Architect’s Apprentice (2014), and Three Daughters of Eve (2016), 10 Minutes 38 

Seconds in this Strange World (2019). 

In her writing, Shafak continues to examine the intersection of religion and politics, 

particularly feminist politics in a patriarchal religion, and to explore the possibilities of a global 

feminist solidarity. 

Shafak’s Three Daughters of Eve (2016), tells the story of Nazperi Nalbantoğlu (Peri) at 

a high-class dinner party on a spring night in Istanbul in 2016. Peri is a liberated, independent, 

and modern Muslim woman who occasionally drinks wine, smokes, and is the mother of three 

children. The novel moves between the events at the dinner party, which spin slowly out of 

control, and memories of earlier parts of Peri’s life, particularly her childhood and her university 

years spent at Oxford. Her father Mensur had encouraged her to seek the right version of God 

and this became her mission in life. Nevertheless, she is a moderate Muslim, unlike her devout 

mother, and she wears a headscarf only for prayers and fasting days in Ramadan.  

Peri’s temperamental 13-year-old daughter, Deniz, does not wear a headscarf and is more 

independent. As Peri is driving to the dinner party through Istanbul’s congested traffic, a young 

homeless vagrant snatches her handbag from the back seat. Despite her daughter’s objections, 

Peri chases him and is then attacked and almost raped. She loses her mobile phone and an old 

Polaroid from her time at Oxford. Eventually, Peri arrives at the dinner party, looking strained 

and untidy but determined to dismiss everyone’s concern. Over dinner, the conversation turns to 

the political issues of the day and debates take place over the newly emerging Islamic capitalism, 

the spread of corruption, and the deterioration of democracy in Turkey. After dinner, the male 
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guests retire to discuss an unnamed business bargain, while the female guests are entertained by 

a psychic who reads their palms. The psychic reading sends Peri back into two intense periods of 

her earlier life: first, to the 1980s, when she was seven years of age. There, her family was 

divided between her conservative narrow-minded Muslim mother, Selma, and her leftist, 

nationalist father, Mensur. Although Peri is drawn to her father’s position, she maintains 

impartiality because she does not want to see her family collapse. When her brother is 

imprisoned for being opposed to the government, her father suffers a heart attack, depicted by 

her mother as a punishment from God. 

Following this childhood account of family life, the second period that the novel treats in 

detail are the years she spent at the University of Oxford, which are connected to the Polaroid 

photograph kept in her stolen wallet. The photograph depicts Peri with her two university 

friends, Shirin and Mona, and their philosophy professor, Azur. The three women can be taken to 

represent the ‘three daughters’ of the novel’s title, each holding different views about the power 

of God. The ‘sinner’ is Shirin, an assimilated, Westernised, wealthy young woman of Iranian 

background who claims to be a non-believer. Shirin drinks alcohol, openly bisexual and has an 

affair with Azur. The ‘believer’, Mona, is also Westernised and from an Egyptian-American 

background. Unlike Shirin, Mona is a practicing and devout Muslim who wears a headscarf at all 

times in public. The third woman, Peri herself, is the ‘confused’ character. Although she is a 

moderate Muslim and a casual headscarf-wearer, her education at Oxford coincides with the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Peri also becomes sexually involved with Azur, which 

leads to a scandal, her attempted suicide and her dropping out of Oxford.  

The novel thus features three distinct moments in Peri’s life; that is, the dinner party in 

2016, Peri’s childhood in the 1980s, and the events that occur in Oxford between 2000 and 2002. 

It also dramatises three different women from the Oxford years, namely Shirin, Mona, and Peri. 

In both the three time periods and the three female characters, the novel explores the different 

possibilities open to Muslim women – often highlighting cultural conflicts – some of which are 

signalled through the appearance, or disappearance, of the respective character’s headscarf. 

Additionally, the novel presents generational differences also grouped into three stages through 

Peri, her mother Selma, and her daughter Deniz. In displaying and dramatizing these differences, 
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Shafak’s novel repudiates narrow ideologies that value membership in a nation or group greater 

than other groups based on faith, ethnicity and social class, including the more virulent forms of 

Turkish nationalism that exclude and persecute minorities in the country.  

Peri’s role as a mediator — between her mother and her father, and between Mona and 

Shirin — is echoed by the geographical location of the novel in Istanbul, squarely at the 

crossroads between Western and Islamic civilisations. Istanbul has historically been the capital 

of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman empires, and has been ruled by many emperors and 

sultans over the 1600 years (Madden xvii). More recently, Istanbul has become a transit zone for 

asylum seekers hoping to reach European countries, as well as being home to vast numbers of 

refugees from Syria and Iraq as a consequence of both the global war on terrorism and the 

collapse of nation states (Golban 103). Istanbul is also a centre for human trafficking and 

smuggling of goods as Elmacı (329) describes; the novel creatively highlights the cultural 

complexities surrounding Peri’s position as a young, modern, secular Muslim woman in Turkey 

through presenting modernised Muslim and non-Muslim perspectives. 

The Dinner Party Debate 

Upon her arrival, Peri overcomes her frightening experience with the thief and instead 

finds herself sympathizing with him. She moves starkly from the street environment of the 

traumatic encounter to the apparent safety and opulence of the seaside mansion with ‘high-tech 

security cameras, electric gates, barbed-wire fencing’ (58) examining the origins of the furniture 

and their implications:  

Peri glanced around the room as she slowly began to eat. Italian furniture, English 

chandeliers, French curtains, Persian carpets, and a plethora of ornaments and cushions 

with Ottoman motifs it was a house — though more sumptuous than the average—

decorated in the same style as so many other Istanbul homes, half Oriental, half 

European. (91) 
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At the dinner party, Peri expresses support for the emergence of Islamic capitalism in 

Turkey and the modern bourgeois lifestyle it promises. Muslim women imbibing alcohol is 

presented as a central point in different junctures of the novel, between past and present times:  

In the past Muslims had seen no harm in mingling with liberal drinkers. They 

would politely raise their glasses of water in a toast, joining in the gesture. Religion, in 

this part of the world, had been a collage of sorts. It had not been that uncommon to 

consume alcohol all year around and repent on the Night of Qadr, when one’s sins—so 

long as one was genuinely remorseful — were erased wholesale. There were plenty of 

people who fasted during Ramadan both to renew faith and to lose weight. … 

Meanwhile, even the most devout had joined entering the New Year watching TV, 

clapping to the rhythm of a belly dancer. A bit of this, a bit of that. Muslimus modernus. 

(91-92) 

The narrator here compares and contrasts the emerging modern-day Islamic groups and 

their radicalization to the earlier practices of Muslim culture. Peri knows there were times when 

Muslim culture was more tolerant and liquor was widely accessible in Muslim cultures, even 

during the Ottoman Empire. Only the most conservative countries like Iran and Saudi Arabia 

enforce a legal ban on alcohol consumption, and wine is frequently referred to in different phases 

of Middle Eastern literature, including Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Kurdish poetry. It should 

also be noted that liquor is generally labelled as a spiritual drink in Muslim culture, with 

intoxication being one of the most common images featured in the lyrics of Sufi mysticism. 

Habib (65) and Cachia (69) agree that the lore of alcohol is a potent element in the diverse 

cultural fields of Middle Eastern history and society.  

Many of the characters in the novel are only known by their occupations and not given 

names in the narration. This is particularly noticeable at the dinner party, which is populated by a 

“businessman” and his “businesswoman” spouse, along with the “CEO of a global investment 

bank”, an emerging Islamic capitalist named a “newspaper tycoon”, a “journalist” who works for 

the “newspaper tycoon”, and his “girlfriend”, a Turkish-Swedish “plastic surgeon”. There is a 
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woman who runs a public relations agency, referred to as the “PR woman”, as well as an 

“American fund manager”, “an interior designer”, “an architect”, and “a psychic”. There are 

other characters in attendance, who are foreign and belong to the working class of different 

backgrounds, but they work in the kitchen and serve drinks. There are also characters who are 

not present at the party but otherwise play significant roles in the story. These include a group of 

“headscarved” women who are seen by the “businesswoman” in a vet clinic, the stay-at-home 

mother and “headscarved” wife of the “newspaper tycoon”, the Muslim women who attend the 

plastic surgeon’s clinic, the journalist’s ex-wife, and the PR woman’s Oxford-graduate brother. 

Through these roles, the dinner party is a microcosm of the city of Istanbul, more 

specifically, the chapter titled ‘The Oppressed’ focuses on the oppression of Muslim women, 

both real and imagined. As we explored in the introduction to this thesis, the terrorist attacks in 

September 2001 marked a seismic shift in public opinion in the West. After September 11, 

Muslim women who wore headscarves transitioned from being a representation of “the 

oppressed” by the patriarchal Muslim culture to becoming a destructive threat in the face of 

liberal, capitalist democracies. Aziz (7) informs readers of “Islam’s transition from obscurity to 

notoriety in the American public’s psyche as a result of the September 11th attacks”. This shift 

caused Muslim women to become victims of the post-September 11 and “War on Terror” 

campaign due to their head-coverings acting as visible external markers. In Peri, though, we see 

a character who does not usually wear a headscarf and can thus pass more seamlessly between 

cultures than many of her fellow Muslim women. In many ways, Peri is not a natural feminist 

heroine: 

As for Peri, she mostly preferred male conversation over female, despite the fact 

that the subjects in the former tended to be darker. In the past she would automatically go 

to join the men and engage in whatever they bantered about: the economy, politics, 

football … they wouldn’t mind her presence, half seeing her as one of them, although 

they would never talk about sex with her around. Her behaviour would attract the 

attention, if not the ire, of other women. She had noticed, to her bewilderment, some 

wives felt uncomfortable with her sitting next to their husbands. Gradually, she 

abandoned her small rebellion — yet another sacrifice on the altar of convention. (253) 
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As an uncovered modern Muslim woman, Peri prefers to join the male circle, much to the 

suspicion of the servers and jealous wives. Peri’s daughter, Deniz, does not feel comfortable and 

decides instead to leave the party and attend a sleepover with “the daughter of the bank CEO” 

(185), transported by her father’s chauffeur. At the party, as food and drinks are served, “the 

businessman” intends to conduct business, while women examine each other’s jewellery, bags, 

and dresses for evidence of brand names. Peri stands outside these interactions and functions 

instead as an intellectual observer rather than a participant. 

The dinner party takes on a more political dimension when the host, the 

“businesswoman”, seats her pet, Pom-Pom, on her lap and begins to discuss the place of dogs in 

Turkish Muslim culture. Foltz (157) states that Muslims in general perceive dogs in the home as 

unhealthy because the dogs are unhygienic, although this is still a matter of debate amongst 

Islamic scholars. Western cultures, meanwhile, of course, consider dogs to be human 

companions. The “businesswoman” applies a different view regarding the controversy of 

covered Muslim women and their relationship to pets when she spots them at a vet clinic:  

… In the past, dog owners had been an almost identical lot — modern, urban, 

secularist, Westernized. Since conservative Muslims regarded dogs as Makrooh, 

detestable, they were not keen to share their living space with canines.  

“I’ve never understood what those people have against dogs, all that nonsense 

about angels refusing to enter a house with a dog, the businesswoman said. ‘Or a house 

with paintings.’ (236) 

Peri closely examines the businesswoman’s viewpoint, realising that the hostess and most 

of her guests are non-practising Muslims who do not adhere to the rules of conduct, which 

require believers to pray five times a day, pay 2.5 percent of wealth to the poor each year, and 

fast during Ramadan. Peri’s experience at Oxford teaches her that even though non-practising 

Muslims may also drink alcohol and even eat pork, the Islamic law still identifies them as 

“sinful” Muslims rather than non-believers, because their ‘Muslimness’ depends on belief and is 
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not something the public ultimately judges them on (Timani 39). In addition, Turkey’s avowed 

secularism allows people to practise any religion, as Azak (177) claims: 

The 1932 reform which introduced the compulsory call to prayer in Turkish was 

the result of a nationalist urge to Turkify all fields including religion, a project formulated 

by the pioneering ideologue of Turkish nationalism, Ziya Gökalp, as early as the 1910s. It 

was a reform which was inspired by the history of vernacularization in Western 

Christianity as well as being based on the idea of a national Islam unaffected by foreign 

(Arab) languages and cultural traditions. 

Nevertheless, Peri feels there is something hollow and hypocritical in these guests. As 

she observes and the narrator describes, the guests at the party discuss and debate Turkish 

secularism and Islamic practices – for example, how Muslim women, even though they may 

wear the headscarf, still keep dogs as pets. On the other hand, the “newspaper tycoon” does not 

even permit his wife to attend the party, even though he symbolises the newly emerging Islamic 

bourgeoisie within Turkish Islamic capitalism, which endorses private sector investment and free 

market enterprise: 

… Despite his eagerness to socialize with the country’s Westernized elite, he 

wouldn’t dream of bringing his wife, who wore a headscarf, to such dinners. She’d be 

uncomfortable among them, he responded to himself. In reality, it was he who was 

uncomfortable with her around. Sure, he was pleased with her as a wife—Allah knew 

what a giving mother she was to her five kids—but outside the house, especially outside 

their circle, he found her unrefined, unbecoming even; he watched her every move and 

listened to her every comment with an arched eyebrow. Better if she stayed at home. 

(236-37) 

Peri can realise that the diversity of Muslim women’s perspectives is often lost and 

disregarded because she is accustomed to the stereotypical depiction. Peri closely examines their 

discussions about the ways that women enjoy political and social rights in many Muslim 
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countries with less interference. This allows the guests and Peri to reconsider Al-Bukhari’s 

interpretations and retellings, which is used to function as a constitutional code for some 

Muslims.15 

For this reason, Peri correctly believes that the presence of the covered wife at the dinner 

will disturb her spouse because he will find her different to the other women in attendance. 

Despite the comments he has received, the husband insists that his wife must act as a stay-at-

home mother. Despite the privilege he derives from the political system, which allows him to 

integrate Westernised upper-class Turkish society, this “newspaper tycoon” still prefers to keep 

his wife at home because, he claims, “she’d be uncomfortable”. This is a traditional method used 

to control women and remove them from the privileges and freedoms of the secular society 

which men enjoy. The author here considers the role of cultural practices that are more 

prominent in perpetuating the oppression of women. Still, Islamic teachings that justify these 

cultural values bear the major responsibility for the inferior status of women.  

The wife wearing headscarf and abiding by the Muslim dress code is viewed as 

financially dependent and socially isolated because she is a mother and a pseudo maid within the 

house. Her husband expresses a desire to avoid further arguments regarding the topic, as the 

others clearly understand that his wife is an oppressed woman. From a feminist point of view 

focused on the impacts of patriarchal and male power, the wife’s headscarf represents outright 

oppression. The other female characters who remain uncovered signify the role other women 

have in policing the choices and desires of modern secular Muslim women. Peri concludes that 

although the wife can claim she wears the headscarf willingly, this can mask the internalised 

 

15 Al-Bukhari (810-870) is considered as one of the most distinguished scholars of the Prophet 

Mohammed’s record of the traditions and sayings in Islamic history. He is the author of  “Sahih al-Bukhari” in 

which he wrote many reviews, revisions and investigations until he came out with the final version to include 7,275 

quotes out of the 600,000 that he received, where he worked hard on checking the narrations in a strict manner. 

Although it is believed that he inquired after the narrators and references, recently contemporary Muslim scholars 

have begun questioning the authenticity of some his works, including Jonathan AC Brown, Jonathan. Misquoting 

Muhammad: The Challenge and Choices of Interpreting the Prophet's Legacy. Simon and Schuster, 2014. 
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patriarchal power practised by her husband and his sexist ideology because he prefers not to 

engage in discussion on the matter. 

The “newspaper tycoon” avoids opposition and arguments regarding Muslim coverings 

because they are associated with gender inequality and the oppression of women. Although he is 

a part of the emerging contemporary social change and political progress in the Middle East, he 

fails to offer an acceptable logical reason to Peri and the attendants about the non-attendance of 

his wife. Peri and other middle-class Muslim women increasingly challenge these stereotypes, 

considering them a distortion of their self-understanding. By exploring key feminist concepts 

such as gender equality and freedom of expression, Muslim women seek a more complex form 

of women’s rights, one which would allow them to be included within contemporary social and 

political developments. As Peri observes, Turkish-Islamic capitalism and its beneficiaries are 

assisted by an autocratic totalitarian political system that allows them to smoothly integrate into 

the Western world and leave behind a working class that has no choice but to accept the Middle 

Eastern milieu. 

These allegations endorse the associations the headscarf has with the social position of 

women in Turkish society and reconfirm that it is a form of forced obedience. By contrast, 

upper-class interaction with Western societies establishes concrete economic and political 

strategies rather than implementing cultural expansion. While sometimes the question of women 

and gender equality can have no clear position in these interactions, Sayan-Cengiz (49) states 

that wearing the headscarf “can either be the result of pure patriarchal oppression or Islamist 

political manipulation”. This can be reasonably applied to Islamist political groups who use the 

headscarves apolitically rather than an Islamic practice.  

The newspaper tycoon’s wife is a nameless “headscarved” mother, both a passive 

character and an iconic one with vulnerable traits. She is a direct representation of oppressed 

Muslim women who are politically kept inside to look after children. The wives are seen as their 

spouses’ weak points, kept out of public life to avoid possible attack on their spouses. The wife 

character is also advised to remain home because he knows she would be under surveillance if 

she were to attend the dinner party. In fact, the absence of his wife metaphorically indicates a 

different type of oppression – one of a wordless character in the story. It is suggested that 
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perhaps she was not permitted to attend because it was a mixed gender party during which 

alcohol was to be served.  

In addition, the idea of banning pictures and portraits is another misconception that the 

“newspaper tycoon” does not dispute. Originally it was believed that God commanded Muslims 

not to make any carved images similar to any human shape or form. This belief forbids the use of 

signs that may refer to the shape of God’s creatures because the Creator must not be imitated or 

symbolised (Papadopoulo 27). The “businesswoman” describes this belief as “nonsense” to the 

dinner party guests and continues to offer further claims that angels also refuse to enter a house 

where there is a dog, portrait, or a statue present. Although the “newspaper tycoon” proposes a 

different perspective, namely that the hadith aims to prevent “idolatry”, the “businessman” 

intervenes to reinforce his wife’s viewpoint: 

‘Well, then, we are screwed,’ said the businessman. With a complacent laugh, he 

opened both arms and gestured towards the artwork on the walls. ‘We have a dog and 

plenty of portraits. Even nudes. Maybe tonight stones will rain on our heads!’  

Despite the jovial tone, his words visibly disturbed some of the guests, who 

smiled in discomfort. Sensing the tension, Pom-Pom snarled, his fangs dripping bright 

with saliva. (237) 

The “businessman” and his wife do not refute Muslimness per se, but they continue to 

denigrate the conservative beliefs of the “newspaper tycoon”, suggesting that while seemingly 

devout, many avowedly religious Muslims are often bending rules and adopting new fashions, 

such as the keeping of dogs. The “newspaper tycoon”, however, holds his ground: ‘Look, we 

religious sorts never had the freedoms you enjoyed. We’ve been oppressed for decades by a 

modernist elite like yourselves — no offence’ (237). Meanwhile, the “businesswoman”, who 

represents the female perspective of Turkish capitalism, targets “headscarved women” as the 

most evident visible representatives of “oppressed” Muslim women. Western culture approaches 

head covering with the perspective that it is the individual’s exclusive right to practise their 

religion and acknowledges headscarf as a form of freedom of expression. (Welborne et al. 115). 
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As she speaks, the “businesswoman” deliberately emphasises the existence of religious Muslims 

and headscarved women, who are politically affiliated with Islamic networks. 

As tension at the dinner party escalates and business interests are seemingly threatened, 

the “businesswoman” quietly withdraws from the argument. The “newspaper tycoon” accuses 

the modernist elite and nationalists of being totalitarian oppressors in the past, as proponents and 

beneficiaries of the Turkish secular ideology. Peri notices the hypocrisy in the tycoon’s 

accusations: 

‘Even if that were true, those days are gone. Now you’re the ones in full power,’ 

muttered Peri, her voice wavering, as if she were reluctant to speak her mind but, once 

again couldn’t help it. 

The “newspaper tycoon” objected. ‘I disagree. Once oppressed, always oppressed. 

You don’t know what it feels like to be oppressed. We have to cling to power, otherwise 

you might snatch it back from us.’ (237) 

Peri’s tentative opposition discloses the political tension between capitalist Muslims and 

the nationalists or modernists. The capitalist Muslim tycoon also reveals his ambitions for 

political power, since the elections are being won by Muslims, the electoral majority. In spite of 

this new power, he will not give up the status of the oppressed. Instead he argues that it remains 

latent in the residual nationalist ‘modernist elite’ which ruled Turkey in the first half of the 

twentieth century. Azak (165) asserts that at the time, Muslim scholars in Turkey protested the 

process of restructuring Turkish culture from the common Islamic-Arabic one. Additionally, 

Azak affirms that the nationalists – led by Mustafa Kemal Ataturk – manipulated secularism to 

tyrannize religion, abandoning the Arabic alphabet and banning the Arabic call for prayer 

between 1932 and 1950, when a Turkish translation was instead recited in the mosques. Such a 

ban is just one example of a larger series of religion-related restrictions enforced during this 

time. Peri’s own misgivings about the Turkish state were etched into her memory when she was 

eight years old and witnessed her communist brother being seized and brutally tortured by 

security forces.  
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The dinner party guests protest against each other’s attempt to locate themselves in the 

field of the oppressed. The journalist’s girlfriend, a Westernised young woman, refuses to 

entertain the newspaper tycoon’s attempts to portray himself as a victim of persecution for his 

religious beliefs at the hands of the secularist state:  

‘Oh, give me a break!’ cried the journalist’s girlfriend, who had a notoriously low 

threshold for alcohol. She pointed her finger at the tycoon.  

‘You’re not oppressed! Your wife is not oppressed! I am oppressed!’ she tapped 

her chest. ‘Me with my blond hair and my mini-skirt and makeup and womanhood and 

my glass of wine… I’m the one who’s trapped in this despotic culture.’  

The journalist’s eyes widened in alarm. Worried that his girlfriend might draw the 

ire of the tycoon, and cost him his job, he tried to kick her under the table, his foot 

swinging through the air in vain.  

‘Well, we are all oppressed,’ said the hostess in a lame attempt to reduce the 

tension. (238) 

The journalist’s girlfriend here introduces an alternate category of women she considers 

to be oppressed, a group of Westernised secular women who are not committed to religious 

practices and do not wear the headscarf or follow the Muslim dress code. She claims that her 

rights are violated, and she faces sexual harassment, if not violence, when she wears a short skirt 

and make-up in public.  

The plastic surgeon tries to turn the debate back to simple vanity, explaining: “As people 

make more money, they crave a better lifestyle. I’ve many patients who are wearing headscarves. 

When it comes to sagging breasts and Turkey necks, religious Muslim women are not that 

different from the rest” (238). The surgeon migrated from Turkey to Sweden years before for 

lifestyle reasons, later returning to Turkey to pursue business opportunities and younger women. 

The narrator notes that this class of expatriate is “at once envied and belittled” (317). Bi-cultural 

elites are envied for their ability to dodge between social strictures and expectations, but are also 

vulnerable to rejection from both cultures (Lee Wai Sum 175; Leonard 53). The culture of their 
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origin accuses them of escaping from their national and local responsibilities during hard times 

and choosing only to return when it suits them. As a result, they are able to take advantage of the 

financial and personal benefits that flow from their new position and wealth. Peri labels them as 

“Not easy to stay, not easy to leave”, but: 

She wanted to explain that those who stayed behind, despite the hardships, 

enjoyed lasting friendships and wider social networks, while the ones who migrated for 

good remained incomplete, jigsaw puzzles missing a critical piece. 

… the journalist’s girlfriend, who despite her boyfriend’s nudges, was still 

drinking. 

… ‘You lot are deserters! You go and live abroad in comfort … we’re the ones 

who deal with the extremism and fundamentalism and sexism and …’ She turned around 

as if looking for another –ism nearby. It’s my freedoms that’re in danger…’ (317) 

Having spent two years living in Europe, Peri is familiar with the cultural challenges that 

migrants face abroad. While she understands the difficulties of a migrant’s life, the journalist’s 

girlfriend represents the inexperienced young generation who believe that Europe is the worldly 

paradise.  In the meantime, “the journalist’s girlfriend” represents a modernist social group who 

assumes that Europe is a paradise. Comparatively, the absence of a substantive democracy and 

the oil nightmare equally contribute to the instability, bloodshed, and violence in the Middle 

East. This group views Istanbul as being affected by terrorism and the East–West political 

conflicts at the same time.  

In a similar manner, the architect states that, “It’s clear the Western powers have a major 

plan.” for “the Middle Eastern map will be redrawn,” (268), and the newspaper tycoon agrees 

that, “They will never allow us Muslims to prosper. … The crusades have never ended.” (268) 

Although the plastic surgeon is in a hurry to catch his flight to Stockholm, he tries to alleviate the 

tension by drawing attention to the changes in people’s living standards and general income 

rather than religion. In his view, these material factors are what prevent women from pursuing 

cosmetic surgery, rather than other factors of religion and beliefs. “The plastic surgeon” believes 
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that when they are able to afford them, Muslim women seek cosmetic surgery because they 

consider sexy, attractive, and beautiful women to be celebrated and promoted, regardless of the 

presence of a headscarf: 

The businessman nodded heartily. ‘That only proves my theory: capitalism is the 

only cure to our problems. The antidote to those jihadi freaks is the free market. If only 

capitalism could run its course without intervention, it’d win over even the most resolute 

minds.’ 

With that he opened a polished burr-walnut humidor, an image of Fidel Castro 

inlaid on its lid, and passed it to the journalist with a wink. ‘Limited edition from the 

Beirut Duty Free. Take one. Take two.’ 

The male guests, glancing sheepishly at their hostess, each fumbled in the box and 

took a cigar. 

‘Don’t worry about my wife,’ said the businessman. ‘There is a freedom in this 

house. Laissez faire!’ 

Everyone laughed, Pom-Pom, disturbed by the noise, yapped angrily. (238) 

The incident displays the businessman as venal and self-interested. For her part, Peri 

“noticed that the maid she had been seen at the entrance was now tiptoeing around and setting 

down ashtrays. She wondered what this woman thought about them all. It was probably better 

not to know” (238). This potential disdain for working-class people becomes more evident 

through the dinner as the businessman offers his eccentric and impatient capitalist views, in the 

display of political figures.. 

Theological Debates 

Peri’s thinking marks crucial intellectual encounters in the two life-threatening situations 

we are presented with, and the significance is vividly captured through a semi-teleconference 

with her former professor Azur. In the exchange, Peri reminds Azur of a dialogue between Ibn 
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Rushd ‘Averroes’ and Ibn Arabi.16 In response, the professor refers to ‘the three passions of 

Bertrand Russell: the longing for love, the search for knowledge and the unbearable compassion 

for the suffering of mankind’ (362).  In a similar fashion, Peri uses ‘forgiveness’, ‘love’, and 

‘knowledge’ to explain her miscarriage and to state the truth in front of the committee. Peri 

would like to act as the young Sufi saint, Ibn Arabi, when he met Ibn Rushd. Their argument is 

conclusive and indicates a complete paradoxical negotiation between Peri and Azur to show 

similar intellectual negotiation between Ibn Arabi and Ibn Rushd (Averroes): 

… ‘Today’s lecture is on Ibn Arabi and Ibn Rushd — Averroes. Ibn Rushd was an 

eminent philosopher, Ibn Arabi a young and hopeful student when the two of them met 

for the first time. They immediately felt rapport, as they were both devoted to books and 

learning and neither the orthodoxy. But they were also very different.’ 

How? 

“You see, it is the same question East and West, isn’t it? How do you increase 

your knowledge of yourself and of the world? Ibn Rushd had a clear answer: through 

reflective thinking. Reasoning. Studying. 

‘And Ibn Arabi?’ 

‘He wanted both reason and mystical insights. …’ (363) 

Under the influence of the story, Peri creates a philosophical interfaith dialogue. She also 

finds that Professor Azur harbours regrets for ‘harming every woman’ in his life. In this way, 

Peri reminds him that she attended university to seek God through knowledge. Dallmayr (76) 

points out that religious philosophy remains incomprehensible, without referring to political 

 

16 Ibn Rushd’s (1128–1198) name is often Latinised as ‘Averroes’. He was born in Cordoba, Spain, and 

was to become one of the greatest thinkers of the time. A product of twelfth-century Islamic Spain, he set out to 

integrate Aristotelian philosophy with Islamic thought. A common theme throughout his writings is that there is no 

incompatibility between religion and philosophy when both are properly understood. Belo, Catarina. Averroes and 

Hegel on Philosophy and Religion. Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016. Routledge New Critical Thinking in 

Religion, Theology and Biblical Studies.  (365) 
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philosophy that deeply rooted in theology. Additionally, Abu Zayd (15) deriving from his study 

of hermeneutics, expects establishing a correlation between the meaning of a sacred text and the 

position of the interpreter to be plainly predictable. In this respect, the emphasis shifts to 

negotiation among leading philosophers through “dialogue and interaction" as discussed by 

Bosetti from Reset Dialogue on Civilization Org. All over again, the same perspective applies to 

the evaluation presented by Abu Zayd et al. (14-15), affirming that there is an understandable 

interrelatedness between Islamic teachings and cultural practices in the form of a philosophical 

interaction, because: 

… As scholars of Islam are aware, sharia, in turn, is one of many facets of Islamic 

tradition and cultures distinguishable from others, such as philosophy, theology, (ilm al-

kalam) and Sufism, etc. 

The reasons behind reducing Islam to the paradigm of sharia is that since the fifth 

century of the Islamic era, i.e., the twelfth century, Islamic philosophy and Islamic 

theology have been gradually marginalised . Philosophers and non-orthodox theologians 

were persecuted or attacked by both fuqaha (legal scholars) and political authorities. 

 This is completely true for Peri also, as she seeks mutual understanding between two 

ongoing contradictory perspectives in the novel. Additionally, her continuous efforts to mediate 

between these two directions can be the reason behind refusing to wear the headscarf throughout 

the story, as a sign of impartiality and independence. Affected by both thinkers, Peri acquires a 

solid belief in the interrelatedness of religious, philosophical and cultural beliefs, as well as a 

conviction that is fully shared by Ibn Rushd (Averroes) and Ibn Arabi. Coates (38) further 

clarifies that the discourse of the dialogue is a genuinely creative and highly controversial 

argument that designates a philosophical mystery. The argument settles with achieving 

“Harmony of Religion and Philosophy” because there are two forms of truth, religious and 

philosophical, despite having different directions (Belo 47). 

Moreover, Ibn Rushd (Averroes) suggests that religion is inferior to philosophy as a 

means of attaining knowledge, and that the understanding of religion which ordinary believers 
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can have is very different and impoverished when compared with that available to a philosopher, 

whereas Ibn Arabi’s main “works deal with the problem of knowledge” (Landau 35). Likewise, 

Peri understands how traditionally religion provides individuals with a sense of morality through 

their religious teachings primarily received from their parents’ simple version of it, but she 

maintains exploring morality through her behaviour and “reflective thinking”. The best example 

is a Muslim woman’s headscarf, as she neither wears nor rebukes wearing it because she is not 

merely an impersonation of her parents’ standards. She eloquently states that she is ambivalently 

between “Yes” and “No”, as Ibn Arabi also puts it: 

… He believed it was our duty as human beings to expand our wisdom. But he 

also recognized there were things beyond the limits of the mind. Before they went their 

separate ways, Ibn Rushd asked Ibn Arabi one more time, is it through rational 

consideration that we unveil the Truth? 

‘And what did Ibn Arabi say?’ 

‘He said yes, and he said no. “Between the yes and the no,” he said spirits fly 

from their matter and minds from their bodies.” He thought no one was more ignorant 

than those who seek God and yet only those who pursue a truth bigger than themselves 

have a chance to attain it. (363-64) 

When Peri recovers from the suicide attempt, she decides to take revenge on Azur, the 

unethical professor. She accepts the scandal by refusing to attend the investigation committee’s 

interview. As a result, she indirectly approves the professor’s immoral actions and his 

interference into a student’s private life. In due course, she gives up her studies at Oxford and 

returns to Istanbul. Peri drops university studies after her suicide attempt but remains a reader of 

Professor Azur’s books and published works. Peri finds it difficult to pursue “the third path”, she 

approaches Azur, with a presumption of God’s divine nature and the one who is created within 

the mind but does not have an intelligible pre-understanding of the divine truth. As Peri 

concludes, this discussion agitates not only Azur and herself, but also Ibn Rushd and, in a 

different manner, Ibn Arabi. The guiding question of Ibn Arabi is the question of His existence. 
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Eventually though, Azur confesses that he gave up debating God, which signifies Peri’s success 

in her journey to discover the right version of God. 

Peri remembers her university years and freedom of expression at Oxford where they 

discussed religious tolerance and diversity. The nameless but highly influential character in the 

novel is the Dutch Scholar who openly shows his objection to the Muslim culture. During a 

seminar entitled ‘Save Europe for Europeans’ held by the ‘Oxford Union’ where Professor Azur 

is one of the speakers, the Dutch Scholar announces his bigoted anti-Muslim views, as the 

narrator informs: “There was an article about the Dutch scholar known for his contentious views 

on Islam, refugees, gay marriage and the state of the world. He claimed direct access to God — a 

privileged club membership. For near on two centuries the Oxford Union had invited eminent 

outside speakers, ranging from conventional to controversial” (356). 

This causes Muslim students to protest and collect signatures in order to cancel the 

seminar. However, Professor Azur refers to quotations from the great Muslim Sufi saint, Rumi, 

and his companion Shams, to teach them how to negotiate and avoid suppression of freedom 

because he believes that “[i]deas must be challenged with ideas” (357). His comments backfire 

though, and attendees conceive him as “a walking disgrace” because he had been expelled from 

teaching for fourteen years. As a speaker, Azur suggests dialogue and religious tolerance to rebut 

ideas rather than violence and hate speech, but the Muslim students consider the seminar to be a 

violation of their rights. At this point, the novel invites readers to recognise the significant values 

of religious tolerance, freedom of speech, non-violent life, and interfaith dialogue among people 

of different beliefs and doctrines, which accord with Peri’s perspective. 

The novel presents Peri’s journey as she seeks the most fundamental goal in her life, 

exploring the truth about God (Allah), a course she decided upon at the age of seven (35). She 

decides to seek the truth about God because He regularly constitutes one of the central arguments 

between her parents, housemates, and the dinner party attendants. As she explores the truth, this 

journey gives her more freedom and independence. Her father, Mensur, inspires her with the 

motive and reason to start her journey, in order not to be filled with excessive and single-minded 

zeal. Instead of a unquestionable surrender to specific interpretation, she decides to refer to 

reason: 
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‘I know you are curious about God,’ Mensur said pensively. ‘I can’t answer all 

your questions. No one can, frankly including your mum and that cuckoo preacher of 

hers.’ He downed the rest of his raqi17 in a single swallow. ‘I have no sympathy for 

religion, or for the religious, but you know why I’m still fond of God?’  

Peri shook her head. 

Because He is lonely, Pericem. Like me … like you,’ Mensur replied.18  

…  

‘From now on when you have a thought about God — or about yourself — write 

it down in your notebook.’ 

‘Like a diary?’ 

‘Yes, but it’ll be a special one,’ said Mensur, peaking up. ‘A lifelong diary!’  

‘But there won’t be enough pages.’  

‘Exactly, the only way is to erase previous writings, Do you forget it? Write and 

erase, my soul. I can’t teach you not to have dark thoughts. Never really figured it out 

myself,’ Mensur paused ‘But I was hoping you could at least rub them out.’ (38-39) 

The conversation between Peri and her father offers encouragement in Peri’s daily life 

and provides her inspiration and strength as she copes with the God-related challenges she faces. 

Mensur plans a knowledgeable roadmap for his daughter to study God academically and 

combine reason and spirituality. Moreover, the diary notebook is a symbol of the knowledgeable 

roadmap designed by Mensur for Peri. According to the plan, Peri desires to live her life and 

have joy to the fullest; she needs to observe the development of her thoughts through recording 

them in her notebook. Mensur is aware of the mental challenges facing his daughter, as he 

believes that despair and anxiety will be intrinsic parts of his daughter’s life due to his consistent 

 

17 Raqi or Raki is the most popular alcoholic beverage, the Turkish equivalent of the Mediterranean liquor 

known as Ricard or Pernod (or the notorious Pastis in France, as ouzo in Greece, and as arak in Arab countries). 

Raki is the most common type of alcohol consumed in Turkey Ergener, Rashid. About Turkey: Geography, 

Economy, Politics, Religion, and Culture. Pilgrims Process, Inc., 2002. P. 21. 

18 “Pericem” is a Turkish expression meaning “my dear Peri”. 
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arguments with Selma. Therefore, he encourages Peri to seek guidance, wisdom and strength 

from reason and self-development rather than listening to illogical preachers as her mother, 

Selma, does. 

The notebook remains with Peri to the end of the story to symbolise the logical progress 

of her intellectuality and personal reflection. As a young Muslim woman, Peri does not follow a 

specific sect of Islamic teaching and completely rejects her mother’s mind set and worshipping 

style. Additionally, Peri’s decision to decline the Muslim headscarf is based on her personal 

reflection and academic interpretation of her God through the notebook diary. 

Despite the misfortunes that Peri experiences at the University of Oxford, she finds more 

opportunities to follow logic and love above resentment and terror. For Peri, the notebook 

represents her engagements in academic achievements and assists her to avoid making poor 

choices. Mensur expects her to be an energetic and daring person, not to be silenced, and he is 

immensely proud of her. The father guides Peri to seek the truth, which is the same method 

discussed by Ibn Arabi, who acknowledges that God has invited human beings to learn about His 

existence. Almond (133) argues that: 

Derrida and Ibn Arabi disconcert. They make us think twice about the things we 

take for granted; they wake us up to the overconfidence with which, all too often, we 

dupe ourselves whenever we talk about ‘truths’ we have never really questioned. They 

raise in us the unsettling possibility that all the things we have felt so comfortable about 

(‘God’, ‘truth’, ‘literature’, etc.) may actually be radically unthinkable, formed more from 

our own beliefs and experiences rather than embodying the things themselves. 

The notebook becomes a significant tool in Peri’s journey where many modern thoughts 

replace primeval thoughts. Unlike her mother, Peri seeks updated and modernised interpretations 

to her Islamic faith and presents a different version of Muslim women. She erases the outmoded 

interpretations of religion with reference to her Westernised education at Oxford. The novel 

creates a moderate Muslim character in response to the post-September 11 political and cultural 
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climate. Young Peri keeps the notebook and refers to it in different complicated/convoluted 

situations: 

Years later, not long before she left for Oxford, she would write down in her God-

diary: Is there really no other way, no other space for things that fall under neither belief 

nor disbelief neither pure religion nor pure reason a third path for people such as me? 

For those of us who find dualities too rigid and don’t wish to conform to them? Because 

there must be others who feel as I do. It is as if I’m searching for a new language. An 

elusive language spoken by no one but me… (57) 

Peri seeks understanding of religion, knowledge and reason through philosophical 

debates. Her journey is affected by Ibn Arabi’s philosophical perspective that is examined by 

Landau (36) with regard to the apparent, the mystical and the hidden knowledge that are not 

bound by religion. Likewise, Peri searches for her own interpretation through a combination of 

Muslim and Christian Sufis and Saints in history, while she was reading The Complete Mystical 

Works of Meister Eckhart on the train: 

She had taken her God-diary with her, into which she now wrote: The eye through 

which I see God is the same eye through which God sees me, Eckhart says. If I approach 

God with rigidity, God approaches me with rigidity. If I see God through love, God sees 

me through Love. My eye and God’s eye are one. 

…. 

Culturally she was a Muslim, no doubt. Yet the number of prayers she had learned 

by heart would not exceed the fingers of her hand. She neither practised her religion nor 

acknowledged, as Shirin did, being a lapsed Muslim. (291-92) 

An additional evidence that shows Peri’s alignment with Sufism and the establishment of 

her direct connection with the spiritual world is Zarrabi-Zadeh’s comparative study of Eckhart 

and Rumi. Zarrabi-Zadeh (288) argues that the interactions between Rumi and Ibn Arabi 

regarding the “unity of being” is highly achievable in Eckhart’s “speculative mysticism”. At this 
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point, Peri meets the spiritual emphasis positioned by Rumi and Eckhart with regard to the 

essential perceptions of “love and “intellect”.  

Peri negotiates the most remarkable Sufis and saints in the history at different points of 

her journey. She meets Rumi and Eckhart to associate an innovative version of a Muslim woman 

in the twenty-first century when modern interpretations of God and religion are exceptionally 

crucial. The novel consistently refers to a sort of mystical experience that is common among 

advanced thinkers and scholars but in different traditions and settings. Despite examining the 

considerable similarities between Rumi and Eckhart, the novel discusses an original type of 

mysticism in which the pivotal concepts of the intellect, love and knowledge become the main 

ground to achieve solidarity. Besides, Zarrabi-Zadeh (289) maintains that mysticism is the 

central point where Muslims and non-Muslim scholars meet to define God and establish 

diversity of faith: 

What follows is an attempt to compare Rumi with the German Dominican and 

writer and preacher of speculative mysticism, Meister Eckhart (c.1260–1327), for the 

purpose of achieving greater clarity in comprehending Rumi’s Sufism. In spite of 

enjoying considerable similarities with Rumi, Eckhart belongs to a different type of 

mysticism in which the pivotal concepts of the intellect and knowledge, rather than love, 

play a crucial role in both its practical and theoretical aspects. 

Peri’s vision, as expressed in the novel, hosts more flexibility and offers a distinctive 

religious tolerance that her interfaith dialogues and recent academic religious studies are trying 

to achieve. With reference to the similarities among the faiths, Peri’s journey signposts a serious 

endeavour that invites interreligious dialogue and overlooks minor differences to develop mutual 

respect and potentially lead to establishing shared beliefs among competing methods of Islamic 

teachings. Moberg (107) offer a religion-based self-censoring approach on the benefits of 

interfaith dialogue which can achieve successful and more realistic outcomes for future religious 

tolerance and diversity in the West: 
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Within the realm of mass-mediated popular culture we instead encounter a much 

richer variety of religious themes, teaching, and ideas than we would normally come 

across in other types of media, such as mainstream news and public affairs media. There 

is, however, as already noted, also a clearly noticeable connection between news and 

popular cultural representations of religion. For example, the religion-related topics that 

become most widely circulated and represented through the news media also tend to 

become reenacted on the silver screen. One example of this would be the growing 

number of action films dealing with Islamic extremism and terrorism. Another example 

would be how contemporary filmic portrayals of Catholic clergy typically cast them as 

corrupt child abusers. 

Eventually these practices will achieve long-lasting integration of diverse religious 

groups and minorities. Jason Berry’s novel Last of the Red Hot Poppas (2006) and the American 

biographical drama film, Spotlight (2015) directed by Tom McCarthy and written by McCarthy 

and Josh Singer are suitable examples of these contradictions, because the impact of these 

contradictions and controversial thoughts is highly influential and leads individuals to seek their 

own ways of thinking about faith. The notebook offers a significant opportunity to develop her 

thoughts during her childhood and teenage years, and later when she is a mother of three 

children. Peri’s intense privatization of faith designates an emerging perspective among Muslims 

in the post-September 11 cultural climate, in a way to keep the distance between Muslim faith 

and terrorism. Peri claims that she needs to take a course for family reasons because she is 

involved in theological conflict at home, so she wishes to know more about the religious beliefs 

of others. At the University of Oxford, Peri discusses subject selections with her course 

coordinator Dr Raymond, who “encouraged every student he worked with to find the perfect 

schedule to optimise his or her intellectual resources” (181–82). 

Foreshadowing Peri’s unsuccessful approach with Professor Azur, Dr Raymond suggests 

an independent self-study approach of religion, rather enrolling in the course in which she shows 

interest. While he suggests independent study to use the many resources available at the library, 

Peri insists on having a supervisor. He also finds Peri has no clear understanding of her religious 

background and identity as she searches for possible traditions, ready to conduct her spiritual 
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exploration. She begins searching for approaches to her study that are recommended by her 

father, Mensur. She also brings along contradictory perspectives from her mother to be examined 

in the process and methodology. 

Different Versions of God  

Peri had experienced tensions between her practising Muslim mother and secular rational 

father since her childhood. Unlike her brothers, Peri maintains impartiality and listens to both but 

scrutinises their deep knowledge. She desperately correlates her superstitious mother with her 

rational father because she is aware that everyone views God in a different way. Based on her 

experience with the world of spirituality, she struggles to maintain a solid relationship with her 

mother. Gradually, Peri’s dilemma and parental conflicts escalate as Selma joins an Islamic 

circle led by a preacher famous for his persuasive sermons and the rigidity of his views named 

‘Uzumbaz Efendi’ who negatively influences her mother’s behaviour, attitude and family 

relationships: 

Under the preacher’s influence Selma had changed visibly. She now not only 

declined to shake hands with the opposite sex, but also refused to sit on a bus seat that 

had been occupied by a man — even if he had vacated it for her. Although she did not 

wear a niqab, as some of her close friends did, she covered her head fully. She no longer 

approved of pop music, which she found corrupt and corrupting. She banished from the 

house all kinds of confectionary and snacks, ice-cream, potato chips, and chocolate 

products — even food stuffs labelled halal — ever since Uzumbaz Efendi had told her 

that they might contain gelatine, which might contain collagen, which might contain 

pork. (19) 

It is important to note that some of Selma’s close friends and acquaintances wear the 

niqab face-veil, but Selma wears ‘a tightly tied headscarf’. Niqab literally means ‘face cover’ and 

Shirazi and Mishra (44) introduce it as a type of cover over a woman’s head and face, while the 

eyes are covered by a separate transparent cover. It is obvious that Peri’s mother does not 
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practise niqab because it would be more challenging for her in the presence of her secular 

husband, Mensur. Peri discovers a different woman when she sees her mother’s concealed 

wedding portrait, “[a]round her yet uncovered head, Selma wore a chaplet of plaited daisies” 

(167). The nameless women in her circle at the mosque enforce rigid and atypical 

recommendations from their preacher which signify an extreme, dogmatic, and intolerant 

ideology that overturned Selma’s earlier youthful flower-adorned personality.  

Consequently, the preacher advises the women in his circle to decline any physical 

contact with men who are not family members. At this point, Peri begins her first step of the 

research journey seeking the right version of God by considering whether the preacher represents 

God or simply pretends to exercise His power. Alternatively, Mensur demonstrates proud 

nationalist Turkish ideology and promotes the Westernised programmes initiated by the father of 

Turks, Mustafa Kamal Ataturk (1881–1938), and the founder of Modern Turkey (Kinross 88). 

The narrator views Mensur’s admiration of Ataturk and his nationalist ideology as another 

version of God in the form of racist bigotry. This is because of the collective circle of 

schoolteachers, bank officers, and engineers who are devoted to Ataturk and his national 

principles. This is similar, if not stronger, than the preacher’s influence on Selma: 

… There were portraits of the national hero everywhere; Ataturk in his military 

uniform in the kitchen, Ataturk in a redingote in the living room, Ataturk with a coat and 

kalpak in the master bedroom, Ataturk with gloves and flowing cape in the hall. On the 

national holidays and commemorative days Mensur would hang a Turkish flag with a 

picture of the great man outside a window for everyone to see.  

‘Remember, if it weren’t him, we’d have been like Iran,’ Mensur often said to his 

daughter. I’d have to grow a round beard and bootleg my own booze. They’d find out and 

flog me in a square. And you, my soul, would be wearing chador, even at your young 

age.’ (18) 

This contrast also reveals how Peri’s parents are comprised of two contradictory 

ideologies. For instance, those in Selma’s circle distribute poorly-worded repentance leaflets to 
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women visiting the seashores in an attempt to convince them to cover their half-naked bodies, 

“every inch of flesh you show today will scorch you in hell tomorrow” (20). Alternatively, 

Mensur’s circle of influence is composed of excessive nationalistic poems, ‘many of which were 

so similar in rhythm and repetitive in essence that, rather than separate pieces, they felt like 

echoes of the same call’ (18). The poor content and themes which become repeated within both 

ideologies motivate Peri to continue her journey of securing a third path, one which sits between 

both of these circles. 

All of a sudden, these images of Godlike and fairy powers collapse when security forces 

break into their house and arrest their elder son Umut for betraying the country. Umut is a 

university student who joined a communist circle, sought social justice through the theories of 

Karl Marx, Antonio Francesco Gramsci, and Che Guevara, and displayed their photos on the 

walls of his room. He read The Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx, The Condition of the 

Working Class in England by Friedrich Engels, The Permanent Revolution by Leon Trotsky, Of 

Mice and Men by John Steinbeck, Utopia by Thomas More, Homage to Catalonia by George 

Orwell, and Kiss of The Spider Woman by Manuel Puig. The security officer performs offensive 

and abusive acts and all of the books are confiscated. He cruelly pulls off Mensur’s pyjamas in 

the presence of his family and children, and Mensur afterwards finds himself traumatised by the 

police officer’s reaction: 

‘Excuse me… hiding what exactly?’ Mensur vented — his thinning hair tousled, 

his striped pyjamas rumpled, slippers on his feet — from the opposite corner of the room 

where the rest of the family had been made to wait. 

I’ll shove it up your arse when we find it’, the police chief replied. ‘As if you 

don’t know.’ 

Wincing at the harshness of the words, Peri held her father’s hand. (28) 

The traumatic arrest of his son leaves Mensur deeply disappointed with his Kemalist 

nationalistic beliefs and realises that his passion and loyalty to the government had failed to 

protect the safety and reputation of his family. The national security treats Umut as a threat to the 
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stability of the nation, so they inflict physical torture and sexual abuse upon him until he 

acknowledges that he is a member of an armed anti-government group. As a result, Umut is 

sentenced to eight years in prison, all because they initially found a pistol in the house. Selma on 

the other hand horrendously views Umut’s predicament as a punishment for her husband’s 

ideology against her God. Unlike the contradictory convictions held by her parents, Peri 

visualises a different version of God, one that is neither fearful nor a nationalist xenophobe.  

When Peri is eight years old, she witnesses the first vision of a ‘baby in the mist’, a 

toddler floating in the air. “The first time Peri saw the ‘baby in the mist’ she was eight years old. 

The encounter would change her forever, intertwine itself through her life like a vine through a 

young tree.” (46). This form of spiritualism draws on elements of Sufism, which aim to designate 

a different approach to mystical interpretation and Islamic practices initiated at the beginning of 

the eighth century (Green 216). As Peri approaches her eighth birthday, the baby plays a 

significant role in her journey and her need for the truth because she struggles to join any of the 

ideologies at home. 

The baby escorts Peri and frequently visits her in both real life and dreams. Even when 

she travels to Oxford, the influence of Sufism is noticeable to her as she contemplates whether 

her professor of Divine Classes can help her. Peri’s experience with ‘the baby in the mist’ 

signifies a mysterious spiritual perspective, spurring endless questions about God and causing 

the professor to misunderstand her. This unique experience metaphorically establishes the fact 

that the spiritual world of each individual is unique and enigmatic. This uniqueness is an element 

in the world of Sufi saints, who face difficulties in communicating with the public because of 

their engagement in unworldly delusions. 

An understanding of Sufism and knowledge of the most prominent Sufi saints is crucial 

to clarify some iconic references cited in the novel. Fundamentally, Sufism offers a deeper 

understanding and appreciation of other people’s moral and spiritual achievements. Love is the 

central idea in Sufism as Nicholson (1) names it “the religious philosophy of Islam”, while it also 

signifies “the apprehension of divine realities.” Sufism is a mysterious Muslim doctrine which 

began among small circles of devotees. This was a result of confidential verbal conversions 

between a novelised Sufi educator and single devotees. It is worth mentioning that some early 
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Sufis were even persecuted on account of their mystical utterances and spiritual beliefs. For 

instance, Al-Hallaj of Basra is one of the most famous Sufi martyrs in Iraq. Nicholson (89) 

includes selected common quotes from Sufi saints, which ordinary people might consider as 

objectionable as – if not a violation of – dutifully constructed concepts, such as, “Love is not to 

be learned from men: it is one of God’s gifts and comes from His grace.” As a Sufi, the spiritual 

claim by Al-Hallaj was the reason he was sentenced to death in Baghdad; he was executed for 

blasphemy after he claimed “I am the Truth” (Ernst 3). 

Also, Espín and Nickoloff (34) affirm that four centuries later, the most prominent 

Muslim philosopher, theologian, jurist, and mystics scholar, Al-Ghazalai (1058 – 1111), wrote 

one of the greatest works of Muslim spirituality, The Revival of the Sciences of Religion, with a 

condensed form of The Alchemy of Happiness in the early twelfth century. These works were 

followed by other forms of spiritual prose and poetry by additional Sufi saints, such as Abdul-

Karim al-Jili, Ibn Arabi, Hafiz, Sadi, and Rumi. The novel refers to most of these Sufi saints 

throughout the story and does so through the mouths of different characters. This mainly occurs 

during the seminar presented by Professor Azur entitled: Entering the Mind of God / God of the 

Mind in which Peri and a small group of students from different backgrounds attend, including 

Mona and Shirin (205). Initially, Peri believes that her questions about God and “the baby in the 

mist” can be answered by Professor Azur but her anticipations are misjudged.  

Three Daughters of Eve is centrally occupied with reconceptualising the damaging 

impact that patriarchal interpretations of religion have on society. Moreover, Peri represents the 

conceptual confusion of many intellectuals who are seeking to reconcile their belief in God with 

new and challenging realities. Peri refers to her national ID card, which identifies her as a 

Muslim since birth. This represents her belief that she was born into her religion in the same way 

she was born into her language. She is associated with her mother’s beliefs and religious practice 

but soon repudiates learning religious liturgy in the same manner because of different 

perspectives, not necessarily because she seeks an alternative God. Instead Peri is drawn to and 

thinks similarly to female Sufi saints and the independent female interpretation of God. On a 

separate introductory page in the novel, the author cited a couplet that articulates Peri’s feelings. 
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The couplet was written by the first woman Sufi saint and one of the founders of Sufism in the 

eighth century named Rabia Al-Adawiyya (714? – 801): 

Would you come if someone called you 

by the wrong name? 

I wept, because for years 

He did not enter my arms; 

Then one night I was told a secret; 

Perhaps the name you call God 

Is not really His, 

Maybe it is just an alias (v) 

From Rabia’s perspective, God can have different versions, but people need to find the 

right method to establish direct love relations with Him, rather than fear. The practice of 

devoutness is the central feature in Sufism, which directs an individual to find his or her own 

unique methods of commemorating God (El Sakkakini 28). This devotional practice needs to be 

performed in accordance with the repeated invocation, which is varied in different Sufi orders; 

but its ultimate purpose is to create spiritual awareness and love for God rather than fear. It can 

be practised individually or collectively but some perform this practice inaudibly while others 

perceptibly, all under the directions of the Sufi masters (Arberry 84). As a slave, Rabia was able 

to achieve her freedom through devotion to God and prayer practices that made her owner free 

her. As such, she could manage an independent life as a woman, and she developed into a highly 

respected spiritual and intellectual Sufi saint.  

The modern Muslim feminist, Ahmed (148), believes that Rabia was an independent 

woman retaining “full control and legal autonomy with respect to herself in that she is neither 

wife, nor slave, nor under any male authority”. Additionally, Margaret Smith (11) argues that 

Rabia declined marriage proposals and pursued an independent lifestyle as a path that female 

Sufi mystics follow, and her contributions to Sufism lies in her call to develop a personal 

relationship with God through devotion because she believed that “God can give me all you offer 
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and even double it. It does not please me to be distracted from Him for a single moment. So, 

farewell.” 

Peri and other Muslim women in the novel (with the pointed exception of Peri’s mother) 

seek to establish their own direct, independent, and spiritual relationship with God without 

referring to external connectors and channels that might practise patriarchal interpretations of 

Islamic teachings such as the channels presented in the novel. This message of solidarity is 

passed on through Peri as a mother, when her young daughter, Deniz, critically comments on her 

mother’s behaviour. Despite her fierce comments, Peri enjoys a healthy relationship with Deniz 

so she can have a mutual understanding different from her own childhood experience. Deniz 

shows respect towards her mother but values her independence and is selective about the traits 

she shares. She openly comments on Peri’s behaviour in the presence of her father, Adnan. 

Unlike Selma, who believed that Peri is captured by jinn and “prone to darkness” since 

childhood as the exorcist claims, Peri is primarily concerned with the love of God but not His 

wrath and fear as Selma and her preacher are.  

Peri accepts God through love because she thinks that fear is not fundamental to God in 

the same way that love is; this thought is closer to Sufism. The novel utilises Peri as a messenger 

to advise Muslim women to seek the right version of God. This also occurs by referencing the 

philosophy of the female Sufi saint, Rabia Al-Adawya, and her independent interpretation of the 

right God within her private world of spirituality (El Sakkakini 23). Therefore, Peri’s 

engagement with “the baby in the mist” remains unclear but offers a unique aspect of 

enlightenment and self-study as she becomes aware of what she still needs to learn about her 

faith and cultural practices. This highlights the current global dilemma of Muslims in the world, 

but more specifically Muslim women who face ongoing cultural challenges and controversies.  

Consequently, the novel presents the dilemma of the headscarf in both Middle East and 

Western countries. For Mona, the headscarf functions as a banner for the Muslim faith, so she 

shares responsibility for any related Islamic offences that occur, including terrorist acts that are 

most notably committed by males. Female Muslims like Peri who only wear the headscarf 

intermittently for common rituals struggle to find the right version of God to suit their beliefs. 

Implicitly, though, she believes that Sufism can be an appropriate method of connecting with 
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God. This can be an opportunity to offer more privacy and spiritual connection through its 

unique individualistic methods of spiritual interpretations. 

Peri is emotionally scarred by her brother’s excruciating experience of being brutally 

tortured, raped and imprisoned by the government security forces. Although her mother views 

Umut’s misery as a reprimand from God, Peri can imagine that God is not that ruthless power. In 

fact, it is the government security forces who consider her brother’s affiliation with communism 

to be associated with atheism, disregarding the Marxist principles of social justice. This 

accusation is mainly based upon Karl Marx’s view that religion is used by political regimes to 

authenticate their totalitarianism and pursue individuals who call for social justice (Rodinson 

118).  

Peri discovers that nationalism and Islamic capitalism act as another cruel and pharisaic 

version of God; 19 they emerge in the form of political networks and groups that exercise an 

absolute power in order to protect their existence and achieve immortality through economic 

means, similar to capitalism. Young Peri becomes more spiritual and feels elusively connected to 

a version of God via “the baby in the mist”. This experience is similar to adults who feel a 

connection with God while on a high mountain. Peri understands the spiritual metaphors better 

than her mother does. This is because she questions God about the injustice in the world and the 

different versions of God inside their house. With this in mind, she struggles to adopt both 

consistent and traditionally structured prayers as her mother does: 

The problem with praying, however, was that it had to be pure, monophonic. One 

consistent voice from beginning to end. But she talks to God, her mind fragmented into a 

plethora of speakers, some listening, some making witty remarks, others expressing 

objections. Even worse, unwanted images flooded her mind — of death, darkness, 

 

19 Salomon, H. P.  and I. S. D. Sassoon. Uriel Da Costa Examination of Pharisaic Traditions. vol. 44, E. J. 

Brill, 1993. Brill's Studies in Intellectual History, A. J. Vanderjagt. describes pharisaic as an ideology, contrary to 

that of law. It masquerades as prophecy, the better to fool the people by lending authority to its author’s false 

teaching. (514) 
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violence, genocide but especially sex. She closed her eyes, opened her eyes, struggling to 

erase the naked bodies writhing in her imagination. Mortified by her inability to control 

her brain and worried that these thoughts tainted her prayers, she would start over and 

over, rushing to finish before impure ideas took hold once again. (84) 

Peri believes the ideal prayer uses mind and reason to reflect on the power of God, as 

well as seeking righteousness without straying into adulterated temptations of the mind. 

However, she is told to perform ablution, which includes washing her hands, face, head, and feet 

before praying to ensure physical purity. She, however, finds that obtaining purity of the mind is 

a real challenge. As she fails to overlook human misconducts and the erotic thoughts that occupy 

her mind, she feels disappointed twice. 

This occurs when she fails to achieve such a high level of purification and also when her 

parents offer two contradictory responses regarding her experience with “the baby in the mist”. 

Mensur offers Peri a notebook which turns into a research plan aiming to seek the right version 

of God. This is a way of asking Peri about her experience. Alternately, her mother believes that 

Peri’s mind is invaded by Jinni and she must see an exorcist. Eventually she decides not to 

disclose her experience: 

… ‘Do you want to turn into your mother? If so, go ahead, fill your head with 

foolishness. I’d have expected better from of you.’  

…  

‘The civilized world, Pericim, was not built on unfolded beliefs. It was built on 

science, reason and technology. You and I belong in that world.’ 

…  

‘Your father? What does he know? Selma said. ‘Listen, this sounds like doing of 

Jinni. Some are well behaved, others pure evil. The Quran warns us against the danger. 

They’d do anything to possess a human being — especially a girl. Women are especially 

vulnerable to their attacks; we must be careful.’ 

…  
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‘Two things. First of all, always tell me the truth. Allah sees through every lie. 

And parents are the eyes of Allah on earth. Secondly, we must find an exorcist.’ (53-54) 

Peri’s mother leans further towards relying on the basic faith structure and guidance she 

receives from her preacher, Uzumbaz Efendi. Efendi’s dogma is primarily based upon fear of the 

God he represents, rather than love. Regarding this interior fear, Russell (67) concludes that fear 

of a mysterious power and the desire to be surveilled are the main components of religion, 

therefore a religious person always seeks protection. Based on the exorcist’s direction, Selma 

feels more vulnerable and seeks a safe atmosphere because of the unknown fear that is embodied 

in profanity. 

Peri’s mother, Selma, adopts a consistent structure of worship times and structured 

prayers as she believes her family is doomed for misery because her husband and elder son Umut 

do not pray to please God. The God-fearing Selma seeks reconciliation with God to eliminate the 

curse upon her guilty family. As a result, she pursues the exorcist to act as a mediator or at least 

displace the jinn inside her daughter’s body, the exorcist: 

… asked her if she had recently killed a spider or a caterpillar or a lizard or a 

cockroach or a grasshopper or ladybird or a wasp or an ant. This last one made Peri 

hesitate; who knew, maybe she had stepped on an ant — or worse yet, an anthill. The 

hodja confirmed that the jinn, exclusive as they were, could take the form of insects, and 

if one crushed them without uttering the name of Allah, one would be possessed there 

and then. (54) 

Peri’s mother, Selma grew up incorporating faith-routines into her life, but it is obvious 

that now she fails to approach Peri mindfully, with an ear bent toward the love of God rather 

than fear. As a result of both Selma’s fears and the exorcist’s anticipations, Selma agrees with his 

advice that “this child is prone to darkness.” (55) She recalls the death of Peri’s twin brother, 

where she failed to rescue him. These events make Peri feel guilty, which causes her to suffer 

from migraine and emotional pain. As a result, she decides not to relay her spiritual experiences 
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to her parents anymore. As a Muslim, Selma spent years eagerly waiting for the chance to 

perform Haj. She is under the belief that the person who performs Haj is afterwards forgiven and 

purified. She is expected to return home with a pure spirit and modest behaviour but Selma and 

Mensur deploy a new critical argument upon her arrival: 

Pointing at a box, Peri asked, ‘What’s that, Mum?’  

That turned out to be a mosque-shaped bronze wall-clock – 20 × 18 inches – with 

a swinging pendulum and minarets on both sides. Selma explained it could be 

programmed to show prayer times in a thousand cities worldwide. Then she hung it up on 

a nail in the living room, in the Qibla direction, across from the portrait of Atatürk. 

‘I’m not having a mosque under my roof,’ said Mensur. 

‘Oh, really? But I have to live with an infidel undermine,’ riposted Selma. 

‘Well, right now half of my sins are yours. If you hadn’t bought that thing, I’d 

have never blasphemed. Take it down!’ 

‘I won’t,’ Selma shouted. ‘I chose it, paid for it, carried it all the way from the 

holy land. I got sick there, almost died. I’m a haji, show me some respect!’ (75) 

The argument escalates when Selma insists on hanging the wall-clock beside the portrait 

of Ataturk in the living room. The resentment between them may well be a contributing factor in 

Mensur suffering from a heart attack the same evening. While at the hospital, Peri, who is eleven 

years old, decides to pray with her mother for the first time in order to ask God for mercy and 

forgiveness on behalf of her father. Although she repeats the prayers before the adulterated 

thoughts invade her mind, she is still disappointed twice. Firstly, because her mother’s return 

from the Holy Land of Mecca erupts into a new argument with Mensur over a clock that calls for 

prayer five times a day, and secondly because her father suffered a heart attack after the 

performance of Haj, which is meant to be the main method of self-purification. Peri can see the 

Haj journey is unsuccessful in purifying her mother, but she becomes more rigid and intolerant. 

As a child, Peri was astounded by Selma’s strong reaction against her father. She 

investigates the traditional notions of true justice, but the idea is challenged by a need for 
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objective proof, negating her novelty of faith. Peri’s confusion is similar to William 

Shakespeare’s protagonist in Hamlet and the ghost that appears in the middle of the night 

(Collins 166). Both characters suffer from the lack of objective proof, also struggling to restore 

an ethical equilibrium to their family. In each case, they are too confused to take action due to 

the complexity of the issue, especially considering the involvement of parents in the situation. As 

she promises God at the hospital, Peri prays and attends mosques without informing her father. 

She prays to God and asks Him for forgiveness not to punish her father. This offers her further 

experience regarding the nature of God, but also causes her to realise that mosques are mainly 

used by men: 

‘Girls should pray at home,’ he said, his eyes travelling over the contours of their 

breasts. 

‘This is Allah’s house it is for everyone,’ said Peri. 

He took a step towards her, thrusting out his chest. His body was a reminder, a 

warning, a frontier. ‘This mosque is not big enough. Even men have to spill out on to the 

pavement. There's no room here for schoolgirls.’ 

‘So mosques belong to men?’ Peri said.  

He laughed, as if surprised that she could have thought it was any other way. Peri 

was disappointed that the imam, who had overheard the conversation in passing, said 

nothing to defend them. (85) 

Despite the fact that sex is a natural part of life, sexuality for Muslims is regarded as 

impure. Peri discovers this when observing the way, a “middle-aged man” stares at female 

chests, and realises that men are unable to control their sexual instinct even inside mosques. 

Peri’s objection is based on gender-based discrimination regarding their access to mosque 

congregations, because women are able to have access to shopping centres and public venues but 

not mosques.  

Sexual harassment has been something of a dirty secret in Muslim societies. Eltahawy 

(158) argues that women experience sexual assault in the Holy Lands of Mecca and Medina 
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where women are effusively covered. Middle Eastern women prefer not to report any sexual 

harassment or assaults in order to protect themselves and their families from any disgrace or 

social dishonour. Therefore, in most cases, it is impermissible for women to attend the daily 

congregation at a mosque. As Katz (195) states, “scholars rarely actively encouraged women’s 

mosque attendance and often vigorously deprecated it; however, sources of many dates and 

genres demonstrate that women often had a significance presence in mosques in most regions of 

the premodern Arab Islamic world.” Generally speaking, women’s access to mosques remains 

one of the most controversial issues in Muslim countries due to the cultural values based on 

men’s sexist interpretations.  

Furthermore, Katz (196) views this issue as a historical debate among Muslim scholars 

and engenders its complexity regarding safe environments where women are protected from 

sexual harassment. Although religious texts state that men and women have equal rights and both 

are described as each other’s garment (to imply equality), women are still not permitted to attend 

mosques in most Muslim countries because they are considered inferior to men. Peri observes 

that even the Imam seems to condone this thought. Although Peri’s parents do not disclose any 

sex-related issues, during the second phase of the argument between Shirin and Mona this issue 

will be addressed plainly at Oxford. 

Upon her preparations to apply for the University of Oxford in Istanbul, Peri realises that 

both genders of non-Muslim foreigners are permitted to visit a historical mosque before or after 

prayer times. The only difference, however, is that women have to wear a headscarf available at 

the entrance for free when entering the mosque. Peri seizes this opportunity to explore her 

father’s viewpoint regarding God: 

‘Baba, how come you were never religious?’ Peri asked, staring at the mosque. 

‘Heard too many bogus sermons, seen too many fake gurus.’ 

What about God? I mean do you still believe He exists? 

‘Sure I do’, Mensur said a tad half-heartedly. ‘That doesn’t mean I understand 

what He is up to.’ 
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A tourist couple — European by the look of them — were taking pictures in the 

courtyard of the mosque. The woman had covered her head with one of the long scarves 

provided by the entrance. Someone — perhaps a passer-by — must have warned her that 

her dress was too short; she had tied another scarf around her legs above the knee. The 

man, by contrast, had sandals and Bermuda shorts apparently no one had seen as a 

problem. (86–87) 

Mensur fails to clarify his religious beliefs apart from stating his belief in the existence of 

God. Instead, he adds more confusion to Peri’s dilemma by vocalising muddled thoughts of his 

experience, including those of “bogus sermons” and “fake gurus”. Since she saw “the baby in the 

mist”, Peri has been looking for a definitive answer for the inexplicable things around her. She 

has high hopes, however, that she will be able to explore most, if not all, of the answers at 

Oxford. This is because uncensored academic debates are held by the Oxford Union for speakers 

with contradictory views and outlooks. Peri also realises that female mosque visitors have full 

access to enter the mosque with a different mode of headscarf for tourist purposes. 

The Cultural Value of Virginity 

Like many cultures, Muslim culture views women’s sexual behaviour as encompassing 

the discourse of shame and family honour; therefore, engaging in premarital sex and breaking the 

symbol of virginity – the hymen – brings the woman and her family into serious disgrace. 

Although virginity is a socially constructed concept that is highly valued in Muslim culture, it is 

signified by an intact hymen, and this becomes the sign of sexual purity. Ayesha’s story in Saba 

Imtiaz’s Karachi You’re Killing Me (2014) presents a similar perspective to that articulated by 

Peri in Shafak’s novel, emphasising that there is more to “sexuality and self-determination over 

body” than simply a hymen , (Abdullah and Awan 96).  

Peri subjectively shows resistance to the imposition of socially constructed values of 

virginity but she observes how women — her mother and her brother’s mother-in-law — are 

more concerned about the pre-marital virginity prerequisite than the men, and seek to meet this 
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requirement by undergoing a virginity test for Feride. Peri realises that her family’s and Muslim 

society’s view on virginity and its worth reduces it to the presence of a hymen; this perception 

was echoed by other participants as they discussed virginity restoration at the dinner party. The 

open inspection of the bedroom during midnight and the physical examination at the hospital to 

check the state of Feride’s hymen becomes a telling feature for the cultural preoccupation with 

female virginity.  

This gendered double standard cultural practice reflects women’s lower societal status 

because male virginity has never been prized nor expected to be proven. The novel portrays 

virginity as one of many ways that the patriarchy exerts its values. It is a way for women's 

sexuality to be controlled by men in her culture; that her sexuality does not belong to her, but 

rather to her future husband. Peri’s decision to give up her virginity is based on positioning 

herself differently from other Muslim women. She strongly opposes the idea that maintaining 

virginity signifies family honour and purity. She becomes intimate with one of the attendants at 

the Christmas party in Professor Azur’s house after being ignored by him; it is the only episode 

that engages Peri’s sexual intimacy and she never regretted it. 

Peri is distinctly aware of her mother’s strict warnings to be safe before commencing her 

studies at Oxford. Selma believes that virginity does not seem to be as important for boys as it is 

for Peri. This is evident when the family of a suitor asks for her hand in marriage. First, they 

inquire about her past-history and express concern regarding her chastity rather than her beliefs 

or social life. Unlike her father, Selma is not concerned about Peri’s education because it does 

not validate her character as a woman in the same way as maintaining her virginity does. She 

advises Peri:  

‘Education is important, but there’s something far more important for a girl, you 

understand? If you lose that, no diploma will redeem you. Boys have nothing to lose. 

Girls need to be extra careful.’ 

‘Right …’ Peri said, as she averted her gaze. 

Virginity, that shibboleth that could only be alluded to and not spelled out. It 

loomed large in many a conversation between mothers and daughters, aunts and nieces. A 
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subject to be tiptoed around, like a moody sleeper in the middle of the room no one dared 

to disturb. (100) 

Peri can feel how confidential the topic of virginity is. Moreover, Roald (213) and Abdul-

Rauf (14) illustrate that Muslim culture considers marriage as the only legitimate way to indulge 

in intimacy. A certain stigma is attached to the idea of sexuality, but Muslims hold marriage in 

the highest regard. Both sexes are significantly advised to protect their eyes from looking at 

forbidden scenes and keep their sexual organs under control. However, it is observed that men 

are mostly exempted from this standard, which inevitably leads to cases of domestic violence 

against women.  

As a result, the emphasis on preserving one’s virginity before marriage is mainly 

applicable to women. Peri experiences such a “wedding-night crisis” among her family when her 

brother, Hakan, claims that his bride, Feride, is not a virgin because he could not see blood 

during their first sexual intercourse. Both families agree “to get entangled in a virginity test” to 

examine the purity of the bride: 

‘Since you are keen to know, she’s a virgin,’ the doctor announced. ‘Some girls 

are born without a hymen, and some hymens can be torn during sex or a simple physical 

activity but never bleed.’  

She seemed to be doing it deliberately, using medical facts to humiliate them – an 

act of revenge for the embarrassment they had caused the bride. 

‘You’ve destroyed this young woman’s sanity. I advise you to take her to a 

therapist, if you care for her, that is. I want you all to leave now. We have patients with 

real problems. You people waste our time. (164-65) 

Both families are ashamed because the expected groom, Hakan, follows the culturally 

designed procedure of generating proof that the bride’s sexual encounter is her first experience. 

The bride’s hymen needs to be torn on her wedding night by Hakan, otherwise her family will be 

mortified. It is worth mentioning that Feride wears the headscarf and has no objection to 
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behaving obediently within collective frameworks of the Turkish Muslim culture. Despite this, 

she never expected this suspicious routine.  

The emphasis on preserving Feride’s virginity before marriage is also applicable to every 

young woman in Muslim culture, including Peri. Feride has to undergo a stressful experience to 

confirm she is a virgin, just in case her groom fails to show the bloodied bedsheet on their 

wedding night. Her own mother requests the test at a hospital and the doctor’s note becomes a 

warranty for both families. Peri finds herself mindful of the concept regarding the consideration 

of women as objects, including the belief that once the hymen is torn, she is no longer regarded a 

pure woman. Peri rejects this notion and humiliates all the connotations which objectify women 

and present them as objects which are shiny and new. Upon interpreting this scene, Peri realises 

that the cultural formula set in place by her family is purely social rather than religious. Peri 

notes that in spite of her sister-in-law’s submissive behaviour, with her newly fashioned 

headscarf and adherence to traditional masculine-powered gender roles, Feride is treated 

immorally by both families. Neither her obedience nor the headscarf protects her from disgrace 

and humiliation: 

… She wore a headscarf, tying it in a style that Peri learned was called the Dubai 

way. The Istanbul way suited round faces, the Dubai way oval faces and the Gulf way 

square faces. Peri was astonished to discover a whole line of Islamic fashion that was 

either newly emerging or had hitherto escaped her attention. With ‘haute couture hijab’, 

‘burqini swimwear’ and ‘halal trousers’, this was a fashion trend – and a huge industry. 

Unlike many secularists she knew, including her father, Peri was not in a state of 

constant opposition to covered women – hence her easy friendship with Mona. She 

preferred to consider not what was on top of people’s heads but what was inside of them. 

(155-56) 

Although the headscarf and other Muslim dress codes are considered as some of the 

widely recognised religious symbols and forms of protection, Peri discovers that such symbols 

are involved in different fashion trends and become a huge industry in the modern world. Lewis 
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and Moors (263) state that “articulating new forms of modest dress, blogs and social media have 

the potential to make visible and lend credibility to forms of religiously motivated fashion.” 

Istanbul, Dubai, Arab Gulf, Tehran and many other states introduce their own style for political 

and commercial reasons. Peri realises that her country is one of the leading markets for Muslim 

dress code fashions, alongside other Muslim majority countries. Her secular-oriented ideology 

advocates the separation of religion and politics, but she does not necessarily denote anti-

religious or anti-Islamic positions.  

Furthermore, Peri refers to civil law and human rights conventions as frames of reference 

for her struggle; however, she tries to juxtapose secularism with Islamic teachings in her beliefs 

and everyday practices. Affected by her father’s secular ideology and what she has learnt from 

her American housemate Mona, Peri believes that wearing the headscarf can be a personal 

choice even for Westerners. She prefers, however, to concentrate on her way of thinking rather 

than the way she dresses. She believes that members of society can have different attitudes as a 

result of varied family backgrounds and levels of education, but her predicament is as sensitive 

as her sister-in-law’s, with only slight differences as the narrator informs us: “Unknown to her 

parents, she had gone all the way with her leftist boyfriend. She could now see the fragility of her 

position as the ‘beloved daughter’. She felt like a hypocrite. Here she was, waiting for the result 

of another young woman’s virginity test when she was not a virgin herself (164). 

During her time at Oxford, Peri returns from the Christmas party with her boyfriend, 

Darren, and accepts his invitation to have sex for the first time. However, Peri is conditioned to 

think, behave, and act in a way that suits her Turkish Muslim culture by waiting until marriage to 

engage in intercourse. Despite the best efforts of her mother, she loses her virginity and makes 

love with Darren before eventually settling down with her husband and realising the far-reaching 

differences between Western values and her own. She also feels independent enough at Oxford 

to have a one-night stand, but not anymore. This makes it easier for her to live without feeling 

degradation, as is expected in her culture: 
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… They kissed under a streetlight. They kissed again in the dark. Feeling tipsy, 

less from the wine than the intensity of the evening, Peri closed her eyes, excited more by 

his excitement than her own. 

‘May I come upstairs?’ he asked. 

She saw the boy he had once been – clutching his mother’s hand as they crossed 

the street, learning how to treat women with respect. If she said no, she knew he wouldn’t 

insist. He would go his way, perhaps disappointed but without being rude. The next day if 

they ran into each other he would be kind to her and she to him.  

‘Yes,’ she said, acting on an impulse she didn’t want to question. (289) 

When Darren approaches her to have sex, Peri allows it without hesitation because she 

feels no risk of harm or hate on a cultural scale and does not expect the outcome to harbour any 

offensive behaviour or acts of aggression. This decision is made spontaneously, as Ting-Toomey 

and Dorjee (74) affirm that the culture shock process comprises different stages of appraisal, 

mainly when the person experiences a deplorable interaction with the host culture. Regarding 

women’s positions and differing values of society, migrants find a sense of comparison when 

experiencing a new culture, causing them to re-evaluate both the new host and their own home 

culture and traditions (Rando 232). Peri recalls particular sex-related situations in Turkey and the 

patriarchal interpretations expressed by young men from her culture, the narrator describes him 

as “a type of boyfriend in the Middle East who became irritated if you rejected his sexual 

advances; yet, at the same time, the moment you began to respond passionately to his desires, 

you lost your value in his eyes. Doomed if you said ‘no’, doomed if you said ‘yes’. Either way, it 

was a no-win situation” (111). 

Turkish Muslim culture and the act of waiting to have sex until marriage is highly valued 

as it is considered the key part of a successful future relationship for different reasons. Peri 

believes that the majority of young men in Middle Eastern cultures are less likely to propose 

marriage to any woman who may have sex outside a long-term commitment. As a 

result, romantic relationships are negotiated on the basis of what the stereotypical men need – 

casual sex – and in most cases without any permanent commitment such as marriage. Therefore, 

women are largely subjected to a “no-win situation”. Peri knows she’s in a fragile situation as a 
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non-virgin woman before marriage. This rejection is clearly observable in her relationship with 

her future husband, Adnan, through the way they treat each other despite the age difference. She 

used to show him sincere gratitude through public affection because as defined by Shirin, Adnan 

is the “fixer” in comparison to Azur, the “breaker”. 

In Middle East, some circumstances of premarital sex can have severe penalties and 

deadly consequences including honour killings. Gartner and McCarthy (653) affirm that 

“[a]ccording to the unwritten honour code, the shame can only be purged, and the family’s 

reputation restored, if she is killed by her kin”. In such cases the impact of religion on sexual 

behaviour is more likely to act as a practical cultural response rather than a religious 

commitment or ritual. Peri’s mother also believes that any sexual act which occurs before 

marriage goes against God. Therefore, the sin becomes a threefold crime, one committed 

simultaneously against God, family reputation, and Peri’s future life. Having sex before marriage 

not only brings a divine curse to the family but labels a woman as impure. Words from her 

parents settle deep into her consciousness. The constant pulling and tugging from others also 

takes a toll on Peri’s sense of self and makes her feel highly uncomfortable regarding the act of 

losing her virginity before marriage. She understands she has committed a sin and cannot stay 

alone, despite the fact that she genuinely feels lonely. 

Her husband, Adnan, and their daughter Deniz drive her to reveal the stories behind “the 

Polaroid” she has kept in her wallet for fourteen years. Deniz grasps the mysterious Polaroid 

which has been retrieved after the robbery. As the narrator reveals, the Polaroid endorses her 

engagement in both an alleged scandal and a true love, namely between her and the professor. 

Her cryptic and questionable engagement with the scandalised university professor is half-

disclosed by one of the guests, named “the PR woman”. Peri still views Adnan as a form of 

support rather than a spouse, as she believes he is the best model of a Muslim husband and her 

best “confidant” and “friend”. It is obvious that Adnan and Peri are moderate and modern 

believers of Islam who follow the middle path between her parents and her two university 

colleagues and housemates.  

Unlike her brother Hakan, Adnan did not reject his bride when he realised, she was not a 

virgin on their first night because “Adnan enjoyed solving problems; and if he couldn’t solve 
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them, he knew how to manage them”. The narrator continues, saying “he liked to repair broken 

things — and broken people” (185–6). Peri’s marriage is based on reason and love because 

despite having seventeen years of age difference, they can still manage strong communication. 

He is a successful property investment manager and believes that he owes his success to Allah: 

Sometimes when she thanked him for the small things in life, she sensed, in truth, 

she was thanking him for those larger things that were better left unexpressed. Yes, she 

was grateful to him, grateful to the Fate that had brought him to her. But,  

then again, she knew gratitude was not love. 

Listen to me, Mouse, there are two kinds of men: the breakers and the fixers. We 

fall in love with the first, but we marry the second.” She hated to think that life, her life, 

had vindicated with Shirin’s theory.’ (186) 

In the long run, Peri finds herself influenced by Shirin’s self-sufficient attitude and 

Mona’s perseverance and confidence. However, she owes her life to her husband because 

without virginity, Peri could bring shame on her family, so much so that she might be killed by 

Hakan or asked to commit suicide by her mother. This is because she would not have been able 

to pass the virginity test as her sister-in-law could. Further regarding the cultural values of 

female virginity, Eltahawy (114-15)names it as a version of “god” due its powerful impact on the 

existence of women in Middle Eastern culture: 

It doesn’t matter if you’re a person of faith or an atheist, Muslim or Christian —

everybody worships the god of virginity. Everything possible is done to keep the hymen 

— that most fragile foundation upon which the god of virginity sits — intact. At the altar 

of the god of virginity, we sacrifice not only our girls’ bodily integrity and right to 

pleasure but also their right to justice in the face of sexual violation. Sometimes we even 

sacrifice their lives: in the name of “honour,” some families murder their daughters to 

keep the god of virginity appeased. 
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This kind of god is referred to implicitly in the novel. Although cultural attitudes about 

sex and marriage in Turkey and the Middle East have changed considerably after the 

consequences of globalisation and as a result of Turkey’s geographical location in Europe, the 

physical signs of female virginity remain a consistent cultural value. As a result, Peri feels 

indebted to her husband because he has never raised her virginity loss as an issue and remained 

confined.  

People like Adnan who are defined by Shirin as “the fixers” are very rare because it is a 

cultural challenge to approve pre-marital sex with a future wife, but it is courageous progress. 

One could argue that Adnan is seventeen years older than Peri and would have been less likely to 

accept Peri as a wife because of the age difference. Peri openly prefers to express her gratitude 

rather than show love to him, and the Polaroid can be viewed as the best way of keeping 

Professor Azur’s memory at heart with photographic evidence. Alongside the acceptance of 

herself, Peri shows not only gratitude towards her husband, but also towards her daughter Deniz, 

who is an independent daughter with a strong personality, and who never asked to wear a 

headscarf. She also feels indebted to her father, who encouraged her independence and, finally, 

feels gratitude towards her professor, through whom she learned about God. 

The Headscarf and Terrorism 

After Peri is granted an offer to study Philosophy at the University of Oxford for the 

academic year 2000 - 2001, her father becomes aware of personal, financial and academic 

possibilities, and wishes to have a daughter who is Westernised and educated, although her 

mother does not approve of this. Upon their arrival in Oxford in 2000, a young British woman of 

Iranian background named Shirin introduces herself as a mentor. Although Shirin has faced 

similar cultural and academic challenges in her past, she soon becomes a popular student with a 

senior leading role at the university. She offers confidential and constructive support to Peri so 

she can develop herself in the most appropriate way possible. She also helps Peri overcome 

cultural barriers and work through her ideas to clarify the academic path. 
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Mensur and Selma react differently to Shirin’s orientation session though: “Peri and 

Mensur nodded enthusiastically. Selma looked disapprovingly at the girl’s short skirt, high heels, 

heavy makeup.” (101) Surprisingly, Selma is unable to view Shirin either as a Muslim student or 

an Iranian Muslim woman, because she does not cover her hair and wears a short skirt which 

accentuates her body. Although Shirin does not have a deep sense of faith or ties to her religion, 

Selma finds it hard to comprehend this duality, and her appearance predictably results in 

condemnation by Selma. Therefore, Selma views Shirin as a Westernised harlot who has lost her 

Iranian Muslim cultural identity.  

Peri observes that Shirin and Selma exchange looks of dislike. Shirin views Selma’s 

headscarf and dress code – probably that of any woman with the headscarf – as primitive, despite 

the fact that she is undergoing a study of philosophy at Oxford. She initially considers Selma to 

be a slut-shaming woman, which shocks Peri. When “Shirin glanced at Selma, taking in her 

headscarf and long, shapeless coat. Peri, ever sensitive to other people’s negativity, realised that 

her mother’s dislike of Shirin was mutual. The British-Iranian young woman seemed to harbour 

a disdain for women who covered their heads — a disdain she felt no need to hide” (103). Selma 

is portrayed as an uncivilised and backward woman by Shirin because Selma behaves and thinks 

completely differently from Shirin. Despite the fact that these two characters represent two 

different and sometimes self-contradictory ideologies, a clear definition of the “true” Muslim 

woman becomes more provocative and challenging. As Rizvi (50) has stated:  

The obvious issue here is, there is never any consensus on who the “real” 

Muslims are. To a moderate Muslim in the West, the Islamic State aren’t true Muslims. 

To the Islamic State, Shias aren’t true Muslims. To both the Shia and the Sunnis, 

Ahmadis — a sect that believes a prophet or messiah actually came after Muhammad — 

aren’t true Muslims. And to the Ahmadis, the Islamic State aren’t Muslims.  

The novel highlights the political and armed interventions in the Muslim-on-Muslim 

disputes. Accordingly, the novel’s message settles upon Rizvi’s viewpoint regarding the debate 

over Muslimness and the definition of “true” Muslim. The novel establishes this progressive 
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deliberation and ongoing debate through Peri’s vision that epitomises the interminable argument 

among Muslim scholars and non-Muslim academics for the new millennium. Moreover, the 

novel refers to religious intolerance as a precise reason for the current conflicts. Shirin’s 

assumptions and the implicit conflict with Selma deepen Peri’s dilemma and motivate her to seek 

the truth and study harder. 

While in Istanbul on the eleventh of September 2001, Peri prepares to purchase the 

materials required for her second year of classes at Oxford University. All of a sudden, though, 

she notices people gazing at a TV screen inside a café, which depicts the worst international 

terrorist attack ever. A group of nineteen hijackers belonging to the al-Qaida terrorist network 

led by Osama bin Laden used knives and box cutters to kill or wound passengers and pilots 

before commandeering the aircraft to destroy the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in 

New York City (Radia 101). Peri closely examines the different reactions around her among the 

public Muslims: 

A broad-shouldered man had placed his hands on his forehead, his brows drawn 

together. A girl with a pony-tail looked startled, her body rigid. Their expressions irked 

Peri. She inched her way through the group, curiously. 

That was when she saw what was on TV: a plane slamming into a skyscraper 

against a blue so bright it almost hurt her eyes. The scene was being played over and 

over, as if in slow motion, though each time it seemed less real. (216) 

Generally, the public response varies from being stunned and traumatised, to triumph, 

revenge, sympathy and grief. It is hard for people in Istanbul to envision the tragic experiences of 

those in New York, especially those who are Muslim and American. The “broad shouldered 

man” is shocked as he finds it hard to understand how followers of a religion named the “religion 

of peace” commit these kinds of massacre. The “girl with a pony-tail” who does not wear a 

headscarf seems frustrated by the repeated images. The novel forecasts a new phase of religion-

based conflict against Muslims but only Peri and “pony-tailed girl” can predict the emerging 

challenges facing Muslim faith in the world as an extremely chaotic argument at home, 
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university and the community. She examines the different ill-informed and thoughtless reactions 

by the public: 

… Billows of smoke arose from the building. Sheets of paper drifted aimlessly in 

the wind. As though catapulted from a sling, an object hurtled downward … Peri gasped, 

only now realizing these were no mere objects, but humans plunging to their deaths. 

‘Americans …’ the man beside her muttered. ‘That’s what you get when you 

meddle in other people’s affairs.’ 

‘Well, they thought they ruled the world, didn’t they?’ said a woman, and shook 

her head, sending her hoop earrings swaying. ‘Now they know they are mortal – like the 

rest of us. (216) 

Peri notes that some people consider the attack to be a defensible reaction to American 

interference in “other people’s affairs”. A woman who was not wearing a headscarf gave the 

opinion that American foreign policy was grossly hypocritical and that the attacks served to 

remind people of the many other violent political deaths in the world. Regarding post-September 

11 interactions between Muslims and America, Maira (121) concludes that this kind of response 

does not emerge from a vacuum because there is a genuine concern about American intervention 

in the Middle East. Peri notices a young woman in the audience who shares similar feelings but 

does not express herself: 

Peri’s eyes met the pony-tailed girl’s. For a second it seemed only the two of them 

were feeling the sorrow, the shock, the terror. But the girl quickly averted her gaze, 

offering little camaraderie. Disturbed by the talk around her, Peri strode away, her head 

bursting with questions. Wherever she turned, she found people looking for conspiracy 

theories to feed on, like foraging bees buzzing about for nectar. (216) 

The unexpressed feelings of both Peri and the “pony-tailed girl” come together as they 

both exchange glances which Peri at first takes to be ones of shared shock. Peri never finds outs 

whether this first impression is the correct one, or whether the girl’s sudden turning away meant 
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she held another view. The important point seems to be that they are unable to express their 

thoughts, even though the attack has resulted in significant loss of life and destruction, as well as 

the further threat of innocent lives. The attacks reverberate around the world, sharpening the 

already tense internal creed-based conflicts between the Sunni–Shia Muslims. Moderate secular 

Muslims expose the contradiction between public hatred against American policy and the 

popular sympathy for American citizens. Nasr (11) plainly highlights this difference and states: 

“When September 11th happened, there were only two places where Muslims came out in large 

numbers in the streets in sympathy — one was in Tehran and the other was in Karachi, which is 

largely a city that was dominated by the Taliban and Al Qaeda at the same time.” 

Although Peri and the “pony-tailed girl” represent the anti-terrorist Muslim perspective 

and can predict the devastating consequences of the criminal act, they find it difficult to publicise 

their thoughts. Due to the public rejection in Istanbul where the majority of Muslim Sunni creed 

resides, it seems to Peri and the girl that the condemnation of the attack must be supressed. This 

scene highlights a slight progress of the self-criticism of Muslims that has long been expected 

(Gauthier 132). Initially, the designation of Muslim self-criticism can be attributed to the Syrian 

secular scholar Sadiq Al-Azm (1934–2017), in his book Critique of Religious Thought, (Naqd 

Al-Fikr Al-Dini),20 which was originally published in Arabic in 1969 (Al-Azm Critique of 

Religious Thought 10).  

Al-Azm develops this approach of self-criticism and addresses the untouchable concepts 

of Muslim culture which had been underwritten by the preachers and gurus as an attempt to 

stimulate the Muslim mind from its dogmatic stagnation (Al-Azm Is Islam Secularizable? 

Challenging Political and Religious Taboos 147). He also recommends a third approach to 

 

20 Recently translated by George Stergios and Mansour Ajami with an introduction for this edition by the 

author in 2013 is the revolutionary book of Critique of Religious Thought. The book led the writer to imprisonment 

and trial for mocking religion and inciting sectarian conflict. The book invites the reader to depart the Dark Ages 

and step into a modern world character expression d by science and rationality. Eventually it became one of the most 

controversial and influential books about the role of religion in Arab Muslim politics, after Self-Criticism, after the 

Defeat of the Arabs in (1968), and in the following year a Critique of Religious Thought (1969). 
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Muslim faith between intolerance and state Islam as seeking the third path. Accordingly, Shafak 

refers to the same thought as “The Third Path” (173), a newfound self-awareness which is a 

factual reflection of the implausible teachings and outmoded interpretations of religion, albeit 

perversely, from many preachers represented through “Uzumbaz Efendi”. At this point, Peri’s 

confusion increases and soon she calls her university mentor, Shirin, for further consultation. 

Shirin replies: 

‘Hey, Peri. Fucked-up world, eh! May we live in interesting times.’ 

‘It’s just horrible,’ said Peri. ‘I don’t know what to make of this.’ 

‘Innocents slaughtered,’ cut in Shirin almost shouting. ‘Why, because some 

depraved bastards believe they’ll go to paradise if they kill in the name of God. It’ll get 

worse, you’ll see. Now all Muslims will be vilified. More innocents will have to suffer 

from all sides.’ 

… 

‘Well, I’m sure that’s what everyone will be arguing about. For months, years 

even. Journalists, experts, academics. But really there’s nothing to discuss. Religion fuels 

intolerance and that leads to hatred and that leads to violence. End of story.’ (217) 

Shirin anticipates and reveals the demonisation of Muslims by Westerners of Muslim 

origin. She represents a racial mindset that chronically paints Muslims with external markers as 

bandits of the Western culture. This ongoing and well-synchronised demonisation of Muslims 

designates a deeply racist and “[s]elf-hating” ideology with strong undertones of social-

Darwinism21. Shirin assumes that her manner of domination should reign throughout the world 

simply because Westernised Muslims are the best at everything. 

 

21 Hawkins states that Social Darwinism is not, in itself, a social or political theory. Rather, it consists of a 

series of connected assumptions and propositions about nature, time and how humanity is situated within both. What 

it does not possess is any concrete specifications of human social and mental development nor any particular vision 

of the optimal conditions for human social and spiritual existence. Hawkins, Mike. Social Darwinism in European 

and American Thought, 1860-1945: Nature as Model and Nature as Threat. Cambridge University Press, 1997.10 
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As an American citizen, Mona, “wearing a magenta headscarf she had draped around her 

head and shoulders” (232), expresses sorrow for her American people following the tragedy by 

organising a silent demonstration with university students and her comrades at the Muslim 

Student Council. That evening participants carry candles, posters and photos of the casualties, 

and lay flowers on the road. The subsequent aim of the demonstration, however, is to show that 

the Americans are not the only people targeted by terrorists. While Peri joins the demonstration, 

intending to carry a candle, she scans a row of photos held by the participants and her eyes 

capture a face that resembles that of her brother Umut when the Turkish security forces captured 

him.  

In addition to the September 11 attacks, Peri closely observes three other different 

terrorist attacks in the novel. First, when she was living with her housemates at Oxford in 2002, a 

Jewish house of worship was attacked by terrorists in Tunisia. One evening, the three women 

were watching the news, where a “synagogue in Tunisia had been attacked by terrorists” (320), 

without labelling the identity of the assailants. Shirin expects them to be extremist Muslims, but 

Mona prays they are not, and they start an angry argument. The second attack was heard while 

Peri attends the dinner party in 2016, an explosion in Istanbul elusively attributed to 

Communists, Islamists, and/or Kurdish separatists, with no known catalyst. Finally, the dinner 

party was unexpectedly raided by a nameless armed group despite security cameras and 

bodyguards present around the mansion. These terrorist attacks offer detailed elaboration about 

the identity of terrorists who might be from different social groups and ethnic backgrounds. The 

novel remains defensive of the Islamic faith, discarding the disgrace attached to terrorism and 

introduces the three attacks as hate-crimes rooted in pathologies shared by other groups. 

The Three Female Perspectives 

Peri’s new academic life is a significant transition from her parents’ domestic warzone 

and interminable conflict into a more complicated battleground between Muslims and ex-

Muslims, supervised by a research scholar for academic purposes. Peri’s disappointment doubles 

as she loses her father at the home battlefield in Istanbul and also nearly loses her own life 

through a suicide attempt at Oxford. Disregarding its academic outcomes, the focus group ends 
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with a social scandal. The scandal tears the cluster apart and converts the capable professor into a 

“walking disgrace”. Shirin is the exception, as she becomes an outstanding academic at Oxford.  

Mona, the third young Muslim woman who joins Peri and Shirin, is a young American-

born woman of Arab Egyptian background who prays and reads Quran regularly. She is in her 

second year of Philosophy, while also being an active member of the “Oxford Feminist Squad” 

and also is engaged in benevolent social activities. As a teenage rebellious Muslim woman in 

high school, she decided to wear a headscarf full time because she believed there was a stigma 

against her religion. In addition, she was under the impression that her headscarf could offer an 

ambassadorship mission to negotiate with the public and clarify the different misinterpretations 

about Islam. As a spiritual venturer, Peri curiously enquires into Mona’s Westernised ideology 

about her religion. For the second, Peri openly tries to fathom Mona’s headscarf and Muslim 

dress code at Shirin’s twentieth birthday: 

‘May I ask you something?’ said Peri. ‘When we first met you said you and your 

sister had made different choices in life. So does that mean … you prefer to cover your 

head?’ 

‘Of course. My parents always gave me the option. My hijab is a personal 

decision, a testimony to my faith. It gives me peace and confidence.’ Mona’s face 

darkened. ‘Even though I have been bullied for it, endlessly.’  

‘You have?’ 

‘Sure, but it didn’t stop me. If I, with my headscarf, don’t challenge stereotypes, 

who’s going to do it for me? I want to shake things up. People look at me as if I’m a 

passive, obedient victim of male power. Well, I’m not. I have a mind of my own. My 

hijab has never got in the way of my independence.’ 

Peri listened intrigued, finding in this girl a younger version of her own mother. 

The same outspoken defiance, the same resoluteness. (136) 

Mona represents a Western stereotype of Muslim women who prevail among the cultural 

confrontations of American society but are unaware of Muslim-on-Muslim conflicts and 
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religion-based dilemmas that Peri and her friends have. Mona’s family has a complete 

understanding of American values and therefore she views Muslims as a minority within 

American society. Mona is not aware of the enormous differences of many Muslim schools of 

thought, nor their arguments and controversies. She wears the headscarf from an immature 

cultural point of view because her headscarf shows her cultural identity in the West. Although, 

Mona reacts as an American citizen and condemns the attack, she is uninformed of the 

difficulties she faces in being unconsciously linked to terrorist stereotypes. This shows that 

practising faith in the West and their idealistic perspective is completely different from the real 

world of the Muslims in the Middle East.  

The difference between Mona and Peri is seen to derive from the difference in their 

cultural backgrounds. Furseth (371) mentions that some American Muslim women choose to 

wear the headscarf to embody a sense of faith, of obedience to God and cultural identity which 

“implies blindly conforming to theological edicts that stem from an external source”. On the 

contrary, Peri’s rebellious decision not to wear the headscarf in Turkey is based upon the views 

of her father. He discourages her from following the example of her mother, who is restrained by 

her preacher’s dogmatic views. Peri views Mona as an updated version of her mother, Selma, 

who struggles to maintain a reasonable understanding of the world. Peri is familiar with 

individuals’ narrowmindedness in showing an absolute faith in their beliefs. Mona considers 

religion as something one should have a right to practise in America, regardless of faith, because 

it is a form of individual liberty, a fundamental element of the secular political system of her 

country. 

Mona’s father unsuccessfully attempts to relocate his family to Egypt. Soon, though, they 

realise that they are more suited to the American lifestyle and they swiftly return to the United 

States. Despite the fact that it is not permissible for a Muslim to attend a birthday party that 

involves alcohol, dancing and sexual activity, Mona accepts Shirin’s invitation. She stays for a 

short period so that she can offer a modern version of her Muslim culture. However, both Peri 

and Mona are unable to clearly identify the main reason for Shirin’s invitation as none of them is 

interested in such an unconventional party. The only distinguishing feature they share is that they 

are all of Muslim background that adheres to inconsistent views: 
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… “Perhaps Shirin was right to insist; Peri needed a seminar on God – not so 

much to discover new truths about a supreme being as to make sense of the simmering 

uncertainties within herself. 

Then she did something she would never tell anyone: She prayed for all the 

people killed in the Twin Towers. She prayed for their families and loved ones. And 

before she concluded her prayer, she added a small request to God to be admitted into 

Azur’s seminar, so that she could learn more about Him and hopefully make some sense 

of the chaos both inside and outside her mind.” (218) 

Directed by Shirin, young Peri unwittingly enrols into a Divine unit “Entering the Mind 

of God/God of the Mind” organised by Professor Azur, despite the cautionary recommendations 

of ‘her tutor for academic advice’, Dr Raymond. She finds herself passionately attracted to her 

professor, who has an affair with Shirin. During the study period, Mona joins the group and 

eventually lives with Shirin and Peri to naively structure a social research focus group. This 

group is to be closely examined and observed by Professor Azur. Shirin plays a mischievous role 

in the name of mentorship and involves Peri and Mona in a research project to study the crisis of 

identity among Muslim women. Shirin watches and reports their behaviour, reactions and 

opinions to the Professor of Divinity Studies, Azur. He is a charismatic and unconventional 

academic. He is interested in discovering the meaning of God within cultural and religious 

contexts, and the three young Muslim women offer an ideal case study: 

… Peri took her wine glass and raised it in the air, ‘To our friendship!’  

‘To our collective existential crisis!’ said Shirin.  

‘Speak for yourself,’ said Mona, sipping her apple juice. 

‘Well, you’re in denial,’ said Shirin. ‘Right now we Muslims are going through an 

identity crisis. Especially the women. And women like us even more so!’ (308) 

Shirin proposes the research question in Azur’s “social laboratory”, the house in Jericho, 

where the three young Muslim women are accommodated. The question examines the identity of 

Muslim women and is classified as a “collective existential crisis”. The argument presents the 
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paradox of Shirin’s identity rather than that of Mona and Peri. Whether or not Mona and Peri 

respond positively to Shirin’s questions, she still suffers from a lack of recognition of the 

decision she made about her identity as an ex-Muslim. As real as the potential for Shirin’s verbal 

violence can be, it is not what keeps her from denying her Muslimness. In this regard, Cobley 

(88) argues though, the most challenging risk experienced by the ex-Muslims in the West is “the 

loneliness and isolation of ostracism from loved ones”.  

Therefore, it is obvious that Shirin experiences stigma and fear that stems from social 

rejection which causes her to conceal her alienation by dragging Mona and Peri into the 

argument. As Cottee (157)  argues, Shirin experiences “an internal existential struggle, a battle 

fought with the self over identity, belief, and personal orientation.” On the other hand, Mona 

shows emotional discomfort regarding Shirin’s subjective attitudes towards her own religion and 

labels her as “a self-hating Muslim”. Although Mona has her distinctive way of practising Islam, 

she does not feel as though it is very different from that of Shirin and Peri. Mona shares much in 

common with them, even those who do not belong to her faith. She wears a headscarf all the 

time, reads the Quran regularly, and prays five times a day. In many other ways though she lives 

a conventional Westernised life. While religion is her personal choice, she states, “[b]ut why, 

then, blame all Muslims for the actions of a bunch of maniacs?” (309). Shirin endeavours to 

demonstrate agnostic attitudes unconnected to Muslim culture and freestanding from religious 

beliefs. 

For Shirin, an Iranian woman, her freedom is restricted across all aspects of her life, 

including her public dress code, the university subjects she may study, and even the jobs she is 

allowed to apply for. They are thoroughly controlled and examined before approval. Therefore, 

she validates her modernist values through her “glass of wine” to tease Mona and generalise her 

own identity crisis by attributing them to Muslim women. She also functions as a research tool to 

examine both housemates’ reactions to her provoking questions. This is probably structured by 

Professor Azur, regarding the cultural identity of Muslim women and the ways they respond: 
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Shirin took a rapid gulp of her wine. ‘Hello-o, wake up, sister! There are crazies 

out there doing really sick stuff in the name of religion, our religion. Maybe not mine, but 

definitely yours. Doesn’t that bother you?’ 

‘What’s that got to do with me?’ Mona said, sticking her chin out. ‘Do you ask 

every Christian you meet to apologize for the horrors of the Inquisition?’  

‘If we were living in the Middle Ages, then yes, I might well have done.’ (308) 

Apparently, Shirin shows a greater connection to Christianity rather than Islam, mainly 

because Christianity has a modernised version of religious practices in the West. She casually 

withdraws from the Muslim background she is attached to, in part because of the way the Islamic 

law of Iran, the “republic of headscarves”, treats women. Moreover, her miserable experience 

with her dysfunctional family, who were displaced for the same reason, leads her to further 

become disillusioned with her own religion. Additionally, Shirin’s backlash is characterised by 

irrationality and resentment, partially because of her position as a research tool employed by the 

unethical professor rather than independent secular ideologist. 

Shirin underlines the faith-related challenges facing Muslims living in the West as unique 

and different from other religions and asks Mona to accept them as facts. This Muslim-on-

Muslim argument becomes part of Professor Azur’s interest. This is one of the suggested 

research inquiries organised by Professor Azur. It demands further investigations through 

practising Muslims such as Mona, ex-Muslims such as Shirin and confused Muslims such as 

Peri. Shirin disagrees with labelling Muslims as minorities facing oppression, instead there are 

other isolated social groups such as “Atheists. Yazidis. Gays. Drag queens. Environmentalists. 

Conscientious objectors. Those are the outcasts. Unless you fall into one of these categories, 

don’t complain about loneliness” (310). Additionally, Shirin questions why Muslim women take 

offence to unintentional comments by non-Muslims.  

Peri maintains impartiality as before, but Mona has a different perspective. As a logical 

response, Mona rebuts the image of the “Inquisition”, which is a symbol of a dishonourable 

intersection between religion and politics during the sixteenth century in Europe. Peters (4) 

believes that the Inquisition “came to represent the enemy of political liberty, the ultimate 
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symbol of the unnatural alliance of Throne and Altar”. This demonstrates further human 

tragedies attached to Judaism and Christianity, such as the Israeli check points in Gaza and the 

humiliation of Muslims in Palestine, the genocide in Rwanda and the genocide of Srebrenica. 

She believes that the Jews and Christians should not be blamed for these “horrific killings”. 

Mona believes that at the present time, Muslim women, particularly those who wear the 

headscarf, are degraded and targeted in public, frequently experiencing hate crimes. They always 

have the feeling of being scrutinised and need to regularly attest that they are not terrorists. As a 

Westernised Muslim woman, Mona can accept “atheists. Or gays. Or drag queens.” and respect 

their perspectives, but she contests Islamophobes because they repeatedly spread hate speech and 

fanatical rhetoric against Muslim women. Mona declares her personal experience in public 

spaces: 

… ‘I’ve been bullied, called names, pushed off a bus, treated as if I were dumb – 

all because of my headscarf. You’ve no idea how horribly I’ve been treated! It’s just a 

small piece of cloth.’ 

‘Then why do you wear it?’ 

‘It’s my choice, my identity! I’m not bothered by your ways, why are you 

bothered by mine? Who is the liberal here, think!’ 

‘Bloody ignorant,’ said Shirin. ‘first, it’s just one, then it’s ten, then millions. 

Before you know it it’s a republic of headscarves. That’s why my parents left Iran: your 

small piece of cloth sent us to exile!’ (310) 

Peri faces difficulty in tuning her thoughts, she tries mediation mainly because she has 

already experienced “accusations flying back and forth; a ping-pong of misunderstandings” from 

the endless argument between her parents. Although both parties are of similar age and academic 

level, each has their own independent character. While Peri’s behaviour and monologue signify 

the complexity of her internal conflict from her childhood and university experiences, she 

becomes confused as to who is oppressed and who is not. Her oppositional views are ridden with 

sceptical doubt, rationality and observed pragmatism. The natural notions of justice and morality 
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generate the complexities of her psychological state. She is unable to demonstrate the same 

confidence and self-esteem, but she is able to comprehend the challenges: 

… In some respects Shirin was right, she said, in other respects, Mona. For 

instance, she agreed that life could be systematically unfair for a member of a minority – 

be it cultural or religious or sexual – in a closed Muslim culture, though she was also 

aware of the hardships facing a headscarved woman in a Western society. For her, it 

always depended on the context. Whoever was the disempowered, the disadvantaged side 

in a given place and time, she wanted to support them. Hence she was not categorically 

for anyone, save the weaker party. (311) 

Generally, Peri is successfully able to clarify nominated contextual obscurities and 

establish an initial sympathetic treaty which Shirin names MWM “Muslim Women’s Manifesto”. 

The manifesto addresses the main perceptions which cause Muslim women’s dissatisfaction and 

discontent, including their concerns about “‘Fanaticism.’ ‘Sexism.’ ‘Islamophobia’” (312). 

Although they are all women of Middle Eastern Muslim cultural backgrounds, they can still be 

believers, agnostics, and atheists. However, they all firmly condemn the radical actions and 

speeches told in the name of Islam, his Prophet, and politicised Islam. Soon their harmonic 

progression is interrupted by an alternative discrepancy of engaging the Prophet into a negative 

connotation by Shirin. The point incontestable for Mona is: 

‘Don’t even think about it,’ Mona interjected, her voice quivering for the first 

time. ‘You can have a go at me. That’s all right. But I can’t have people rail against my 

Prophet when they know next to nothing about him. Criticize the Muslim world, okay, 

but leave him out of it.’  

Shirin huffed with frustration. ‘Why should we spare anyone from critical 

thinking? Especially when we’re at university!’  

‘Because what you call critical thinking is self-serving nonsense!’ said Mona. 

‘Because I know what you’re going to say and I also know your gaze is impure, your 
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knowledge tainted. You can’t judge the seventh century through the lens of the twenty-

first!’ 

‘Yes, I can, if the seventh century is trying to rule over the twenty-first!’ 

‘I wish you could be proud of who you are,’ said Mona. ‘You know what you are 

– a self-hating Muslim.’ ‘Ouch,’ Shirin said in mock pain.” (312) 

Here, the three women attempt to address these questions in a way that is traditional, yet 

compatible with the realities of the Westernised experience of modern Muslims. Shirin strives to 

consider the Prophet through “critical thinking” by disregarding his position within Mona’s 

devout perception. In most cases, but not necessarily all, this is in accordance with Islamic 

teachings, as believed in and practised by the majority of Muslims worldwide. For Mona, sacred 

figures like the Prophet of Islam are not debatable especially by an ex-Muslim.  

Peri’s disillusionment comes to a total collapse when she recognises that the three 

Muslim women are being studied by the professor – whom she feels passionately attracted to –

without consent. Being part of “the social laboratory” twice brings Peri to great disappointment 

because she feels that her privacy is invaded, observed, and reported by Shirin. The professor 

also interviews her in order for her to disclose her experience with “the baby in the mist” as 

another element of his research, rather than that of narrative therapy. Yet, her private sessions 

with the professor are manipulated by one of the insurgence students and recounted as a sexual 

affair. The three young women have different attitudes regarding sexuality with reference to 

commitments of their traditional faith: 

Their arguments focused on God, religion, faith, identity and, a few times, sex. 

Mona believed in remaining a virgin until marriage – a devotion she expected of both 

herself and her future husband – while Shirin poked fun at the whole idea. As for Peri, 

who was neither devoted to the notion of virginity nor as comfortable with sexuality as 

she would have liked, she listened, feeling somewhere in between, as she often did. (320) 
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The three young women discuss the absence of women’s pleasure from conversations 

about sex, the significance of virginity, patriarchy culture and future partners. The patriarchal 

system and the mentality that women’s bodies are there to give pleasure as opposed to receive it, 

is a long-standing one within the Muslim culture, as with Selma. As usual, Mona and Shirin 

represent both ends of the discussion. Peri remains in the middle, but with regard to sexuality, 

Peri is closer to Shirin because she is no longer a virgin. Peri realises there are women, like her 

sister-in-law, Feride, who were never spoken to about sex at all – Feride’s chastity and virginity 

was glorified until her wedding night. Yet, when she fails to perform with the sexual prowess of 

an accomplished lover, the husband, Peri’s brother, asked her family for a medical test. Despite 

the positive test results, Peri is unable to overcome the traumatic experience of that night. Shirin 

on her side believes that cultural shame is imposed on women. Shirin and Peri understand that all 

of these are part of Islamic teachings that lead to a fear of sex, being too ashamed to talk about it 

and unable to access pleasure. Therefore, they prefer to practise their lives as Westerners outside 

religious and cultural commitments. 

The novel authenticates the unachieved solidarity among feminists in the Middle East and 

highlights the downfall of Muslim women’s sisterhood, spurred by the patriarchal interpretation 

of religion. Peri is mainly interested in addressing the politics of religion that intersects with 

discourses of female solidarity and sisterhood, as significant elements of feminism in the Middle 

East. She also reports the encounters of women’s rights in Turkey and Muslim cultures, the 

nature of domestic violence, loveless marriages, and the significance of freedom of expression. 

The experience of the three Muslim women at Oxford and the unethical manipulation of their 

attitudes is a metaphor for the current political representations of Islamist groups worldwide. The 

argument covers the controversies around Islamist terrorists, jihadists, women in burqas and 

headscarves, and treats them as controversial accounts that continue to dominate Western 

media’s coverage of Muslims. The position of women and their solidarity are Shafak’s central 

concerns in the novel, particularly with regard to the emerging political Muslim groups in the 

Middle East. The novel invites readers to approach Muslim culture and patriarchal 

interpretations of religious texts in accordance with principles of self-criticism, regardless of 

theoretical principles derived from the sacred texts. 
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The Diversity of Headscarf Representations  

Peri’s mother Selma first began wearing a headscarf during the 1980s, showcasing the 

conservative thought of the pre-September 11 era. As she is in a permanent marriage, Peri’s 

mother accepts the man, Mensur, as the head of the household and conducts the relationship the 

way that is in the interests of the family situation. We can see that Selma’s over practice of 

Islamic teachings is a reaction to her husband’s atheist beliefs. She has limited options of arguing 

with him and denies being viewed as an oppressed woman. Selma’s headscarf is associated with 

traditional values and symbolises woman’s obedience to the cultural practices justified by 

Islamic teachings. She dutifully wears the headscarf despite her husband’s secular attitude. 

Selma’s second phase of wearing a headscarf occurs after she joins Uzembaz Efendi’s circle. She 

decides to wear the niqab at this point in part as a reaction to her husband’s anti-Islamic views 

because the headscarf eventually graduates into wearing a niqab, completely covering her body, 

including her face and eyes. Selma prefers the full-body coverage under the impact of Uzembaz 

Efendi’s instructions, which represent an extreme interpretation of Islamic texts.  

A third way of wearing the headscarf is demonstrated by Mona to signal emerging the 

post-September 11 cultural context. During this period of time, Mona is proud of her American 

identity and tolerates the anti-terror war camp against terrorism. She rejects extremism and offers 

a Westernised version of the Muslim headscarf through commitments to moderate Islamic 

teachings. She prefers to speak up in her communities, organise anti-terror protests and signs 

petitions to show her support for the victims of the September 11 attacks. She tries to make the 

news and encourage people to discover alternative sides to the stories. Mona’s headscarf 

signifies an active icon of the modern American Muslim women. She involves herself in 

different activities among at the university to take on roles that are more prominent, and 

volunteer in civil-society organizations. She is keen to show other people that Muslim women 

are not different, and do not pose a threat because their involvement will achieve their 

acceptance at least as individuals. 

A fourth instance of a woman choosing to wear the headscarf in the novel can be seen in 

the newspaper tycoon’s wife, whom we never actually meet, but hear about at the dinner party as 

she obediently looks after five children at home. She represents a modern version of the 
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traditional oppressed Muslim woman but with a more conservative attitude. Although there is a 

strong consensus that Islamic teachings abhor violence and domestic abuse, one may say “the 

newspaper tycoon” emotionally abuses the wife by prohibiting her from attending the dinner 

party. Peri views him as an abusive husband who argues for women’s submission and 

obedience and refers to Islamic teachings as justification for domestic violence. While the wife 

takes no part in the story and remains nameless, this technique signifies the personal crises of 

identity that she experiences. Her headscarf implies her oppression while the novel focuses on 

the ways she is affected by a considerably different Islamic world. This occurs in order to offer a 

new version of Muslim women in the novel.  

A fifth version of the headscarf materialises with the aristocratic families who wear the 

headscarf as a form of social identity but also try to practise a Westernised lifestyle. For 

example, the businesswoman reports that some “headscarved” Muslim women even keep pets. 

She wonders if dogs are considered “detestable” pets by some Islamic scholars. This is an 

emerging update of Islamic interpretations among middle-class Muslims and it is obvious that 

the uneven impact of globalisation has led to contemporary reinterpretations of Islamic 

traditions.  

This newly emerging Islamic capitalism enables the formation of a new middle class and 

presents ideological grounds where the tensions between different Islamic interpretations arise. 

As further support, the “cosmetic surgeon” reveals that many patients are Muslim women 

looking for both cosmetic surgeries and sexual attraction. For these women, beauty is one of 

their ideals, using cosmetics to maintain their beauty. Although these Muslim women are bound 

to follow Islamic requirements when it comes to cosmetics, there is still a large scope of options, 

due to their higher social class. The narrator demonstrates the outcome of Peri’s academic and 

cultural journey at the age of thirty-five at the beginning of the novel as a “good person”: 

… She supported charities, raised awareness about Alzheimer’s and money for 

families in need; volunteered at retirement homes where she competed in backgammon 

tournaments, losing intentionality; carried treats in her handbag for Istanbul’s copious 

stray cats and every so often, had them neutered at her own expense; kept a close eye on 
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her children’s performance in school; hosted elegant dinners for her husband’s boss and 

co-workers; fasted on the first and the last days of Ramadan, but tended to skip the ones 

in between; sacrificed a hennaed sheep every Eid. She never littered streets, never 

jumped the queue at the supermarket, never raised her voice — even when she had been 

treated rudely. A fine wife, a fine mother, a fine housewife, a fine citizen, a fine modern 

Muslim she was. (3-4) 

Finally, in terms of the novel’s treatment of the headscarf, there is Peri’s intermittent 

usage of the headscarf, which accords with the second generation’s moderate and Westernised 

lifestyle that evaporates by the third generation via her daughter, Deniz. In other words, Peri is a 

practising Muslim woman, but she does not wear the headscarf because she does not demand 

special consideration. She is interested in gender equality and the right of individuals rather than 

gender segregation due to her social class and Westernised culture. Peri admires daring Muslim 

women who refuse to conform to the injunction to wear the headscarf. Yet, she is more interested 

in enjoying a range of choices among Turkish women, so she may participate in civic life 

without ambiguities around the discourse of Islamic teachings of gender segregation. She has a 

strong desire to call for social, political, and cultural reformations.  

Peri admires the modernist attitudes celebrating religious and ethnic diversity, including 

interfaith gatherings and the acceptance of each other with reference to the qualities of decent 

citizenship and modern criterion. She contemplates that for true Muslims, the modernist life and 

Islamic teachings uphold common values of generosity, sharing beliefs and respect for modern 

life. Giving back to the community enables the society to return to the Divine origin and to do so 

as patriots. Through understanding and offering services, individuals like Peri seek to enact 

Islamic values of compassion and sharing where diversity may be celebrated. Her sister in-law, 

Feride, however, reluctantly has to give in to society and family pressures and resume wearing 

the headscarf. 

Peri also discovers the visual representations of the headscarf as an Islamic revival that 

creates designs and fashions among the younger affluent generation with more fashionable 

Islamic outfits. It is obvious that fashion designers try to fill the gaps that they have spotted in 
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the market within Muslim and non-Muslim countries. Headscarf brands attempt to appeal to 

millennial consumers that exist in an uncomfortable religious climate. These different versions of 

the Muslim headscarf and its designs may identify different Muslim movements and groups 

including Muslim feminist movements. In due course, Peri observes the representations of the 

headscarf, from her mother Selma, to her sister-in-law, Feride, her housemate Mona, and the 

nameless Muslim women at the dinner party. Her observations showcase the last two decades of 

the twentieth century, from the 1980s and 1990s to 2016, when Peri attends the dinner party.  

For Peri and her daughter Deniz, wearing the headscarf is pointless. Yet, they accept 

Selma’s headscarf because women who wish to wear a headscarf should be able to do so without 

criticism and social pressure. While Peri herself refuses to be manipulated to wear the headscarf 

as a symbol of religious or political groups, she understands that the cultural complexity of the 

headscarf is beyond her control. Generally, Peri’s journey demonstrates the progress of the 

representation of the headscarf and Islamic dress code within approximately four decades in two 

centuries. In the meantime, Peri’s sister-in-law, Feride, wears the headscarf to represent the 

second-generation headscarf oriented with fashion and lifestyle aspirations. Correspondingly, the 

Egyptian American woman, Mona, wears the headscarf as part of her rights as a minority group 

member in the West, but Shirin despises the headscarf because it is mandatory in Iran. 

At this point, the headscarf representation moves from commercialisation to 

politicisation, where it is linked to fundamentalism and the emerging Islamic capitalism Peri 

observes at the dinner party. The voiceless Muslim women wearing headscarves mentioned 

during the dinner party reflect the discussions about economic systems of private property, free 

enterprise and free markets, tycoons, and wealth creation in the Islamic Middle East. The novel 

presents different feminine perspectives that deal with the headscarf in different ways. Peri 

concludes her journey by viewing her faith in terms of a private world. She realises that Islamic 

perspectives will never combine into one worldwide faith, but she still anticipates society 

moving towards a universal materialistic ideology that leaves room for a diversity of faiths. 

Emerging interpretations of Islamic teachings contribute to the diverse ethnic, racial, and 

national conventions that bring a new way of collaborative business. Significantly, the novel 

presents the ways that redefine Islamic teachings and religion to accept the singularity of each 
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faith and everyone’s faith-based perspectives. Additionally, the author notes the different ways in 

which rationalised Islamic teachings can be accommodated within an international forum that 

moves away from violence and intolerance.  

Peri’s approach was different from Khadra and Yasmeen because she never experienced 

domestic violence or patriarchal cultural oppression during her life. Therefore, it can be said that 

the title “Three Daughters of Eve” could be Peri, her mother, and her daughter, because they 

represent three different generations moving gradually towards giving up the wearing of 

headscarf. Also, Peri, Shirin and Mona represent three different female perspectives, but Peri, her 

mother, and her sister-in-law also present various perspectives with regard to wearing the 

headscarf. Yet, the “three daughters of eve” can represent global solidarity and sisterhood that 

the novel tries to achieve among women, because prioritising solidarity and sisterhood provide 

more opportunities to challenge patriarchy within society.
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CONCLUSION 

The three self-reflective journeys discussed in this thesis, Khadra’s in The Girl in the 

Tangerine Scarf, Yasmeen’s in The Hijabi Club and Peri’s in Three Daughters of Eve, all led 

in their different ways toward the idea that antiquated Islamic teachings and values needed to 

be revised in favour of more meaningful and modernised Islamic values, particularly those 

pertaining to gender. Each novel suggested that rethinking Islamic teachings leads to a 

reworking of patriarchal cultural practices that hinder gender equality amongst Muslim 

communities living in the West. This study has found that in the post-September 11 political 

and socio-cultural climate, Muslim women living in Western societies struggled with wearing 

the headscarf as part of their Islamic cultural practices. This struggle with the headscarf has in 

turn reflected a broader search for a new equilibrium in Muslim women’s lives, and to better 

harmonise their culture, faith, and life, with their inner world of thoughts, feelings, and 

reactions.  

These characters chose to conduct a self-discovery journey, but their journeys could 

be better defined as a mystical Islamic practice of seeking the truth about their faith and 

cultural practices through personal experiences with families and communities. In this way, 

this study has explored the distinction made between cultural values, faith practices and 

Islamic teachings through the ways in which these young women reflected on and sought 

gender equality. The representation of their headscarf explored the gender order as depicted 

by the faith-based teachings and their contradictions with secular principles in modern and 

civilised societies. In particular, the Westernised Muslim women in this study were all in 

their different ways, and in a distinctly political manner, disobedient. Indeed, they challenged 

the ideal of the obedient woman sanctioned by patriarchal cultural practices and supported by 

selective interpretations of Islamic teachings.  

This study has taken body-covering and wearing the headscarf as the most obvious 

practices of personal piety in women, to also be expressive of cultural identity and 

relationships to family and community expectations. The first and most significant part of this 

argument addressed the cultural construction of Muslim communities in Western societies. It 

argued that contemporary Islamic teachings need to act as a facet of modernity, rather than as 

the resurgence of reactionary static thoughts that exclude other religions and different 

doctrines amongst Muslims themselves. Secondly, while the characters sought modernised 
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interpretations of the holy texts to reconsider gender equality, they also variously contended 

that wearing the headscarf is an outmoded cultural practice, which had come about 

specifically through the cultural dominance of men. The three women—Khadra, Yasmeen 

and Peri—came to see these Islamic teachings and cultural practices, including wearing the 

headscarf, as unjust and discriminatory. By removing their headscarf, they were not 

renouncing their faith but expressing their desire to practise it privately and without adverse 

judgements. Moreover, wearing the headscarf intersected with broader ideals of religious 

tolerance, gender equality, individual autonomy and independence. 

The novels differed somewhat in form; The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf and Three 

Daughters of Eve were narrated by third-person narrators while The Hijabi Club was narrated 

by dual first-person narrators. Within the narratives, there were also differences. In The 

Hijabi Club, while Yasmeen (the second narrator) was not comfortable wearing the 

headscarf, while the first narrator, Josephine, took great pleasure and pride in wearing it and 

never took off the headscarf in the story. This dual narration assists Yasmeen to compare 

Middle Eastern and American Muslim cultural perspectives and religious practices. There 

were also differences in timescale between the novels. Khadra’s story in Khaf’s novel and 

Peri’s in Shafak’s novel, spanned more than thirty-five years, whereas for Yasmeen, the 

duration of her journey is less than three years between the ages of fifteen and eighteen. 

Likewise, Khadra and Peri became university students and studied religion 

independently as an academic discipline (although Peri did not graduate), whereas Yasmeen’s 

story ended when she was still a high school student. Her religious study was observational 

and involved noticing the practising of Muslim families with both Western and migrant 

Muslim backgrounds and comparing them to her family. Thus, while Khadra and Peri both 

experienced marriage, Yasmeen instead observes the marriages of those around her, notably 

her own parents, along with Sister Shanaz and Brother Ameer. Khadra and Yasmeen were 

able to observe how their mothers were compelled to stay home and look after children as 

dependent obedient static women.  

Moreover, the study found the headscarf to be closely linked to the status of a 

woman’s chastity and all three explored this trend in differing ways. The novels are frank and 

honest in their treatment of sexuality including women’s virginity and its cultural 

significance. Khadra aborted her child, Yasmeen pretended to be pregnant, and Peri had sex 
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with a Christmas party guest in Oxford, rejecting the cultural convention of maintaining her 

virginity before marriage. Later, her choice of husband was one of the open-minded 

characters who knew that she came into the marriage as a non-virgin. Both Khadra and 

Yasmeen experienced patriarchal cultural practices. Khadra suffered domestic violence from 

her husband and pursued a woman-initiated divorce. Yasmeen felt repressed by her 

overbearing father and returns to Jordan with her uncle, a man neither dominant nor 

patriarchal. Whilst Peri was aware of the dominance of males in politics and culture, she was 

adored by her parents, brothers and eventually her husband and she had a successful marriage 

and became the mother of three children. However, she observed her mother who was 

extreme in her Muslim faith, who not only submitted to rigidity but adhered to the patriarchal 

traditions of the Islamic teachings. 

The three women’s attitude to their faith and Muslim religion was varied. Khadra 

willingly accompanied her mother to the Dawah community centre for prayers in the 

women’s prayer room. As she grew up, Khadra closely observed different methods of 

praying that signified different sects and ethnic backgrounds. She learnt that not all Muslims 

follow her parents’ sect. Yasmeen and Peri attended mosques occasionally, but they were 

never interested in attending prayers at mosques. Neither Khadra nor Peri had a positive 

experience of their pilgrimages to Mecca on “Haj” as one of the five pillars of Islamic faith. 

Khadra attended the ceremony but she experienced sexual harassment and was apprehended 

by the authorities for praying at a mosque without a male guardian. Peri’s mother returned 

from Haj bearing the gift of a clock which called for prayers at the multiple appointed times 

each day. This caused an even deeper rift between her and her husband, and as a result of the 

ongoing argument, Peri’s father then suffered a heart attack and eventually died. This 

imparted a shadow over the pilgrimage that she undertook. Meanwhile, in The Hijabi Club, 

Yasmeen does not mention the pilgrimage to Mecca at all. 

The intersection of Islamic faith as an ideology against or with power and politics was 

obvious in Khadra and Peri’s journey, but Yasmeen never came across politics, except when 

the Israeli-Palestine conflict was mentioned as one of the boring topics that she did not show 

interest in. Khadra discovered that her parents were engaged with a political Islamist group in 

opposition to the Syrian government, and their faith was not purely spiritual but intersected 

with politics. Peri discovered that there was an “emerging Muslim capitalism” at the dinner 

party that had less to do with faith and spirituality than power, politics, trade, and wealth. 
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Moreover, although the novels were published in the years following the September 

11 attacks in 2001, there are no explicit or direct indications of this event influencing the 

characters and events. None of the three novels discussed the evolution of the Islamist 

terrorist groups manipulating the ethnic, social, political, cultural, or religious values as part 

of their socially mediated terrorism, although the dinner party guests in Three Daughters of 

Eve deliberated briefly on the September 11 attacks as a terrorist action against American 

policy in the Middle East from a Muslim perspective. Shafak’s novel viewed Muslim 

terrorism as a purely ruthless ideology informed and guided by imprudent interpretations of 

Islamic teachings. Furthermore, in Three Daughters of Eve, Peri notes the pervasive anti-

American radicalism amongst the Turkish Muslim society during the events of September 11, 

2001, and she seems worried about the extent of radicalism in the Muslim world. For Peri, it 

was imperative to establish a set of evident distinctions between modern Muslims and 

terrorism, but in the end, it was not only the West that was avoiding these distinctions. It was, 

as she viewed them, misguided Muslims like her friends Mona, Shirin and her mother, Selma 

who were trying to erase these distinctions by claiming there is no Islamic extremism or, on 

the other hand, that “Muslims are all terrorists”. Peri’s perspective sought to find a more 

nuanced middle path.  

Importantly, the debates in the novels were most often taking place within Muslims 

themselves, through families and friendship networks. For example, Khadra and Yasmeen 

both left their families as a result of their religious and cultural conflicts, but Peri stayed with 

her family because she maintained impartiality and never engaged in faith-based conflicts 

neither at home nor outside. The three women demonstrated secular Muslim perspectives 

without affiliation to any specific sect or schools of thought. They conducted their journeys 

as wanderers looking for an appropriate faith and cultural practices for women, including the 

wearing of the headscarf. Khadra and Yasmeen started wearing fulltime headscarf at an early 

age, but Peri never wore it fulltime except intermittently for specific occasions. Khadra 

moved between fulltime, part time and intermittent modes of wearing the headscarf. Yasmeen 

wore the headscarf part-time and it is implied that she stopped wearing altogether when she 

returned to Jordan. Peri wore the headscarf intermittently, mainly for prayers and Ramadan 

fasting. 

The three women had exposure to not only different Muslim sects but also in 

Yasmeen’s case, other religions. She observed the cultural practices amongst Muslim 
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families and other religions to explore the intersection of religion and culture, as she 

discovered that cultural practices were more powerful than religious beliefs. Only Khadra 

explored inter-sect tolerance due to the presence of various schools and sects in the novel. 

She was taught what was or was not Islamic to follow the exclusive path to paradise. As 

Khadra was raised in a community of exclusion to other sects, she explored inter-sect faiths 

when she left home and concluded that Islam was a belief system which was characterised by 

great diversity, encompassing different ethnicities and cultural traditions. In the mature phase 

of her life, Khadra embraced Islamic pluralism, and celebrated the different Islamic schools 

of thoughts and the rich history of Islam and its cultural practices and teachings. 

Unlike the explicit investigation of faith in The Girl in a Tangerine Scarf, in Three 

Daughters of Eve, Peri was a secular Muslim and is not personally invested in exploring other 

religions or the differences between Muslim sects and schools of thought. While she practised 

her faith intermittently, she was aligned with many Westernised customs and was seen to be 

practising Western norms such as drinking wine, smoking, and wearing revealing 

Westernised clothing including miniskirts. The different stances on faith were instead 

embodied in the differing roles taken by the characters. Peri acted as a mediator, reinventing 

her self-initiated spiritual approach, arbitrating both her parental conflict and that between her 

two friends, Mona, and Shirin. 

The novels depict the plight of women which has strongly gendered aspect to it. 

Yasmeen and Khadra were both affected by domestic violence and family conflicts. They 

each took steps to try and regain control of their lives, although not always successfully. The 

extremity of her situation, led Yasmeen, in The Hijabi Club, to take control of her body 

through Middle Eastern belly dancing shows and control of her diet, as she developed an 

eating disorder. On the other, Khadra in The Girl in the Tangerine Scarf, was empowered to 

leave her husband and initiate divorce, as well as moving away from her own overbearing 

family. In this way, the characters in these novels reflect the fact that gender equality has 

created an epistemological crisis in Muslim culture, with reformist voices and scholarship 

challenging patriarchal cultural practices amongst Muslim communities. In particular, these 

fictional but revolutionary Muslim women challenge concepts of family structure, gender 

relations and feminine obedience. These challenges are shaped by contemporary ideals of 

human rights, gender equality and personal autonomy, which were given new urgency in the 

wake of September 11. 
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Moreover, the three novels have created an intellectual negotiation between Muslim 

women and scholars who are undermining the patriarchal understandings of Islamic 

teachings. Against expectation, the three journeys by Khadra, Yasmeen and Peri showed that 

Islamic teachings and women’s rights could be compatible, provided there can be an 

intellectual forum for negotiating reformations in Islamic teachings. As identified by this 

study, Muslim thinkers who have approached the re-interpretation of Islamic texts, such as 

Abu Zayd, have favoured the adoption of a literary-critical reading of the Islamic sacred 

texts. Further, regarding Muslims’ self-critical approach, the secular Muslim thinker, Sadiq 

Al-Azm criticised Muslim writers, who avoided the critique of the superstructure of Muslim 

thought, culture, values, and practices. He believed that the metaphysical ideology of 

Muslims remains uncreative when it remains confined to “the religious mentality”, and he 

draws attention to the intersection of religion with politics as being deceitful and hypocritical. 

This study has revealed that these three novels advocated for re-evaluations of 

Muslim culture, which give greater space to the diversity in approaching traditional Islamic 

teachings. The three characters were successful in creating suitable spaces of negotiation, 

often won inside the personal confines of their own lives, for the emergence of such 

interpretations. Moreover, as Muslims, the three characters discovered that a religious text 

could presuppose the freedom of the Muslim and justify reflective thinking and 

understanding. They illustrate that there is an interplay between the traditional Islamic 

teachings and modern cultural practices, not only with wearing the headscarf but other social 

practices such as divorce, marriage, gender-equality and women’s rights.  

In these ways, the journeys of the female protagonists in the novels in this study 

exemplify the reformist visions of scholars such as Abu Zayd and Al-Azm, which sought to 

make Muslim cultural practices compatible with Western values. Khadra, Yasmeen and Peri 

exemplify a range of responses, at the daily level, to the complex, and often conflicting, 

expectations placed on young Muslim women living in Western countries in the wake of 

September 11. Whether or not to wear the headscarf, a practice which was in turn a short-

hand for various gendered cultural practices, often became the question which the female 

characters in these novels used to try and understand their situation. But the novels do not 

reject Islam and take faith to be an important element of human life, even in a secularist 

context such as seen in Three Daughters of Eve. Instead of rejecting religion, the novels 

demonstrate that Muslim women have to challenge the patriarchal interpretations of Islamic 
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teachings which often derive from medieval clerics. What these novels suggest is that while 

in ancient times religious scriptures were a universal guide to both faith and cultural 

practices, in modern times, individuals cannot wait for a prophet to direct them but must 

come to their own conclusions and peace with their faith.  
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